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ADVERTISEMENT

THE following essays were furnished to Mr. Isaac
I "- •

--'Coliett of Staunton, and inserted in his respectable

•weekly paper, the Republican Farmer. They have

..been twice republished, in the form ofa volume. In
•

this third edition, -the author has carefully revised his

• » - i

work, and given it his best corrections.—To each num

ber is prefixed the date of its original appearance in

the Farmer ; and all communications aro distinguish-

, ed- by the letter C annexed.



— ., i slight errors have been ofaervetf.

~P. 3 1 , /,. 1 0, for its its read its. > ;

— 69, —- 30, for extasy rfaJeestucy. .rV •'

—.134, — 8, for life read his life. ' .".>#,"

—• 139,— 24, ybr mothers's read mother*ftf:>jgii;

— 164, — 14, for remembrace rearf reraenibraifcei



THE.

No. 1. . Jtftr «9, 1813.-,

Introductory*

HAVJENG -passed the meridian of life, not with---

Oiit some habits-of reading, observation, and reflection,

I intend to fill & column of the Republican Farmer,

now and then, with miscellaneous matter under the -

title of the Mountaineer.

To introduce one's self to the world in this way is a

serious affair ; and I feel it to be- so,, in common with

most of those who engage^ in the same, adyentu-re. •.

Standing before judges wk«*re and oqgfijt to be --rigid

ly impartial, I confess that -I await with a degree of

anxiety the event efmy trial*:;- The disclosure of the:,

motives which--act»ate me will probably be demanded ;

and it shall be given -with the promptitude and frankv

n«ss of an honest man. Pecuniary emolument is not

among my designs. Of the value of praise;J will not

affectio be insensible;- r mean the praise of the wise

and virtuous portion.of.mankind. Td gain the esteem

of those who are worthy to be esteemed is an object

of exertion, and a sem-ce of gratification, of which I

see no reason to. be ashamed* Should it come to- my

knowledge that a judicious father^ on -receiving the ,

Farmer, called his ciiiidreH arou-nd him -with, a cbn-j,,

gratulating smile, in order to present them ,a new •>

Mountaineer 5 or that some ingenuoMS young man or

maiden , devoted- to improvement of mind and heart,

eagerly turned over the paper in search of one of my

numbers, and, read- it in preference to silly romances,.

ai>d the squabbles .of angry politicians ; I freely avow

ii»«t the discovery pfsucli facts would afford me great

B;,
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•pleasure. But so fas -as I can aseertaia what passes, in

my own breast, my principal inducement to this un

dertaking is a sincere desire to do good. We live in

a world abounding with ignorance, vice, and sorrow.

No man who fears God and loves his fellow creatures

ean look without emotion upon such a scene ; and it is

as true, that no man who cordially wishes for a better

state.ofthings should aba-mlen-t^ibopeof being instru

mental in bringing it about. For my part, I feel it to

.be an, .imperious duty to contribute my small share of

effort for. promating the public welfare. The success

depends on HIM who is the Fountain of wisdom, and

by whose blessing alone any of our enterprises ean be

conducted to. a prosperous issue.

I ought to lay before my readers, at setting out, some

.account of what they may expect from the Mquntahi-

•eer\ But I find it much -easier to settle my limits,

not to be transgressed^ than to, describe minutely the

large field within which I shall hold myself at liberty

to .range. My speculations shall contain nothing in\.

compatible with the holy doctrines and precepts of the

•gospel of Christ ; nothing which can offend the strict

est de-licacy, or tinge the cheek of modesty with ;i

Mush; nothing of personal. abuse, the vile employ

ment of those .w-hftlbve to indulge their own maliu;-

•nant passions, -and to blow the, J&jnes of discord HI

society. Confined, willingly and sacredly, by these-

;bounds, I shall submit to general attention, from time

to time, something of religion, and of morality as

founded on religious principles:; -reflections on educa

tion, intellectual and moral; recommendations of va

luable books, new or old, supposed not to be exten

sively known ; remarks on prevailing maxims and

Banners : in a .word, whatever I may deem likely to

be profitable to the majority of my readers. While I

profess myself an ardent lover of polite literature, a

friend to wit and himiour when directed to useful

purposes ; I think it fair to give notice that? this work

.will be marked by religious,thought and moral admo-
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raition as its leading characteristics. That I shall ne

ver touch upon politics, I do not say ; hut I shall do.

it seldom, and always in a spirit and mode calculated

to heal divisions, and not to exasperate them. In my

mind there is no doubt that the masses of people com

posing our two great political parties are equally up

right in their aims aad intentions. It is not in the

love of our country that we differ, but in our judg

ment of the best measures for maintaining her honour

and advancing her prosperity. •

How oftea my numbers may appear, .or how long

.they may be continued, I cannot pretend to foresee.

I may be disappointed in my hopes of assistance. I

may find myself pressed with other and indispensable

avocations. I may discover that the public would ra

ther have my room than my company ; particularly

at a time like this, when every heart burns for news

from our frontier lines, darkened as they are by the

storms of war. In any ofthese cases I shall consider

myself fully warranted to suspend, .or even abruptly

to drop these my humble labours, without feeling any

of that guilt which results from the violation of «

promise.

No. 2. AUGUST 5, 1813.

Assistance Requested.

I HAVE already intimated my hope of being aided

In the attempt which I have taken in hand. That I

stand in need of aid I am deeply sensible. The task

-before me is an arduous one ; so arduous that the abi

lities of a solitary mind, I might almost say however

endowed, would be insufficient to execute it well. To

render these papers efficacious, they must be interest

ing. -V/ithout a vital spirit of thought, and a variety

of composition, it will be impossible to attract and to

fix the attention ofthe public ; especially of the young,

W\M are so apt to start aside from every thing serious
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."and didactic, and to whom, nevertheless, I am most

solicitous to be useful. I do, therefore, with all re

spect and earnestness, ask .the Cooperation of those

friends to religion, good morals, and sound taste, \vhp

are able to help.me, and who feel concerned lor the

improvement and .happiness of their fellow men.

* Will want of leisure be assigned as a sufficient rea-

• son for disregarding my request ? Let me observe

that long and laboured treatises arc not the things I

desire. Such productions, indeed, however excel

lent' they might be, would not suit my pln.:i, as each

•number of my work must necessarily be of very mo

derate extent. And I beg those persons, of cither

sex, who possess a habit of writing, and think favour

ably of my design, to reflect that if they can spare

me occasionally a few hours of (heir time, 'they may

lay me and my readers uRder:.great obligations by

preparing a number or two for the Mountaineer.

WH4 help be refused me on the ground that so little

good is likely to be done by publishing short essays

in ,1 newspaper? Let us beware of deluding ourselves

vvith plausible excuses for our indolence or our des

pondency. And permit me to inquire whether it is

hot better to do a little good than to do none ? Most

of the happy changes which take place in this unto

ward, wprld are achieved slowly, a little at a time ;

"by slight impressions often repeated ; and above all,

: by the exertions of several agents united in carrying

. en a common purpose. '[The sea is made up of single

drops ; and, each dr^p .contributes to the formation of

, that mighty ^pass of waters. But farther, how can

. any of us know the amount of good wbich may be ac*

. complished' by a few wholesome sentistents flowing

.warm from the heart, conveyed in words well cho

sen, and attended with a blessing from .heaven ? How

.'delightful to a benevolent mind is the consciousness,

or even the hope, af an instrumentality in rescuing a

human being from the fangs^of vice and folly ; in fas- „

tening in a human heart s,orrie good resolution, -which
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may have a share in preparing ,that heart for the en

joyment of a blissful eternity 1

As I am to feel myself responsible to the public for

every doctrine and every expression which wilJ ap

pear in this series of papers, I must claim full liberty

t© revise and to alter any piece communicated to me,

according to my best judgment. Jf, however, any

correspondent fqrbid this, Sis performance shall either

be published as written, or otherwise disposed of «s

he may choose to prescribe.

No. 3, AUGUST 12, 1813.

Beauties of (Tie Morning Hour.

MB. MOUNTAINEER,

AS I am a waraa admirer of the beauties of

nature, I cannot butregret that one of her most de

lightful spectacles is so generally disregarded. I al

lude to the dawn ®f day ; the appearances which pre

sent themselves in A cfearxnorning from the first tinge

of light till the rising .of the sun. The faint gleam

which announces that the night is over ; the golden

wares of light, becoming every moment more vivid,

-rising and spreading rapidly over the eastern sky ; the

emergence of mountains, hills, fields, meadows, and

streams, from the gloom of darkness, like A new cre

ation springing out of chaos ; the.various songs of in

numerable birds rendering the"homage oftheir joy ts

the Creator ; compose, all together, a scene inexpres

sibly more attractive and splendid than any of the

works of/ man. To waste in superfluous sleep this

" sweet hour,of prime," ihkhour more delicious than

all other*, I must pronounce to be & contempt of ma

ture not easily to be forgiven.

•But it is not merely through the eye and the ear that

we are enchanted by the opening of the day : it be-

ftimes still more interesting by 'the associated ideas

JB.3
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which it excites in a conternplative.mind. It presents

to me the imag* of hope fixing her eager eye upon the

object of her desire, exulting in her growing proba

bilities of success, and moving forward with accelera

ted steps to fruition. It makes me think of the escape

from long continued sorrow, of which all mankind

have considered darkness the most striking emblem,

1 o gladness and joy. It gives me the picture of a dear

friend, returning after years of absence, years cloud

ed with uncertainty about his fate, to cheer my soul

with his smiles of unabated attachment. When I,gaze

on the dawn, I am often reminded of the rosy blush

which mantled in the cheek of Amanda .when I be

sought her to be mine ; when she half concealed her

glowing face upon my bosom, and softly murmured

the tender emotions of her heart The light of the

morning suggests to me many a pleasing anticipation

,jof the improvements of my lovely boy, my Florio. -I

seem to mark his vigorous advances in learning and

science ; his mind illuminated, strengthened, and a-

dorned with knowledge ; his feeling heart expanded

with every devout and generous affection, and con

firmed in every honourable principle ofaction. Look

ing onward to the meridian of his manhood, I see him

beloved and respected, the delight of his friends, and

a blessing to his country.

The bible, that rich treasury of all that is eloquent

as well as all that is hoiy, has not omitted to notice

Hie charming appearance of the morning hour. " The

path of the just is as the shining light, that shineth

more and more unto the perfect day." The kind of

life -upon earth which befits an heir of immortality, a

candidate for a seat beyond the skies, begins with some

feable .glimmerings of knowledge concerning himself

as a sinner, and the method of his restoration to the

friendship of God ; accompanied with a desire, weak

and wavering, perhaps, but. a sincere desire to serve

fiod and enjoy his favour. -Increasing light.flows up

on £he .inquiring mind from the scriptures, Prejudi-
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ces I'.id errors give way to the energy of truth. The

humble disciple of the inspired volume sees with more

clearness, and feels with livelier sensibility, that his

only safety lies in union with the Saviour ; that his

,best dignity and happiness are involved in the confor-

.rnity of his tempers and conduct to the divine will.

His purposes to live a life of reason and religion grad

ually ripen into habits. His conquest over tempta

tion becomes more easy ; his patience under trials,

and trust in almighty protection, more established.

Bearing daily fruits of righteousness, he tastes an ex

quisite satisfaction in the favourable testimony of hie

own conscience, and in hope of .the approbation of

Heaven. Thus he travels forward, with an improv-

'ing lustre of piety and benevolence, and with grow

ing peace and joy in his,own breast, until he shall en

ter i&to the perfection of light, holiness, and felicity

,4n the eternal world. " Then shall the righteous shine

forth as the sun in the kingdom of their Father."

Your Friend,

ALBERT.

No. 4. AUGUST 26, 1813.

The Mischief? of Party Spirit. ',

"WE all agree in censuring the spirit of party, and

.in lamenting its prevalence amongst Us. Is it impos

sible to stop the progress ofthis evil, and prevent the

dreadful consequences which it tends to produce ?

Party spirit implies some difference of opinion ; of

which the subjects are sometimesimportant, and some

times extremely trivial. But party spirit is not itself

difference of opinion ; nor does it necessarily follow

that because «ur sentiments do not coincide we must

fall into the state of feeling now under consideration.

It is a thing voluntarily connected with the infir

mities of human judgment ; a compound of the most

odious aiul tormenting passions which infest our na
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•«ure ; such as ambition, pride, envy, suspicion, and

fiery resentment. In one word, it is malice against

ali those who belong to an opposite party.

This spirit often associates itself with real or pre

tended differences in matters of religion. And what

an immensity of mischief it has done, in this form, to

the purest and best of all religions, what misery it has

brought upon nations and individuals, is known to e-

very reader of the history of mankind. Vile hypo

crites, destitute of conscience, and rash, dark-minded

bigots, clothing their unhallowed passions with the

name of zeal for God and his truth, have armed them

selves with fire and sword, .and deluged the earth with

blood. Yet there is nothing which genuine religion

abhors and condemns more strongly than this very

spirit of intolerance and persecution.

At this day every good man sees and mourns the

Spirit of party which distracts our country in relation

to the war 'in which we are engaged. For the mo

tives of ambitious leaders, or greedy hunters of office

•and emolument, of whatever party, I will not be res

ponsible. But these are not the body of the Ameri

can people. It is absurd to suppose that the people

-are actuated by any other than upright and patriotic

intentions in the political courses which they pursue.

And yet with what bitter animosity do they quarrel,

what terms of invective do they incessantly heap on

«ach other ! To illustrate the subject, I will state a case.

Would to God it were an imaginary case merely ; but

there is scarcely a neighbourhood, I fear, through

out the country, where.H is not in some degree reali

zed. Here are two citizens, whom, f6r distinction's

•sake, we will call Severus and Ernestus. They are

alike men of respectable understandings, and have

characters well established for sound moral worth.

Each of them possesses considerable property, and is

surrounded with a rising family. Severus believes

"we.had no sufficient cause for waging the present war

against England ; and adds that, should he be ntisto-
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ken in this, still it is certain we had far more abun

dant grounds for commencing a war with France.

Ernestus, on the other hand, who is one of the majo

rity, maintains with as much confidence that we had

just cause of war against England, and e gainst her a-,

lone. They have formed opinions equally opposite

in regard to the policy of the war. Sevcrus thinks

we entered into it with a deplorable precipitancy ; and

that it is not likely to benefit, but deeply to injure us

in the result. Ue is satisfied we might speedily makv

peace without national dishonour, and of course that

we ought to make it. Ernestus deems it to have been

absolutely necessary to begin the war when we. did,

•without delaying it any longer ; and none of the dis

asters we have suffered shake his firm expectation that

it will eventuate so as to preserve the honour and im

prove the prosperity of his country. How all these

contradictory sentiments came to be adopted, it might"

not be easy to tell, nor is it my business to inquire.

I simply state the facts. These neighbours, feeling a

similar and lively concern for the public good, con

verse, when they meet, on hardly any other subject

but the war. Soon after they start the contest, how

ever, cool, patient discussion is abandoned, and therr

laces are seen flushed with angry passion. With their

attempts at argument they mingle reproachful lan

guage, and load each other with the most hateful

names and imputations. The air is burdened with

the exasperating sounds of demagogue, jacobin, at

tachment to France and -her tyrant ; faction, tory,

subserviency to the enemy ; and so on. Thus friend

ship ami neighbourly kindness yield their place to a-

lienation, disgust, and -rooted hostility of feeling. In

some moment when audience might be obtained,

would it not be well for a third person to address Se-

verus and Ernestus in language such as the following ?

' Friends and neighbours, you do indeed differ in

dpinion, and upon points of no small importance.

One of you must be in error; and it is desirable
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you be united in the discovery and reception of the

truth. You profess a wish to convince one another.

Butt is there any prospect of your doing it in this way ?

Is it not more probable that both of you will be dri

ven farther from truth, which may lie between you?

Why this heat of controversy ? Why these reviling

epithets and charges? Have you not long known each

other to be honest men, and cheerfully avowed the

conviction ? Have you not both the very same mo*-

tives to love your country ? Is it not the land of your

birth, or of your adoption ; and does it not contain

the dearest connexions and interests which you have

in the world ? Besides, who has conferred upon ei

ther of you such a claim to infallibility as authorizes,

him to call the other a fool or a villain ? Consider too,

I beseech you, whither this rage of party spirit is car

rying you. It is even now poisoning the fountains

of soqial happiness. And may it not one day, if its

progress he not checked, convert a nation of brothers

into ferocious bands, armed .for mutual destruction ?

Look at revolutionary England in the days of Charles

the First. Turn your eyes to revolutionary France,

and Robespierre's reign of terror. Christians, where

is the mild, benevolent genius of your religion ? Men,

where is your humanity ? Citizens, where is that spi

rit of mutual concession, and where that wise sense

of interest, by which you were bound together as one

people ? In fine, let the Jaws of our country be res

pected and obeyed. Let inquiry, discussion, and

suffrage be free. They must be free, or our republi

can liberty is gone forever. Let us pity the weak

nesses of our nature wherever we see them ; and let

us banish from our hearts this abominable spirit of

party, as the bane of our internal tranquillity, and of

•every thing that makes his country dear to the patri

ot's affections.'

I close this paper with more of despondency than of

hope, knowing that it is written almost in vain. A

plea for candour, moderation, and brotherly love, will
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"be but faintly hoard amidst the roar of political con

tention. Alas, there are moments when I feel the

difficulty of practising the lesson which I am recom

mending to others. But I dare not forget how reason

able that lesson is. Perhaps it may do a little good ;

and a little is all that I.expect to accomplish by axiyaf

these speculations.

No. X SEPTEMBER 2, 1813.

Neglect of the Education of Children.

THE following is a dark picture of the state of edu

cation in our country.. "Whether my correspondent

has exaggerated the facts on which he animadverts,

my readers must judge. The subject is one of primary

importance; and it is one on .which I design to offer,

.in the coarse of this work, more than a few serious

reflections. In the mean while, this remonstrance,

brief and gencml as it is, deserves to be heard.

MB.

At my first entrance upon the stage of pub

lic life, I was impressed with the opimon that man

kind were more intellectual beings than I have since

(bund them to be. Having, for several years, a large

share of leisure iVoin busino.ss, I devoted much of it to

my favourite stuc'y of human nature; a study which,

if I mistake net, has produced me a greater harvest of

discomfort than of either delight or profit. Be this as

it may, I have arrived at a conclusion, the truth of

which, I think, will be manifest to any attentive ob

server ; namely, that most men are far below that de

gree of mental improvement which was within their

reach. I am compelled to esteem them very inade

quately qualified to connect, compare, and analyze

ideas \ to detect the false premises from which false

inferences are deduced ; to strip the garb of sophistry

from the body of error ; or to combat plausible non
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sense with the weapons of truth and -reason. The-r

hear, a lecture on religion, ethics, or politics-, and

adopt or reject it according to the quarter from whick

it comes. They learn the routine of common employ

ments, and go through them, perhaps \vell enough,

mechanically. Beyond this, they make -oaly few

and feeble excursions.

Yet why is this the casef since we know that thff

mind is naturally active and susceptible of cultivation ?

Why docs it not rise into exertion by its own will

and power ? Why not open its doors to the light of

knowledge ? Why not pursue the channels of mfbrrua-

tion to their sources ? The answer to these questions

lies in a few words : the mind, neglected in its eariy

years, loses its native vigour, falls short of the ripe

ness of manhood, and remains ever after a dwarf and

an invalide. Parents/whose eare it should have bee*

to lead thfcir children- up to the temple of wisdom, have

been more solicitous to immure them in the vaults of

avarice. Instead of unfolding to them the volumes dl"

science at the feet of some Gamaliel, they have trained

them to think no lessons worthy of their attention biK

those which subserve the accumulation of wealth.

The original endowments of intellect are bestowed

in very unequal degrees upon individuals of the hu- .

man family. Yet from nature there.is scarcely more

disparity between the minds of men than from the dif

ference of their treatment.- How commonly do we

see one with moderate understanding/rise to high dis

tinction, and become -a benefactor to society, by the

proper exercise and direction of his powers ; while

another, naturally his- superior, remains in that obscu

rity and insignificance to which his father's neglect

and his own listlessness have doomed him. It follows

that parents who.have any surplus of money beyond

what'is indispensably necessary to the maintenance of

the household,- (and most parents have, or may have

such a surplus,) should apply it, or a portion of it, to

4-Ke education of their children,- as the best gift that
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can be conferred »pon them. Every nerve should be

strained to introduce them to the rudiments, at least, of

practical knowledge. He who fails in this is charge

able with want of due affection for his offspring, and

with all the errors and miseries to which they are ex

posed by their ignorance.'

The wild reveries of Rousseau, so improperly de

nominated a method of education, have been suffered

to operate with a very pernicious influence through

out the civilized world. He has taught, and miserly

or deluded parents, have imbibed the doctrine, that

the mind, in childhood ought to be lejft free, uncon

trolled by any authority ; thdt it. may advance te ma

turity unincumbcred with prejudice, and'imshacklecl'

by any of the sentiments of times past or.present.

How is this possible, if the child grow up in;Such u

world as ours ? But the scheme is in fact as mischiev- .

ous as it is visionary. Great care doubtless should,be

used to guard the minds of the young from prejudices,.,

especially such as would be very injurious to their..

welfare. If, however, under this pretence, children

be not diligently led in the paths of. truth and virtue,

iihey will, they must become the prey of corruption

and folly. O that the system of Pythagoras were ra^.

ther imitated ^ that our youth were required to listen,

with respectful silence, to the instructions of age and;

experience; to trace with untiring energy the course

of science ; to learn wisdom from the study of nature,

and still more from the hojy and merciful revelation

of nature's Gad i,

No. 6.. SEPTEMBERS, 1813i,

Good Pronunciation Recommended.

H!' sometimes happens that men who have spent

much time in studying the languages of Rome and'

Greece exhibit Js very 'ynperfect acquaintance
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their own. Instances are yet more frequent ofintel

ligent persons who pronounce their native tongue in^

Correctly. To this latter subject I wish to call the

attention of my young readers ; it being as real a point

of propriety, in the use of our language, that we pro

nounce our words rightly, *s that we choose them

with precision, and put them tegether in a good style.

And here I am aware that I have various objections

to encounter. It will be confidently demanded of me,

first of all, what is the use of studying pronunciation ?

Is it not enough to speak so as to be understood ? In

order to answer these, I will ask a few other ques

tions. Why d.o you take care to have your dress

agreeable to the existing fashion ? What is the use of

doing this, when your clothe* might be constructed so

as to ensure the substantial purposes at a much small

er expense ? Why are you so unwilling to appear ig

norantor awkward with regard to the customary forms

of civility in social intercourse ? Why do you blush

at the consciousness of deficiency in these little things?

The reply to all this is, that we perceive something

disagreeable in the want of conformity to a settled

standard; and therefore we feel that it is proper to

shun singularity by following the current mode, when

reason and conscience do not interpose with a prohi

bition. So it is in the pronunciation of our language.

It is a point of conformity to a standard ; and to those

who know and respect that standard, every departure

from it must appear improper and disagreeable.

J3ut what is the standard ? I answer, the Pronoun

cing Dictionary of Walker. Not many years have

passed since the first attempts in this way were made

except as tq the accent of words. Walker's book I

may safely assert, has superseded all works of the

kind which we had before; and, though not absolute

ly perfect, is npw, in general, the acknowledged guide

of pronunciation in every part of the world where our

language is.used. Hence it results that though we

pronounce our words according to the custom of
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our little neighbourhood or district, we may be abun

dantly offending the ear of an auditor trained to accu

racy on the subject.

But is not the pronunciation of the English lan

guage continually changing ? And is it worth while

to take any pains about a thing so mutable ? I reply,

every fashion is changing ; yet we employ some care

not to be out of the fashion of the day. Our language

itself is as liable to change, and does actually change as

much, in other and more important respects as in this j

but we must not discard our esteem for it and study

of it on that account. The credit of Walker's valua

ble performance, I presume, will prevent the change

of pronunciation from being near so rapid in future as

it has formerly been. And after all, I should not

urge the thing with much zeal, did I not know that

the exchange of a very faulty fora good pronunciation

is of easy attainment; not to the aged, I confess, but

certainly to the young. If you desire to pronounce

well, and happen to be so situated as to converse daily

for a considerable length of time with a correct speak

er, you will acquire the habit almost insensibly. But

many have not this opportunity. I will, therefore,

point out another method. And though I know that

the superficial will deride the mention of any thing

like reading a dictionary, I must venture it, and abide

the consequence. The great difficulty is to find out the

words of which our pronunciation has been defective.

For want of this knowledge, I have heard even respec

table scholars pronounce wretchedly, while they had

the standard at hand, and professed to conform to it.

I propose, then, that you take a flying course through

the columns of Walker ; marking on a sheet of paper

the words which you find you have hitherto pronoun

ced wrong, together with the rectified pronunciation.

Look over this sheet occasionally, until you have cor

rected your errors. The whole business will be ac

complished in a very little time, and with little labour ;

so little tt?t I do not sec hew any studious youth,
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especially any one who is or aims to be a public speak

er, can excuse himself in the neglect of a task so easy.

I have only to add, that whoever wishes to become a

master ofgood pronunciation should use, withWalker's

Dictionary, his Key to the Pronunciation ofProper

Names.

. .No. 7. SEFTEMBEU 1C, 1813.

The Pleasures of PMy.

THE following letter was communicated by one

•who has been my friend from our earliest years. For

the too strong expressions of encouragement which it

nontains, they who understand what friendship is will

fcnow how to make the due allowance.

TO THE MOUNTAINEER.

SIR, •

I recognise in your writings the style and senti

ments of an old friend, with whom, in the unanxious

and joyous days of youth, I trod the walks of classi

cal literature : and what affords recollections still more

grateful, with whom I studied in that school where

the lessons of heavenly wisdom are taught; where the

vain philosophy of this world is demonstrated to be

an ignis fatuus, which misleads its votaries to their

own undoing"; a»d where the attainment of true hu

mility is evidence of the most honourable proficiency;

even the school of Jesus Christ. This recognition

warms my heart, almost as much as the countenance

cof the friend of my youth is accustomed to do it; and

I say, not in the cold and formal way of the world,

but in the sincerity of genuine friendship, success at

tend you 1 May you effectually oppose vice and folly.

M,iy you exorcise the foul fiend of party spirit from

your happy valley; and be instrumental in promoting

the culture of manly taste, sound morality, and IKH

feigned piety, among its inhabitants.
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1 indulge the hope that, along with the other good

fruits of your labours, you will convince your rea

ders that no man is obliged to be dull because he is

religious ; and that the most refined taste is not in the

smallest degree inconsistent with the most fervent pi

ety. You will agree with me that such an achieve

ment demands your utmost exertions. There are ma

ny persons, and among them some of no mean endow

ments, who have united so firmly in their minds the

idea of religion with that of dulness, or want of taste,

Uiat they hardly think of the one without the other; a

combination of very unhappy tendency, both to them

selves and to all who are under their influence. Of

the fact, that numbers have fallen into this obliquity

ofjudgment, there can be no doubt; and it is not more

certain than it is strange and inexcusable. We may

remark, as we pass, that were religion and taste at war

with each other, we need no oracle to tell us which of

the two would be entitled to the victory. But they

are in truth not enemies, but allies. That subjugation

of the passions which is effected by religion is most fa*

vourable to the improvement of the understanding;

and the objects of taste appear clothed with new charms

to a mind powerfully impressed by the doctrines of the

gospel, and call into exercise its most delightful sen

sibilities.

The pleasure afforded by objects ofthis kind depends

more on the ideas and emotions habitually associated

With them than on the objects themselves. For in

stance ; when you, in your morning walk, hear your

mountain groves and woody vales made vocal by the

ringing of birds, that rapture with which your heart

exults does not proceed in any great measure from the

•mere sounds uttered by those little songsters ; for theso

sounds are often quite unmusical, and sometimes very

rough and harsh. But it is the voice of gladness that

you hear ; it suggests to you the idea of enjoyment.

These notes, uncouth as they may be, are indeed ex

pressive of all the happiness" that'can be enjoyed by

-C 2
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the creatures which utter them ; and the heart whicla

feels no sympathy with happiness should claim no kin—

dred with man, no participation in that benevolent

ta^te which dignifies our nature.

Now what is to hinder the disciple of Jesus Christ

from entering into these feelings, and rejoicing with

all things that live and rejoice ? But he does not rest

in sympathy alone : he springs forth to the adoration

of the great Author of all felicity and all beauty. He

traces the glorious attributes of God in all the produc

tions of his hands, and in every work of genius and

masterly skill which the divine inspiration enables

man to produce. Whatever is in itself good and de

licious carries the pious man home to the D'eity'. And

if religious ideas and susceptibilities be thus associated

with the various objects of taste, so that, when pre

sented, such objects shall serve to kindle into a gentle.

flame those pure and sweet affections in which piety

essentially consists, :how exquisite must be the plea

sure ! Let the hills and the vales, the woodlands and

the meadows, of your romantic district, when array eiJ

in verdure and laughing with abundance, convey to

the mind, of the beholder a remembrance of the over

flowing bounty of the beneficent God; let this behol

der be one who can say, in the spirit of adoption, and

ofthe warmest gratitude, " my Father made them all,"

my reconciled God and Father; and he will be filled

with a higher and a holier joy than any that can be

.known by the mere man ofthe world. In other words,

'Whatever is beautiful, or grand, or sublime, in hea

ven or on earth, is enjoyed with a far better relish by

the Christian than by any other human being. Reli

gion, then, instead of making men dull and stupid,

trains them up to the most exalted contemplations,

and blesses them with pleasures as elegant as the}' are

unadulterated. However unsightly and sombre to the

eye of the worldling the paths of piety may appear ;

yet is the region through which they lead so set with

goodly flowers, and abounding with .prospects so love-
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ly to the sight and so gladsome to the heart, that the

land of Eden was not more enchanting. But you can

do justice to this subject; I cannot. Let your time

and your talents, therefore, be devoted to the work

of recommending the religion of the gospel, as the

best ornament of the learned, and best instructor of

the ignorant ; the purest source of earthly peace and

satisfaction, and only foundation of everlasting hap

piness. May God bless you !

Your ancient Friend,

C.

No. 8, SEPTEMBER 28, 1813.

Eloquence ofPatrick Henry..

I ESTEEM it one of the happy events of my life that

I have heard the eloquence of that extraordinary man,

Patrick Henry. Few such men have ever lived; and

I do not expect to " look upon his like again." Shall

we call him the Cicero of Virginia? I think he more

strongly resembled Demosthenes, Indeed he seems

to have possessed the united excellencies of both the

celebrated orators of antiquity. By the way, I have

fallen reluctantly into a degree of heresy in my esti-

Tnatkm ofCicero. He appears to me to have great de

fects as well as great merits. His art in conducting a

cause is admirable, but not quite sufficient to conceal

itself. His language is splendidly elegant; but we

cannot help thinking of the labour which it must have

cost Cicero to make it so. My deepest quarrel, how

ever, is with his egotism and vanity. He was too lit

tle capable of forgetting himself, and thirsted too ea

gerly for popular applause. Ihave somewhere met

with the following comparison, : (I quote from memo

ry,) between Cicero and Demosthenes, which I think

must be founded in fact. " When .Cicero finished a.

speech, his hearers exclaimed, what a' fine orator

Cicero is ! How ingenious in argument, ,how brilliant.
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ifr language ! When Demosthenes concluded an ot-a-

tibn, nobody thought any thing ofDemosthenes. The

Universal cry was, to arms, citizens; let us march and

dethrone Philip !" But whither am I rambling? Let

us return to Henry.

Many years ago I was at the trial, in one of our dis

trict courts, of a man charged with murder. The

case was briefly this. The prisoner had gone, iri the

execution of his office as a constable, to arrest a slave-

who had been guilty of some misconduct, and bring

him to justice. Expecting opposition in the business,

the constable took several men with him, some of them,

armed. They found the slave on the plantation of his

master, within view" of the house, and proceeded to

seize and bind him. His mistress, seeing the arrest,

came down and remonstrated vehemently against it.

Finding her efforts unavailing, she went off to a barn

where her husband was, who was presently perceived

running briskly to the house. It was known that he

always kept a loaded rifle lying over his door. The

constable now desired his company to remain where

they were, taking care to keep the slave in custody,.

While he himself would go to the house to prevent

mischief. He accordingly ran toward the house.

When he arrived within a short distance of it, the

master appeared, coming out of the door with his rifle

in his hand. Some witnesses said that as he came t»

the door he drew the cock of the piece, and was seen

in the act of raising it to the position of firing. But

upon these points there was not an entire agreement in

the evidence. The constable, standing near a small

building in the yard, at this instant fired, and the fire

had a fatal effect. No previous malice was proved

against him ; and his plea upon the trial was that he

had taken the life of the assailant in necessary self-

defence. " ,

A great niass of testimony w-as delivered. This

ttfas commented on with considerable ability by the

attorney for the commonwealth, and by another law
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yer engaged by the friends of the deceased to assist the

prosecution. The prisoner was also defended in ela

borate speeches by two respectable advocates. Thesfe

proceedings brought the day to a close. The general

tvhisper, through a crowded house, was that the man

was guilty, and could not be saved. About the rusk

of the evening candles were brought, and Henry

arose. His manner was exactly that which the JJri-

Jish Spy describes with so much felicity ; plain, sim

ple, and entirely unassuming. " Gentlenien of the

jury," said he, " I dare say we are all very much fa

tigued with this tedious trial. The prisoner at the

l»ar has been well defended already; but it is my duty

to offer you some farther observations in behalf of this

unfortunate man. I shall aim at brevity. 13ut should

I take up more of your time than you expect, I hoj.>e

you will hear me with patience when you consider

that blood is concerned." I cannot admit the possi

bility that any one who never heard Henry speak

should be made fully to conceive the force of impres

sion which he gave to these few words, blood is con

cerned. I had been on my feet through the day,

pushed about in the crowd, and was excessively wea

ry. I was strongly of opinion too, notwithstanding

all the previous defensive pleadings, •thSt-t-He'iprisoner

was guilty of murder ; and I felt anxious to know how

the matter would terminate. Yet when Henry had

uttered these words, the state of jny feelings under

went an instantaneous change : I found every thing

within me answering afcpnce, yes, since blood is con

cerned, in the name of all that is righteous, go on ;

we will hear you with patience until the rising of to-

jporrow's sun. This bowing of the soul must have

been universal; for the profoundest silence reigned,

as if our very breath had been suspended. The spell

of the magician was upon us, and we stood like statue*

around him. Under the touch of his genius every

particular of the story assumed a new aspect, and his

&USG became continually more bright and promising.
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At length he arrived at the fatal act itself. " You have

been told, gentlemen, that the prisoner was bound by

every obligation to avoid the 'supposed necessity of

tiring, by leaping behind a bouse near which he stood

at that moment. Had he been attacked with a club,

or with stones, the argument would be unanswerable;

and I should feel myself compelled to give up the de

fence in despair. But surely I need not tell you, gen

tlemen, how wide is the difference between sticks or

stones and double-triggered, loaded rifles cocked at

your breast." The effect of this terrific image, exhi

bited in this great orator's peerless manner, cannot be

described. I dare not attempt to delineate the parox

ysm of emotion which it excited in every heart. The

result of the whole was that the prisoner was acquit

ted; will; the perfect approbation, I believe, of the

numerous assembly who attended the trial.

What was it that gave such transcendent force to the

eloquence ofHenry? His reasoning powers were good;

tut they have been equaled, and more than equaled,,

by those of many other men. His imagination was

exceedingly quick, and commanded all the stores of

nature as materials for illustrating his subject. His

voice and delivery were inexpressibly happy. Bat

his most;,HTesistible charm was the vivid feeling of hi«

cause with which he spoke. Such feeling infallibly

communicates itself to the breast of the hearer.

Patrick Henry acted a very conspicuous part in oar

revolutionary struggle. Ardent in maintaining tl*e

liberties of his country, it was he, above all others,

who aroused the spirit of his fellow citizens to resist

the oppressions of Britain, and to defy the power af

her fleets and armies. What a feast of entertainment

should we find in a well written life of this singular

nian, the boast ofVirginia, and the wonder of hisaget.
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No. 9. OCTOBER 14, 1813.

On $t'if Speaking.

THERE is no vice which moral writers have brought

inore diligently into view, scarcely any which they

have censured more severely, than that of evil speak

ing. Their labours have doubtless had some repres

sive efficacy ; but it is evident that this pernicious

practice is still very far from being extinct. Who

among my readers can assert that he has not often re

tired to his pillow with the painful consciousness of

having said something to or of his neighbour which he

ought not to have said ? Alas, how much mischief is

daily produced in society by the misuse of that unruly

member, the tongue ! And this being the case, why

may not the Mountaineer put in his. word pf reflection

und admonition upon the subject ?

1 t is impossible to enumerate all the ways in which

this fault is committed, or the sources whence it

springs. Take a few instances by way of sample. We

speak injuriously from resentment or malice. Instead

of seeking the most favourable construction of our

neighbour's conduct, waiting to hear his explanation

or apology, and remembering our own infirmities and

imperlections, we suffer our angry passions to burst

into a flame, and give them vent in a volley of re

proachful words. Perhaps we indulge feelings of set

tled malignity, after we have abundant reason to be

pacified, and, it may be, even after we have professed

to be so: malignity which seizes every occasion to

vilify and 'hurt its object, and grows more bitter and

active the longer it is harboured in the breast. We

are guilty of evil speaking from envy. How few pan

see with pleasure, or even with tranquillity, the su

perior excellence of another ! How few of us can bear

to find a rival enjoying a greater share of fortune or

of fame than ourselves ! In such a situation our pro

per business is tp redouble our assiduity in laudable

exertion ; and, .^rhatfver may be the event, to rest
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contented -with Ihe allotments of divine providence.

But we are apt to take a different course. We seem

to think that raising ourselves and depressing others

are one and the same thing ; and that we give merit

to ourselves in proportion as we pull their characters

down. Hence the subtile, disparaging insinuation,

the ingenious, deep-laid plot of detraction. Here is

the trying, the vexatious tax which eminent worth

;,and success have to pay for their advantages. No man

can be greatly good or elevated, without becoming

the butt of those base spirits who pine at distinction

which they- will not seek or cannot attain, and whose

favourite employment it is to bring down all, if pos

sible, to their own level. How detestable the passion !

Yet who can lay his hand upon his heart, and say he

feels not one spark of it there ? Even where there

is no sensibly malignant feeling, no express design,

to injure, we are often led into evil speaking by heed-

lessness, and a want of better materials to fill up con

versation. It is a sound rule of morality, to speak

well of our neighbours so far as we honestly can ;

and never to speak ill of any ojie, however true the

charge may be, without some beneficial purpose to,

be accomplished by it. But we are almost continu

ally departing from this rule. When we meet in com

pany, we negleet the wide and pleasing fields of un-

forbidden knowledge. Destitute of a various store of-

ideas, or too indolent for instructive discussion, we

slide almost of course into the unprofitable investiga

tion of the characters and actions of those around us.

We tell degradiag truths, without any legitimate ob

ject. We repeat the idle, unascertained tale of scan

dal, with careless exaggerations of colouring. We

wound the absent sometimes by saying- things not im

proper in themselves, nor calculated to wound, but

which »,e ought not to have committed, to persons so

liable to misunderstand or to misreport what is drop

ped in their hearing.

tongues were given vjs to be thg means of nXK
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ton! instruction, or of innocententei-tainment at the

least. How shall we guard them from becoming in- .

struments of dissension, strife, and misery? One-ex

pedient for avoiding positive evil in the case is to

check the current of thought, the. cheerful reciproca

tion of sentiment, by the constant exercise of a hard,

prudential caution. But to this expedient there are

two strong objections.^ One is .that the, task is very

difficult. If you. are conscious of any such thihg as a M

flow of spirits, only think of the labour of watching

and weighing with a- nice scrupulosity every word that

you utter. - The drudgery is intolerable. . The-other

objection is that this habit of reserve must render us .

unamiable,;a burden upon our company rather than an

acquisition to it.--.. A man of this- cast is isa-far from-

contributing his portion, ,as:every oneought, to keep

up the conversation and make it pleasant, .tbat he in-. •

evitably. mars the enjoyment- of all with,whom he as- -

sociates.x

A much better way to escape the vice which- ha-s •;

been depicted is to lay up in the mind a copious fund •

ofmatter for improving and agreeable discourses- -Here-

we-may see,- as well as in many other paints of view,

the utility;of.a habit of reading. •;. With:so many rich

treasures- of interesting science and elegant literature

opera before us, I blush to-find, as.I often do, that af

ter telling each other, without conveying one particle

ofinformation, that the weather is cold or warm, clear

er, cloudy, we are presently at a loss how to/get along.

While we might be feasting Hpoia.history, poetry, ,or.

the- wonders of this visible- creation; especially while

we might illuminate and delight one another with the

contents -of the sacred volume, unrivaled as it is in

wisdom and .every species of eloquence ; we busy our

selves with trifling remarks upon trifling fashions ;

we plunge into the fiery furnace of political disputati

on; or we increase th&corruption of our hearts, and

eventually impair our own and our neighbour's quiet,

by talebearing and slander. •„
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TheComplete government of the tongue, h

is only to be learned in the school of our divine Mas

ter. Jesus Christ; and the suhject is hy no means un

worthy of so serious a reference. We know that " out

of the abundance of the heart the mouth speakcth.''

If had passions be suffered to dwell iii our bosoms ;_ if

ire be selfish, proud, envious, impatient, and unforgiv

ing; these hateful tempers will influence our tongues

in speaking of others. It cannot be otherwise.' The

only effectual cure for the evil is to learn, from the

precepts and example of our Redeemer, to be meek

? nd lowly in spirit, and to glow with benevolence to

all, not only the good and gentle, but also the xvickeil

and perverse. In proportion as we are impressed

with the love of God to us, and with humble view.;

of ourselves, we shall be delivered from the habit 01

despising and reviling others.

I take this occasion of avowing, onee for all, thfr

when I am looking abroad in quest of a remedy fo:

any of the countless evils which originate in human

depravity^ t can never qbtain any thing solid to ret1.

jny hopes upon but the religion of the bible. They

who agree with; me in this important idea, though

they may find many defects in these papers, will r^>

gard my intentions with an indulgent eye. As to

those who feel little or nothing for the happiness .of

man, or who, hope to see it promoted without the aid

of Christianity, I apprise them fairly that it is impossi

ble they should meet with sentiment agreeable to thfir

taste in thfe moral speculations of the Mountaineer.

No. 10. NOVEMBER 11, 1813,

Reflections on the Seasons of the Year.

AT a time of life too early for distinct recollectibc.,

I became fond of solitary rambles in the woods. The

" '*' magnificence. «f nature, hce zr.ountains, h?c Jo*
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.vBs±s, and her resounding streams, had more power

ful charms fur me than any of the works of human art.

Often have my friends smiled at tire oddness of my

taste, on my abandoning, for hours together, the lively

domestic scene, and company which I acknowledged

to be pleasant and dear to. me, for the sake of roam; r,^

away lay myself among the trees and rocks of my na

tive hills. This propensity continues with me: .'.

even strengthens with my advancing years ; suvi 1

neither look nor wish for its its extirpation.

V\re are now at the close of autumn ; a season which

the lovers of rural nature contemplate as a gloomy onu.

Still I like to pursue my customary woodland .excur

sions. The air, indeed, is at times rather too cool to

ho comfortable. The various fruits which the earth

yields without the labour or care of man, and for which

I yet retain a little of the relish of my boyhood, have

nearly all disappeared. The rich foliage which con

stituted the glory of summer is withered ; aud falls

fast at every breeze, with low, confused murmurs, to

the ground. Indications of the near approach of win

ter are presented on every side. Yet the scene which

I behold has a fascination for me which I caul'l L2&-

easily resist ; and fills my mind with a sort of melan

choly far more precious than the gaiety and merriment

of the crowded fireside.

It is impossible that I should look upon the decline

of the year, and all its fading splendours, without

falling into ajpenslve, moralizing strain of thought.

I perceive and feel my own resemblance to the objects

which surround me. The spring of my youth has

long since passed away. Its innumerable schemes of

interesting activity, and bright visions of unattainable

joy, gave place to the realities of a troublesome and

disappointing world. Even the summer of my man

hood is exchanging its vigour for the infirmities of a

later seaspn. My limbs are becoming rigid ; and my

face begins to be furrowed with wrinkles. My locks

ery.v thin ; and with their aubur.ne colour is gradually
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blended the.frost of years. Every annual revolution

takes from me some portion .of strength, some cap:t-

' bility of enjoyment, to fce restored no more. The

winter of age-is atohafid; and death must ere long ar-

rive'and consign*me to the grave.

, I have said'that the melancholy inspired by.,a view

' of the vegetable world in its decay is precious to my

heart. This I apprehend to be.owing, in a good mea

sure, to the hope offl.eturning spring. Were 1 im

pressed with the idea that this sombre appearance of

natui.e would be perpetual ;..did I believe that the ap

proaching winter would lasfrforever, and that the love

liness of spriiig wouldvnever revisit the eye of man ;

my melancholy would be. the reverse of precious ; the

wide creation. would become a blank, and my heart

' would sink into all the anguish, ofdespair.

'And What is man without the hope of a future ex-

" istence, the consoling prospect of inheriting a more

. peaceful and an immortal life? We have our little

year upon the earth ; a spring of sweet but transitory

delight ; a summer of mingled satisfactions and cares ;

,js.n autumn of weakness and painful retrospection ; a

TTil'tfV of decrepftuiie, disease, and sorrow, which

must soon bring us down to the narrow chamber of

silence. And is this all ? Must all the towering aspi

rations of the mind, all the fervent feelings and de

sires of the heart, all our capacities for happiness, pe

rish in the dust? Is the virtuous man, who endea

vours to learn and to discharge all his duties, sentenced

by. the Author of his being to the tormenting labour

of trying to reconcile himself to expectations so inex

pressibly tremendous ? No ; reason renders it proba

ble, and revelation gives us the certainty, that there

is another and a better world, the true and everlasting

home of all who live a life of religion. Let my bo

dy fall, and moulder in the ground ; it shall be raised

again, and reanimated with undecaying vigour. Let

my spirit, expelled from its tenement of clay by the

violence of sickness or the debility of age, take its
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flight from all the objects of sense; it shall go to the

bosom of God, the abode of unalloyed felicity. My

soul and my body, reunited at the glorious, vernal

morning of the resurrection, shall enjoy a fulness of

bliss in heaven while eternity endures. Such is" thfc

inheritance which the gospel of Jesus Christ exhibits

and ensures to his faithful disciples.

What; then, in the eye of sober reason, must be '

tho character of that man who spends this fleeting life

without any serious thought of a future state? In the

view of the all-wise God, what must be the aspect of

a soul destined to an unlimited duration in unutterable

joy Or wo, yet confining all its passions and pursuits

to these diminutive toys which are SQ soon to vanish

away forever? And what horrid forebodings of eternal

misery. must harass the guilty breast which can har

bour and cherish the degrading, unnatural wish for

annihilation! No, it is net superiority of talents tha.t

makes the sceptic assert his own kindred to the brute*

which perish : it is his anxious but vain wish to re

concile a bad life with the hope of impunity hereafter;

combined with his scorn of that mercy which is ready

to forgive his transgressions, and render him an heir

of heaven, upon the reasonable terms of repentancO

und submission to the gospel.

No. 11. DECEMBER 23, 1813.

The Heroism of Idleness.

HERE is a letter which wears a face rather as

tounding, especially at its commencement. What the

writer means, I shall only request the people who

love to do nothing to judge for themselves.

Mn. MOUNTAINEER,

When I say that idleness is to be the subject

of this epistle, you will probably expect me to burst

D &
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forth in a strain of vehement censure. But in such an

expectation you will be balked, and that most cgre-

gjously. I have a mind, with your leave, to under

take the defence of a habit which has hitherto been the

standing butt of reprobation and contempt. And for

this labour in support of idleness, I hope to have the

thanks of the whole fraternity of idlers.

It is no whining petition for mercy, no string ol

flimsy excuses, that I am about to offer in behalf of my

clients. No ; I shall assume much more elevated

ground. I say, then, that idleness is a thing full of

dignity and grandeur; and that the idler, whatever

may have been thought of him heretofore, is in reali

ty a hero of the highest order. Is not a hero one who,

with his eyes open, runs into great dangers and makes

.great sacrifices ? I will prove that this is exactly what

the idler does. And if he does all this without any

adequate or rational object, 1 MII only infer that the

courage of his soul is so much the more disinterested

and complete.

Idleness willingly renounces much of the pleasure

of life.—As our Creator formed us for action, he has

annexed no small gratification to the habit of exerting

our faculties, whether of mind or body. We not only

enjoy the thing that we wished for, when we have

gained the possession of it; but we also CD joy it be

forehand, in the contemplation, the hope, the steady

ooursc of activity, with which we pursue it. Hence

it is found in fact that well directed iinlustrypromol.es

health, contentment, and cheerfulness. Idleness -is

notoriously an enemy to all these. It enfeebles both

the body and the mind ; and often have my heroes

•complained with bitterness of the misery of doing no

thing, and having nothing to do ; no object to fix their

Attention, no aim or expectation to animate them in

the use of their powers.

Idleness is a disreputable habit, in the judgment of

all the wise and worthy part of mankind. They con

stantly unite- ia rendering, honour to industry, - un"d
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never speak of a character marked with indolencel>ut

in terms of indignation or contempt.—Now it surely

implies a good stock of resolution to be idle in the

very teeth of this strong verdict. Whatever support

may be obtained from the opinion of those who pro

nounce it a mean, low-spirited affair to be of any ser

vice to themselves or the public, and who resolve to

exist as drones in society, or burdens upon it ; I must

insist that it requires a large share of hardihood to face

the alternate sneers and frowns of all whose approba

tion is worthy of.any regard. Am I not demonstrat

ing my idler to be a hero indeed?

Idleness is the sure way to fail of being successful in

uny of the respectable or profitable callings of life.—I

ask my young reader, what is your prospect as to a

•situation and business in the world ? Do circumstan

ces point out r.gricultureas your destination? Are you

preparing to be a tradesman, or a merchant ? Have

you the means and opportunity of becoming qualified

for any of the learned professions, law, physic, and

.divinity ,? D.o you wish to fill the office of a teacher of

youth ? Are you aiming at a place in the councils of

your country ? If you arc one of that sex which was

intended to be the helper, the joy, and the ornament

of man, do you aspire to the character of a truly ac*

complished and useful woman ? If you would occupy

with advantage any one of these, or any other honour-

Able station, industry is indispensably requisite to the

attainment of your end. Daily observation of facts

proves that you cannot reasonably expect to succeed

without diligent, persevering application to the busi

ness which properly lies before you. Even if yod

possess great talents, so rare and so much envied, you

are likely to sink far below what the world justly ex

pects and demands of you, and to make but a pitiful

figure in the public eye, if those talents be not im

proved by strict discipline,and laborious cultivation.

fhe idler, therefore,, calmly gives up the hope, I

nicaa all warrantable hope, of usefulness and honour
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in the place to which he is destined. He can look for

ward without dismay to the prospect of being a blot

upon some profession for which he is not fitted, miser

able in himself, and the scorn of his neighbours. Do

you not admire his courage ?

Finally, idleness carries with it an evident and

most hazardous exposure to moral mischiefs of the

greatest and worst kinds.—In strictness of speech, we

cannot be entirely inactive. Such is the constitution

of our nature that we must be engaged and employed

in some way or other. If we be not industrious in a

laudable pursuit, it is pretty certain that we shall

plunge into some sort of vice, some species of folly.

Farts speak volumes upon this subject. How many

wretched slaves of intemperance, debauchery, and the

gaming table, may be observed, vyhose shameful and

pernicious defections may infallibly be traced to idle

ness! The neglect of their incumbent labour or studies

betrayed them to bad company, and bad company cor

rupted their morals. To escape the intolerable stag

nation which results from indolence, they entered in

to the road which leads thousands to ruin, both here

and hereafter. I think nothing more needs to be said

for supporting the claim of the finished idler to hero,

ism. For the simple sake of doing nothing, he be

comes the pest and merits the abhorrence of society,

and deliberately sacrifices his highest interests in this

world and in the world to come.

And now to conclude, as they used to say in old

times, with a word of application. Would you for--

feit the pleasures of active life ? Would you abandon

the esteem of all those who are themselves estimable,

as well as of your own mind ? Would you fail of suc

cess in any useful or honourable business? Would yott*

sport with your morals, your peace, and your eternal

welfare ? Are you ambitious to reach the sublime bra

very which makes all these sacrifices, and rushes in

to all these incalculable perils ? The way is open be

fore your eyes. Be resolutely and perseyeringly idle •
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ie consequences will follow as certain!}' as any

effect whatever proceeds from its natural cause.

VIXDEX.

No. 12. JANUAEY 27, 1814.

Religion the Basis of Good Education.

EVERY man who feels a serious concern for the

welfare of his fellow creatures, and meditates much

i.pon the means ofpromoting it, must find his thoughts

Llrongly directed to the education of youth. I entreat

iay readers to consider attentively, and to appreciate

according to their real value, whatever ideas I may

cfier them upon this important subject.

In the present paper I shall endeavour to settle ft

principle which I take to.be of the utmost moment ;

namely, that of all good education religion is essenti

ally the basis. It is not my design to turn these little

essays into sermons ; yet I dare not. forget, while I.

am writing them, that I am a Christian : nor do I

expect-that any but those who reverence Christianity

will take much interest in what I have to say. To

educate man is to form his character so that he may,

be useful, exalted, and happy, in the highest possible

degree. And in the methods of doing this, I well,

know how little commuhion of sentiment can exist

between those who remember that we are accountable

and immortal beings, and those who regard us as if

we were animals only, somewhat better gifted than

our neighbours the brutes, but doomed like them to

sink into the dust, and lose ourselves forever.

Our Creator has implanted in our natural constitu

tion the principles of reason, social attachment, and

moral perception ; together with capacities for sublime

enjoyment, and a thirst for happiness never to be ex

tinguished, ^o far are we sensible of all this, that we

are very prone to boast of the dignity of our nature.

But the history of our species affonds the most melan-
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demonstriitions what a stupid, degraded, antl

mi:;. ruble thing man. is, when hi.s faculties run their

coursa •vithnut the aids of wise and assiduous culture.

No rnaa of (wnruon sense can doubt for a moment that

some sort' ;f training, some mode of education, is ab

solutely indispensable to our honour and our felicity.

In this world we have our parts to act, in taking;

ore of ourselves, and in discharging a variety of good

offices one to another. But this is our sojourn, not

our home. Whatever may be our estimation of the

objects about us, oro;:r wishes respecting a permanent

continuance among them, it is our inevitable destiny

lhat we must leave them, to return no more. At

some hour, to us altogether uncertain, only that we

know it cannot in any case be very distant, we must

bid adieu to all the connexions and possessions of the

present life, and launch into the ocean of an eternal

existence.

The Author of our being has not left us in utter ig.

Doranee about the condition in which we are to find

ourselves in the unseen world. We have something

far more sure than vague conjecture upon a subject so

well calculated to arouse our anxious curiosity. We

know that a fixed eternity of bliss or wo awaits every

child of Adam. And we know also that it depends

on our reconciliation to God, or remaining under his

displeasure, and on the character which we carry with

Us out of this narrow scene of probation, whether our

immortality shall prove to. us a blessing or a curse too

vast for any limited mind to conceive. How awful

the alternative*! The same infallible authority which

Cells us these things explains with abundant perspicu

ity how we may be accepted with God through faith

in his beloved Son; and what is the character neces

sary to qualify us for heaven, with the way to its at

tainment. Our acccptance.and our renovation invari

ably go together. And while the Father of our spi

rits reserves to himself the right of freely blotting out

oar trailerjssiorts. nnd the efficient agency of makjiig
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T33 holy as he is holy ; or rather claims them as hft ,

incommunicable prerogatives; we are instructed as to

the means with which he works, and in the use of

which he requires us to be found . We are comman

ded to he diligent in the acquisition ofscriptural know

ledge, humble and unceasing in prayer to God for

Ihose good influences which he alone can bestow,

strict in watching over our own deceitful hearts, and

resolute in transferring our best affections, from thift

world to the things which are above.

The inspired code of our religion does not permit

-us to conclude that the favour of God and the business

of the world are to he coordinate, nor even entirely

separate objects of our pursuit. As religion is to- be

our supreme concern, and to have its seasons of pecu

liar attention, so it is also to mingle its purifying spi

rit with all that we- do. 5111 our thoughts, desires-,

purposes, words, and action?, nre to be governed by

the law of God, and imbued with the tempers of pie-

tyund benevolence. Such is tbe sacred discipline ap

pointed for us, ki order that we may depart in peace

at the call of the sovereign Master of life and death,

«nd enter into ilwit fulness of joy which is the portion

of all who sincerely love and obey him. Experience

proves, moreover, that not amomentcan with safety -

he lost in the application of this discipline. It ought

fo l*e commenced with the first opening of our intel

lectual and active powers. Even from our early child-

hood, we are continually forming rind strengthening

those habits which constitute our characters, and f-t

us to meet the g--.icious approbation or the just anger

of our omniscient Judge. We cither ti.ust in Christ

Jesus as our Redeemer, and walk after his example,

or we harden ourselves""in rebellion and impenitency.

There is no neutrality here. If the seeds of virtue

he not sown, or do not take root, the soil in which

they ought to flourish must incessantly become more

wild and poisonous, more productive of the weeds el"

in and misery.
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If these views of the situation and prospects of man

• are correct, the inference is manifest, and not to "be

resisted, that " the fejar of the Lord is the beginning

of wisdom ;" or, which is the same thing, that reli

gion is the groundwork of all good education. Eve

ry scheme for the instruction and training ofthe young

which is fabricated in contempt of religion-, creamed

on in the practical neglect of it, must be not only -

grossly defective, but chargeable with folly and cru^,

«lty which words cannot easily describe. And yet I

fear that this folly and this cruelty, in a greater or less

degree, are becoming extremely common amongst us.

If so, we at «nce detect the cause of that abounding li

centiousness, both of sentiment and action, which

makes the pious man tremble for the fate of his coun

try.

In applying my principle to -the details of educati- -

en, I am aware that I may bring upon myself the

name of a visionary theorist, and the charge of re

quiring what circumstances render impracticable. But

truth and duty must be exhibited without-disguise. If

I can impress upon the heart of a single parent, or

teacher of the rising generation, a deeper sensa than

he now has of what is desirable and obligatory in this

great affair, my zealous suggestions will not have been

offered in vain. And I doubt not that in proportion

as. our practice approximates to the standard of wis

dom and righteousness, we shall have occasion to re

joice in the happy consequences which will not fail to

appear.

No. 13. FEBRUARY 3, 1814.

The Honest Debtor.

IT was my privilege to have a sober, industrious,

honest father. Without any extraordinary genius or

.extensive reading; ho possessed a good deal of that

useful kind of sense called common sense. While I
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•was growing up, he gave me, from my very child

hood, his advice for the regulation of my conduct; and

as I had no small respect for his understanding, and

knew that he could aim at nothing by his exhortations

but my good, they made an indelible impression upon .

my memory. The following were his rules, with his

illustrations ofthem, upon the subject of going into

debt and getting out of it. . 1 4ay them before my rea

ders because I have found them highly .beneficial to .

myself. .

Bftivare of bring! n.g yourself into debt . for things

which .you do not really need> .merely because they

may strike your fancy, and your creditmay be good.—

To buy on credit exposes you to two dangers. . One

is that you are almost sure to buy at the highest price.

Oash commands a better bargain than any credit, all -

the world over. Th'e other danger is that.your credit

itself is likely to suffer some diminution, when people

sse you availing yourself of it very freely. To incur

these evils for., mere superfluities is certainly a most

unwise policy.

Do not go into debt without a reasonable prospect

of being able to make punctual payment.—The life of

commerce is punctuality; credit and mutual confidence -

must sink without it. Unfavourable events, indeed,

may, occur;, which human foresight could hot calcu

late ;• and all men of sense and candour will make the

proper allowance for'them when thoy do. But to run ..

into your, neighbour'* books .heedlessly is a practice .'

which no prevalence ofit can save from the charge of;.'

felly. By failing in this way to pay a dollar at. the

appointed htor, you may lose the accommodation of

hundreds. Besides, it is downright dishonesty to

make promises thus at random, and to sport with vour

neighbour's confidence. How can he be deemed an

upright or honourable man who, to answer his present

ends, gives me his word. or his bond to do a thing,

when he has taken no care to know.whether, he shall

be able to do it or not ?

E
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If you have incurred a debt, use exertion and selfi

denial in order that you may be prepared for pay

ment.—It is a shame that the inculcation of this rule

is necessary ; but necessary it is, on account of the

currency ofan opposite sentiment and practice. Debt-

. ors often rush into new and hazardous adventures, or

live in unabated luxury and extravagance, while the

day of payment approaches. When it comes, and

finds them unprepared to comply with their engage

ments, they unblushingly try to excuse themselves by

pleading that they have not the money. Surely this

mode of thinking and acting cannot be reconciled with

a nice sense of justice. • One may well say to such a

man, what right had you to be playing with, the means

of satisfying your creditor's claim, and with that good

faith which binds society together? Itis as manifestly

your duty to take all reasonable pains that you may

be ready to pay your debt, as it is to pay it when you

are ready.

Let not resentment arise in your bosom because

. your creditor asks payment of you.—Is it injurious

in him to demand that which is rightfully his own ?

Did you not authorize him to expect he should receive

it? And dare you. talk of being offended because he

requires you to fulfil your obligation, and be as good

as your word? But you will perhaps say, he ouffht

not to pester me with his demands, since he knows. I

would pay him, were I able. I answer, it may be

that he does not know this, and has no sufficient means.

of knowing it. Perhaps he does know thai you have

not used the requisite diligence and economy that you

might be able to discharge the debt. But let us sup

pose that you are clear of these imputations ; that you

.have gone to your creditor, as it was your duty to do

and proved to,him that your not being ready to make

payuient arises frpm no fault of your own ; still his

necessities may put it out of his power to grant the

indulgence which you crave, and which, V better

Circumstances, he might vvilljngly aflbrd you. It is
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enough to kindle the indignation of an honest man to

contemplate a scene which is not seldom realized ; a

creditor asking his just due with a low, submissive

voice, and in terms of studied mildness, while the

debtor reddens with anger, and complains of unkind

and ungentlemanly treatment! At any rate, it is fool

ish to get into a passion even with a harsh, unreason

able dun. The use which you should make of his

troublesome importunity is to get out of his clutches

as soon as you can, and beware never to fall into them "

again.

Such were my worthy father's maxims upon this

subject And as he was a disciple of the eld school in

morals, he loved dearly to enforce his rules by the au

thority of the bible. He frequently observed to me

that the bible not only enjoins every duty of life, but

does it in an impressive manner peculiar to itself. For

instance ; " owe no man any thing, but to love one

another.." A Christian should feel it as a burden to

be in debt, and should make it a serious business to

discharge every pecuniary claim which may lie upon

him. With this precept is sweetly introduced the

sentiment, worthy ofthe great apostle, and exquisitely

suited to warm and expand the generous heart, that

our obligations to reciprocal love and kindness can ne

ver be canceled. As we are all descendants of one fa

ther, involved in common weaknesses, difficulties,

and afflictions; sustaining the same arduous probation,

and traveling to the same eternity; no tim«j. no cir

cumstances, can ever dissolve the ties which bind us

to mutual sympathy and benevolence. My neighbour

may have no bond of mine for money, nor I of his.

But it is required of us that we permit not our brother

ly love to slumber ; that we always study and exert

ourselves to promote each other's good. 0 to see

such a spirit universally diffused ! Thanks be to G od,

the gospel is making a glorious progress over the

earth, and carrying this heavenly spirit in its train ta,

all her regions.
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..No. 14. FEBRUARY 17, 1814.

'On a Taste for Reading.

TO a man ,\yho loves books as he loves his daily

bread, it must.be painful to observe how low the taste

for reading stands in our. country. It is said, I hope

truly, that we read more than our forefathers did an

, age or two ago ;. but.we certainly still fall short in our

propensities this way, far short of what is practicable

..and much.to be desired.

I am not going to make a laboured essay on the ad

vantages pf reading; but I cannot let the subject pass

, without a few remarks. As rational beings, we ought

to read for the cultivation and enlargement of our

minds. - Is not the mind our noblest and most impor

tant part? Is it not then a shameful thing to neglect

,.it, and. lay out all our care in feeding and decorating

the body? As Christians, we are bound. to read, that

we may improve olirselves.in the best kind ofknow-

'. ledge. The bible is so admirably constructed as to

make the weakest sincere inquirer wise to salvation.;

and at the same time to afford' interesting and edifying

instruction to the ablest one through the whole co'urs*

.-.otiife. .As American citizens, we ought doubtless to

be a reading, thinking people. We choose our own

rulers ; and they must in various ways be influenced

by our sentiments, and even by our passions. In

stead, then,, of reading nothing, or confining ourselves

to the newspaper, effusions of angry political dispu

tants, it becomes us to acquire, by extensive investi

gation, a proper acquaintance with our own nature,

.and the modes in which our passions operate. Of all

people, I think republicans ought to be the most di

ligent students of history ; that they may discern those

perilous rocks and shoals on which" the bark of liberty

has been so often wrecked. In addition to all this I

observe that a strong taste for reading is a source 'of

enjoyment with which few others can bear to be com

pared. Its pleasures, provided we select our matter
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rightly, are pure, elevated, and durable; and ean on

ly be exceeded in value by those of devotion and the

interchange of kind affections.

But many will agree with me in the general impor

tance of a habit of reading, who nevertheless read

little or nothing. My chief object in this paper is to

canvass their pretexts and excuses.

It is pleaded by some, with too much cause, that

they have no relish for reading ; and that a book, in

stead of interesting them powerfully, rather disposes

them to drowsiness. When these things are said by

persons who have.arrived at the middle of life, or ad

vanced beyond it, the disease of their minds, (for so

I must call it,) is scarcely curable. The taste must

be acquired by practice ; and the practice ought to be

begun in the days of youth. Afterwards it is com

monly too late. I entreat parents, even these who

have no delight in reading, to take pains in training

their children to delight in it. And here I cannot help

saying I do not at all wonder that SQ many young peo

ple grow up without any considerable inclination to

reading, when I find so little eare employed to furnish

them engaging books. • How could any other effect be

looked for? You go to the corner of the house,—I air

ways give my earliest inquisition to it,—which pur

ports to contain the library. In the room of work*

adapted by their vigour of thought and beauty of style

to excite and to gratify curiosity, and embracing suoh

a variety of subjects as to allure -the flagging attention,

you see only a .few eld, tattered volumes, handed

down through two or three generations, as dull in

their matter as they are disgusting in their manner.

You lay your hand upon some starched, antiquated

book on religion ; and after a little inspection, you

wonder how such a book could possibly be read, even

•three ages ago. Your eye meets pages which wear a

seeming as if they were intended for poetry, but which

have not one lineament of genuine poetry about them.

You find some scrap called a history » but presently
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Ascertain it to be a mere chronicle of facts, as dry and

empty as the shells of birds' eggs strung upon a thread,

but without any of their prettiness. You exhort the

owner of this scanty, hereditary lumber to dedicate

•some of his abounding dollars to the purchase of new

and well chosen books. He hears you with entire

coolness, .and then answers, with an air of compassion

on you for your simplicity, that he has books enough,

more indeed than he reads. As to his children, he

"wishes them to make a good use of the books they

have, before they tease him for fresh ones. Thus

things go on in many a family. The less the old, rag

ged books are read, the longer they will last, and serve

to shut mental improvement and polish out of doors.

Some plead that they have little or no time for read

ing. Well, I know that mankind are placed in various

situations, and I do not mean to urge impossibilities.

What I wish to see is a careful redemption of time for

reading, as well as for other useful and laudable pur

poses.. Would to Cod that we all seriously consider

ed how much time we waste in unnecessary and even

"pernicious relaxation. Fifteen minutes spent on the

pages of a good book may produce some sensible plea

sure and profit, nay, even a high degree of both. Yet

among those who do not give fifteen minutes once in

a. week to reading, and assign the want of time as

.their excuse, you may observe many who squander

•hours in. needless sleep, idle visits, frivolous or mis

chievous^ conversation, and dissipating amusements.

What would you think o,n/hearing a farmer say that

he lacked time for repairing his prostrate fences, and

destroying the weeds and briers which were devour

ing. his fields, while you saw him busily engaged in

hunting butterflies ? The same must we think of one

. who throws away, precious time in folly and trifling,

and yet pretends to have no leisure for the improve-

.ine'..t of the mind.

\t People sometimes say they would willingly pur-

jch:*se valuable books, did they.but know how to dis
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anguish them from the mass of trash with which they

are mingled in the literary market. I know that this

want of skill is a frequent and a serious evil ; and I

know also that, besides the expense of money and

time, it is worse to read a bad or a foolish book than

to read none. But the remedy for the evil is not dif

ficult to be found. Go to some friend in whose cor

rectness of principle and maturity ofknowledge you

can place confidence, and get the assistance which

you need in selecting books of sterling merit.

The last plea which I shall notice is the high price

of books, reenforced with the scarcity of money.

Now money is always said to be scarce by those who

are not willing to part from it. I do not remember a

time when this same complaint was not repeated by

many. Books have, indeed, risen greatly in price

within a few years ; yet I believe they are as easy to

be procured now as they formerly were. However,

I admit that there are many worthy people who have

but little money to spare for this sort of property. In

this view, a social or neighbourhood library is of

great importance. Obvious as the thing is, perhaps

some of my readers have never thought of it, that

twenty families, for an expenditure of ten dollars

each, may have the benefit of two hundred dollars-'

worth of literature. But as such a scheme frequently

cannot be accomplished, I observe farther that, costly

as books are, it requires no endrmous sum of money

to obtain an excellent library. Only let the heart be

set upon the object; and let care be taken to buy none

but books of the highest value for their matter, and

composition. As to the gaudy external decorations of

a book, which go far to swell the price, I suppose a

judicious mind must think as little of them as of fan

ciful extravagance in dress or furniture. I take the

liberty of recommending to every young couple, when

they set up housekeeping, whether they be rich or

poor, to consider a good collection of books as one of

the necessaries of life. It is, indeed, not only a nc-
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cessary, but also a luxury, in the best sense of the

word. Let it be made a principle that books are

wanted, even as other things are wanted, in order to

comfortable and pleasant living. And let efforts be

made that something may still be added successively,

in the progress of time, to the stock of nourishment

for the mind.

Could I prevail with my fellow citizens to adopt

the sentiments which I have offered on this subject, I

feel confident that they would very generally find it

practicable to get good books to read, and time for

reading them ; and that the following of my advice

would produce much advantage to their morals, and

greatly increase the happiness of their lives.

No. 15. MARCH 3, 1814.

On Beading with Attention.

MB. MOUNTAINEER,

I HAVE seen the observations on a taste fop

reading contained in your last number, and give them

my hearty approbation. Indeed I have long been

convinced of the importance of such a taste and habit

as you recommend. But I experience a difficulty in

my own case, which I am desirous to conquer, and

which you have not touched. I will state it to you.

My circumstances in life have obliged me, and do still,

to be much occupied with business. However, as it

has pleased God to prosper my affairs, and to preserve

me from vicious courses, I could easily afford many

an hour to reading. But my trouble is that I cannot

confine my mind to what I read. I take up a book,

and begin to peruse it ; but for the most part, while

my eyes are poring on the page, my thoughts are wan

dering away from the subject to some of the various

pursuits on which the support and education of my

family depend. After going on at this rate for a time,

I discover the divided state of my attention, aad lay
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down the book with the melancholy impression that

it has yieldeu me neither pleasure nor benefit. I ,ccl

and ;ament this as a mental disease, and have no ob

jection to your calling it so. Can you give me any

assistance in accomplishing its cure ? Favour me with

your prescriptions, and oblige your friend,

SAMUEL SOBEK.

I frankly own that the case presented to me in the

foregoing letter is a hard one. The evil of which my

friend Sober complains is one with which I have to

contend at times to this day, though reading has been

with me a chosen and almost perpetual employment

through life. For the removal of this sore disturbance,

I will ofier the best advice in my power.

Take care to get books truly excellent. Perhaps

the reason why your attention rambles is that you are

delving at some of those dull, 'insipid, confused pro

ductions, whether old or new, with which it would

be a misfortune to be pleased ; and which their authors,

_ fcowever .good their aims might be, never had a legit

imate title to publish. There is a vast difference in

books. Permit me to name to you a few of the best.

Do you want to read on religion ? Try the writings of

Doddridge, Witherspoon, Davies, W'ilberforce, and

Hannah More. Is history your object? Apply your*

eelfto RoHin, Moshcim, Robertson, and Marshall.

Have you a taste for literary biography ? Turn 1o the

Lives of the Poets, by Dr. Johnson, and tkeLiJe, of

Johnson himself, by Boswell. Have you a disposi

tion to read poetry ? Go to the mighty masters ; to

Milton, Young, Thomson, Coicper, and Campbell.

And unless you are too old' to acquire a perception of

high poetic excellence in a new style, read the brilli-

tint effusions of Walter Scott. Do you wish to have

reading which combines amusement and utility, and

to which small remnants of time may be devoted? Re

tort to the Spectator, the Guardian, the Rambler,

the Idler, the Adventurer, the British Spy, the Old
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Bachelor; and other works of that class, written up

on such a miscellaneous plan as the Mountaineer, but

with abilities seventy fold greater.

In the next place, exert your most vigorous efforts,

and persevere in them, to subdue the waywardness ot

your mind. Perhaps you despair of the victory, and

give over too soon. Fixed haliits are not likely to be

changed at once ; and the acquisition of a decisive taste

for reading is richly worth a great deal of labour.

I must have your leave to suggest also that possibly

you are more anxious than you ought to be about the

amassing of riches. Examine this matter, I pray you,

with the strictness which it deserves. Is it necessary,

or right, that you rack your mind with vexation, and

leave it neglected in ignorance, that you may die rich,

or give large, dangerous fortunes, while you live, to

your children? I venture to say, it is not. If, then,

you have so many harassing trains of business oa hand

that you cannot read to advantage, nor even sleep

soundly, it should be your first study and endeavour

to lay some of them aside.

These directions, I hope, will have a degree of effi

cacy. Still I am sensible that the government of the

thoughts is an unusually difficult task. I cannot close

my prescriptions on the case proposed, without re-

Commending to those who are burdened with its per

plexities the asking of help from above. Some may

call this enthusiasm ; but I am not ashamed of the sen

timent. Let no one understand me as countenancing

any kind of reading but such as becomes a rational be

ing and a Christian ; such as you can justify before

God, and consistently request him to render useful to

you by his blessing. Go, then, to the throne ofgrace,

and implore the Maker of your spirit to give you such

a command of your faculties that you may grow daily

in knowledge and wisdom ; to the end that you may

be the better qualified for his service in this world,

and for participating in the sublime pursuits and ?a-

jfryments of that which is to come.
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No. 10. MARCH 24, 1814.

The Plain Farmer's Library.

I HAVE found pleasure in looking over your

speculations, and think they are calculated to do good.

In perusing your fourteenth number, which recom

mends reading, I felt the want of ability to make a

proper choice of books. The difficulty, to one who

has not a general acquaintance with literature, is the

not knowing what books would be most useful to

those who can devote to them only small portions of

time. You direct us to apply to some friend in whom

we can place confidence, and get the assistance we

need. Others will do as they judge best ; but for my

own part, I should be glad if you would give us a

selection for a moderate library, with a particular re

gard to the «ase of the plain fanner.

C. ONE OF YOUR READERS.

I receive this request with unfeigned satisfaction.

Very lately I have pointed out some books of prime

merit ; but it was done in a manner too cursory to be

referred to as an execution of the task now set me ; a

lask than which none could be more agreeable. The

following titles and remarks are at the service of my

correspondent. While I offer them, however, I can-

Rot much flatter myself that my favourable opinion of

any book will increase its estimation in the minds of

those to whom it is already known.

As I am left at large with regard to subjects, I shall

begin with that which is undoubtedly of supreme im

portance to all mankind ; I mean religion.

In support of the truth of Christianity in general,

we have many excellent treatises. I shall only men

tion two small ones ; namely, Seattle's Evidences of

the Christian Religion, and Soame Jeny'is' View

of the Internal Evidence of the Christian tieiigion.

,Well may I prize them at no common rate, as they
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were once the means of drawing me back from the-

very brink of infidelity,

Scott's Family Bible is a rich treasure indeed, the

work of a pious, judicious, and indefatigable inter

preter of the book of God. I take it to be a sound

principle that we should seek the explanation of scrip

ture by resorting chiefly to the scripture itself ; and

for this purpose commentators and others have given

us marginal references. Scott's are far the best that

I have ever examined.

The same author has published Essays on the most

Important Subjects in Religion, a volume replete

with instruction. His Force of Truth, a little piece in

which he relates, with much simplicity, the progress

of his own mind in the investigation of the Christian.

doctrines, is an exceedingly interesting narrative.

Doddridge's Family Expositor on the New Testa

ment is my favourite among scriptural commentaries.

Its characteristics are elegance, learning, candour, and

affectionate piety ; and the work is adapted to be use

ful at once to -the plain -man and to the scholar.

Guyse's Paraphrase on the New Testament, has

also much of my esteem, for its correctness of expo

sition, and for the very serious spirit which marks

every page. It is-an unornamented, practical -work,

without being in any respect a superficial one.

Doddridge's Rise and Progress ofReligion in the

Sou1 1 have long accounted the best book that! knew,

next to the volume of- divine revelation, for .general

usefulness. Indeed I cannot find words fully to ex

press my sense of its value. A very suitable compa

nion for it will be found in • the same writer's Dis

courses on Regeneration.-

Edwards' Treatise on Religious Jlffections. is a

work of the first order, and should be. carefully studi

ed by all Christians. The Sermons of this great and

good man claim an equal degree, of attention.

The Works ofDr. IViiherspocm have solid merit.

They consist chiefly of sermon0 and religious essays,
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fall jof wisdom, and written in a most perspicuous and

nervous style. Some of the Doctor's pieces have .a

vein of satire in them, which is well directed and ex-

quisitcly entertaining.

Of Dr. John Owen's books, on Indwelling Sin, and

on Spiritual Mindedness, 1 acknowledge that the

style is rather harsh and antiquated. This is to me

some diminution of their attractions,- a* I iove- a good

style dearly. Yet the rare penetration, wisdom, and

piety displayed in these two volumes induce me to-

recommend them earnestly to every man- who wishes •-

to gain that aH-important kind of science, an intimate-

acquaintance with his own heart.-

Haxter's Call i&lhe. Unconverted, and his Saint's

Everlasting Pest, abridged by Fawcett, are things-

of superlative value; strong- in. -thought, and almost-

without a parallel in fervour of spirit.

ff^tlberjbrce's View of Christianity rs a practical-

work- far -beyond the ordinary level <>f excellence.

That a layman, a gentleman of distinction in the Bri--

tish h6use of commons, has- written- a -book of such -

glowing piety, is a most pleasing- occurrence. I should

pity the state.of that man's-heart who could rise- withi

out strong impressions from the reading of this very -

eloquent performance.

B-erridge's Christian IVbrld Unmasked exhibits

the religion of the humble disciple of Christ in a very

clear and striking way. . The author indulges a certain ,

odd humour in his manner, whi.eh -amuses me not a

little, even while i doubt whether it-ean be entirely

justified.

I may as well-introduce here as any where else the

Pilgrim's Progress, and the Holy War, 6y John

Buni/an. They are evangelical allegories, the pro

ductions ofa wonderful genius. The critics, ptfrhaps,

will tell me, with a sneer, that John was P poor me

chanic, that he had no literature, and that he- has writ

ten in a homely, oldfashioned style. I answer, he

instructs me, he. captivates me, he melts my heart, he

F
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makes me weep for joy, the purest and sweetest joy

that visits, man in the present world. These allegori

cal stories enraptured me in my childhood; and I love

them still as much. as. I ever did. One of the most de-

Jicions days of my life w.as soent in reading the Holy

War.

Watts' World toCome is a volume ofsermons which;

«ug! not to be forgotten. There is much beauty in

Dr. Watts' manner of writing; and these sermons

)&ve an energy and solemnity not often equaled.

The Works of the Rev. John Neivlon have been,

much read and esteemed by those who adhere to the

unadulterated gospel of Christ. His two volumes of

religious letters, entitled Cardiphonia, are singularly

•excellent.

The Sermons of the Rev.. Samuel Davies have a

very extensive circulation ;; yet not so extensive, 1

think, as they deserve. They carry the impress of ta

lents and zeal of the most exalted grade. When I read

Davies, I can hardly conceive of him as seated in hi-%

study writing a discourse. I seem -to behold his ma-.

jestic form in the pulpit; his manly countenance kin*

\lled with ardour in the cause of God, or bathed in,

tears of compassion for perishing sinners; his lips-

pouring forth a torrent of sacred eloquence whi.ch

l:ears down all opposition. Upon the whole, Davies'

sermons are, in my judgment, the best that I have

ever read.

JBurder's Village Sermons are short, plain, and im-.

pressive. They ought to have a place in every family.

Doddridge's L'fa of Col. Gardiner^ and the Life

ofDr. Doddridge by Mr. Orion, may be sought for,

as pieces of Christian biography highly engaging and

instructive.

Perhaps I have named religious books enough for

the purpose in view; though it would be easy to add

to the catalogue many others of similar value. I wish,

to mention some good works on other subjects, bub

find that I mjr-t defer it to a future opportunhy.
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No. 17. MARCH 31, 1814.

The Plain Farmer's Library, Continued.

IN proceeding with the business of my last paper,

I deem it right, on reflection, to recommend two or

three books more in the religious department.

He who desires to study his bible to advantage ought

to have a Concordance, that he may readily find any

text which he wants to see. Cm.den's is the best;

and 1 have no idea of its being possible that a better

one should ever be made. But as few can bear thecx-

pcnse of purchasing so large. a work of this sort, But-

terwortlis may be mentioned, as much cheaper, and

yet valuable.

Buck's TheologicalDictionary is agood collection.

It contains much curious and usefol information, not

easy to be obtained from works ofany other kind.

In ecclesiastical history, so interesting a branch of

knowledge to the Christian and the philosopher, Mas-

heim is the great standard author. But I think Mil-

ner's Church History preferable for general use, and

.especially for plain readers. It is a work of extensive

research, written in the very spirit of the gospel, and

may emphatically be called the history of pure Chris

tianity.

It seems desirable that every man possess a good

Si/stem of Geography. I suppose Dr. Morse's is

the best, as being more full and accurate than others

in regard to our own country. It may be procured

either with an Jltlas, or with a few maps inserted in

the volumes. Morse's Abridgement ofhis Geogra

phy is probably as good as any book upon the subject

of so small a size.

Well written civil history is both a pleasant and

instructive part of literature. But here the mass of

matter is so vastly large that it is not easy to select a

moderate quantity. I wish I could begin by naming

a good history of our own state. It mortifies me to be

tjbliged to say that nothing yet exists deserving such.".
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title. We have to gather the story of Virginia as we

can, from various quarters. With this view, the best

thing to be consulted is the introductory volume of

Marshall's Life of Washington.

The history of the American revolution has been

written by many hands: and with the leading princi

ples and facts involved in that important event no ci

tizen of Our country should rest unacquainted. On

this theme, so deeply affecting to even- heart that loves

6ur national independence and liberty, Marshall's

i<ife of Washingfnii, just now mentioned, is the n'ost

.perfect work to which attention can be invited. But

ilt is .formidably voluminous and costly. Garden's

History of our Revolution may be recommended as

•very faithful and satisfactory. I will add, under this

' head, that I am one of the multitude who are plonsed

with Weems> Life of Washing.'on. It wants dig

nity indeed ; but draws the reader along by the influ

ence of lively, playful, and sometimes very touching

.description. It has been to me an agreeable surprise'

;to Jiniso.much matter, delivered in so taking a man

lier, in the compass of ona small volume.

Roltin's Ancient History is placed by general con

sent in the foremost rank of merit. The author was

not only a classical scholar, but a man of eminent pi

ety and virtue; and is alwa}.s careful to illustrate di

vine providence and the prophecies of the bible by

the historical facts which he relates.

J)r. Robertson is a historian of very high standing.

Vis Histories, of Scotland, Charles the F'fl/i, ami

America, .are among the most fimshed models in this

species of writing.—And here I am reminded that it

will be well for me if I escape the charge of egregious

presumption, while I seem to think of add m-/' any

.thing, by my humble testimony, to the credit of thV

great authors whom I am naming iu these papers.

.But iet any one who may be iispo^ed thus to censure

me remember that I am only giving my opinion' of

books to those whom I apprehend to be hitherto des-
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titute of acquaintance with them ; which I am con

vinced is the case with a large number of the good

people of our valley.

Hume's History ofEnglanddelights me, as it must

delight every man who loves the works of genius. Its

merits are of a superior order, both in the selection of

the matter, and in the style and spirit of the compo

sition. But it has also moral defects of no common

magnitude. The reader should be continually and

strictly on his guard against the infidelity which tin

ges the narrative of this able historian. For though

he does not directly attack the bible, nor pronounce

the Christian religion to be an imposture, his volumes

abound with sarcastic, venomous insinuations against

evangelical truth and piety.

Upon books of travels I must not expatiate, as I

feel a strong temptation to do. For me, as for others

who wish to know something more than what passes

at their own firesides, this roaming over theworld by

proxy has very powerful attractions. I will barely

set down, as recent and interesting works of this eha*

raeter, Park's Travels in Africa, Barrow's Travels

in China, and the Expedition of Captains Lewis

and Clarke to the Pacific Ocean. These journies

were performed in regions previously almost or altoge

ther unknown to us ; and by i»en fully competent to

afford to our curiosity a luxurious feast of gratification,

I have been for some time longing to bring forward

and to praise my favourite poets. . But how shall I

proceed ? Most of the excellent poetry which I have

read is in blank verse ; and I know many a worthy

man and amiable woman, persons of some reading too,,

who "are not gifted with a taste for any poetry that

lacks the jingle of rhyme. Yet there are others, even

among the plain farmers, endowed with a high capa

city for poetic enjoyments. I will, therefore, go on.

Milton is a prince among the poets. I must ho

nestly avow that if it be called a literary heresy to

prefer Milton,to the far-famed ancients, Homer, Vir-

. F S
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gil, and the rest, I must bear the name of heretic

while I live. Nor do I mean to confine my praise to

his Paradise Lost. His Comus, and Sampson *flgo-

nistes, as well as several of his smaller poems, could

only have been written by the author of Paradise Lost:

nor is his Paradise Kegained unworthy of him,

though it has sometimes been so represented.

Young's Night Thoughts,—where shall I find lan

guage to do justice to a volume so overflowing in sen

timent, so energetic in impression ? This mighty ge-

r.ius astonishes and transports me by his luminous

displays of religipus and moral truth. I may add that

Dr. Young's Love of Fame is the most pungent and

instructive work of the. satirical class that has ever

fallen under my inspection.

Blair's Grave is a small poem, but not small in

value. The renown of Young would have been in

creased .rather than diminished by having written the

Grave.

If you do not read Coivper's Task, you are losing

more pleasure and improvement than I know how to

describe. But though I have named the Task, as es

teeming it the best ofCowper's Works, I do not think

slightly of the rest. I earnestly recommend all the

productions of " that truly Christian poet."

Thomson's Seasons will be read and admired so

long as the heart of man shall sympathize with bene

volent affections, and rejoice iu tracing nature through

her varieties of grandeur and beauty.

The Poetical H'orks of Campbell are elegant nnd

pathetic in a high degree, and support his claim to a

place among the immortal bards already mentioned.

Montgomery too, of whom I am never weary, is

enrolled with the genuine sons of song. His lines

breathe a spirit of piety and of tenderness, which raises

him far above the swarming verse-builders of the age.

Bloomfield, the author of the Farmer's Boy, is the

very poet of the country. I love to travel with hi»

.to the simple scenes and employments of my
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early days ; to wander in fancy through the fields and

woods surrounding my native spot ; charmed for the

time into a sweet oblivion of all the restless cares,

anxieties, and disappointments of maturer life.

I should feel myself inexcusable, were I to close

my catalogue before I had rendered my best tribute of

approbation to Coelebs in Search of a Wife. Fre

quently has that delightful work occurred to my

thoughts ; but I hesitated about the division of our

library in which it should be arranged. Why did I

not at once give it a station among my choicest books

on religion?

No. 18. APRIL 21, 1814.

The Good Teacher.

"WHAT sort of man ought the teacher of an En

glish school to be ? Many, I am afraid, would satisfy

themselves with answering, he must be a man who

can teach our children to read and write, and to cy

pher as far as the rule of three ; and who will do it

at the price of five or six dollars a year for each scho

lar. As I do not like this meager account, I must be

permitted to offer, if I can, a better one of my own.

The teacher should be a man of piety. Is religion

a matter of infinite importance ? Do you wish your

children to imbibe the pure spirit of the gospel from

their tenderest years ; and are you daily taking mea

sures to train them up in Christian sentiments and

feelings? Is it not desirable, then, that their teacher

aid you in this work, and from the fulness of his own

..devout heart drop heavenly instruction upon the duc-

.tile minds of his pupils ? But if you cannot obtain a

pious man, I insist upon your choosing one who pos

sesses a serious respect for religion, abhors all scoff

ing at sacred things, and is unexceptionable in his

moral conduct. Children have a keener discernment

of character than we are apt to imagine. And how

they leve a man who swears profanely, or be
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comes intoxicated, or breaks the sabbath, or is seen

to be the sport of his angry passions ? If they do love

him, so much the worse ; they are likely to imitate

his bad example. Few things so monstrous and shock

ing can be conceived as the committing of your little

ones to the hands of a wretch who lives in open defi»

ance of the laws and threatenirgs of his Maker.

i-he teacher must be a man of industry. There are

pot many occupations in life where activity and con

stant attention are so imperiously requisite as in the

conducting of a school, or where laziness is so great a

crime. In a community of this sort, play and mis

chief will be sure to usurp the place of learning, if

the master be a dozing, listless drone.

He must also be strict and impartial in the exercise

«f liscipline ; maintaining in himself a steady calm

ness of temper, which nothing shall be able to ruffle ;

governing those intrusted to his care like a father,

with mingled authority and love.

The teacher ought to be an accomplished scholar,

not a mere smatterer, in the parts ofknowledge which

he undertakes to communicate. There is, here and

there, a poor neighbourhood, which has to accept

more humble qualifications, for the sake of cheapness.

And I readily admit the propriety of doing so ; as it

is better that children be taught imperfectly than that

they grow up in utter ignorance. But away with the

mean spirit of parsimony and grudging, when you

arc seeking a man to cultivate the minds of your pre

cious offspring. Let me descend to some particulars.

I require my teacher to be an adept in spelling, and

to love good spelling. I cannot understand how a

well trained mind can be indifferent upon this article.

And I have no doubt that most of the bad spelling

which abounds so much may be attributed'to the in

capacity or the negligence of teachers.

I want my teacher to pronounce the words of our

language according to the standard, and assiduously

to inculcate a good pronunciation. Shall I still be
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told that my zeal in this affair is misapplied, and that

it is immaterial how we pronounce, if people only get

the signification of what we say ? The point has been

sottled in a former number ; and until you can prove

good taste to be universally an unmeaning phrase, I

shall persist in the assertion that it does strongly ap

ply to the right pronunciation of our Imguage.

The teacher must read well ; that is, in a free, na

tural manner, wfch proper distinctness, emphasis,

pauses, and cadence ; of all which ingredients the

best models arc furnished by animated conversation.

To read perfectly Is a great and lovely art, as. rare, I

fear, .11; that of perfect speaking. There must have

been a prevailing and shameful remissness in the duty

of teaching children to read. The drawling, mono

tonous, sing.song way, which we meet with so fre

quently, is much to be pitied, and much to-be lament

ed. May the essays of my pen never undergo this

murdering process ,'

I require, farther, that my teacher be thoroughly

skilled in grammar. It is possible, I believe, for t

fine genius to learn grammar insensibly, by reading

many of the best authors. But it is only a few who

have such genius; and fewer still can go through such

A course of reading, especially while they are young.

If you want your children to express themselves with

correctness, whether by speech or on paper, they

must commit the rules of grammar to memory, and

form, by practice at school, the habit of applying

them in all cases with facility.

Can I excuse the want of a good writing hand ia

the teacher ? I think not. To be sure, one may buy

more finished copies in the stores than any penman

can write. But besides the expense of this, it disgra

ces a teacher to be able only to scrawl such miserable

pothooks as disgust the eye of every beholder : and I

have never seen children take much care to write hand

somely, when they knew that their instructor could

not afford them a respectable pattern for imitation.
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Arithmetic comprises a wide range of useful am;

curious knowledge. I wish my teacher to be well

versed in it. And I expect him to be not merely -a

mechanical operator ; but to know, like a man of sci

ence, the reasons on which his rules are founded ; ami

to be capable of making his pupils, if their intellectu

al powers be sufficient, rational as well as expert

arithmeticians.

Here is my picture of a good aiM worthy teacher.

May it help to raise the dignity and value of the pro

fession ! If you can enlist in your service such a man

as I have described, consider him as a very impor

tant acquisition ; and treat him, as he justly deserves

to be treated, with esteem and liberality.

This may be as suitable a place as any other for tl»e

insertion of the following note.

MR. MotTNTAINEEH,

I request you, as a friend to accuracy of lan

guage, to correct the following common errors. Peo

ple say, the Testament, meaning the Neto Testa

ment. As we have the Old and New Testaments,

•the word Testament alone cannot with propriety be

•used to designate either of them. Again, we frequent-

•ly hear persons speak of the Bible and Testament ;

intending to point out by these names the Old Tes

tament and the New. Here is the error before men

tioned, and another added to it. The Old Testament

is not the Bible., according to the faith of Christians.

Our bible includes both the testaments.

.M.

No. 19. MAT 5, 1814.

Vice and Dissipation Reproved,

A COKRESPONDSNT has favoured me with the follow

ing serious paper ; and I lay it, without hesitation,

before my readers. We live at a time and in circum-
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jtances which reader such reflections and admonitions

peculiarly seasonable.

FOR THE MOCKTAINEEB..

'•- Enjoy the day of mirth, but know

There is a day ofjudgment too.';

The life of man is short and uncertain. And as

vve see that we must die, so we also know assuredly

that we must stand before our Creator in judgment.

There we have to account for the use we make of our

time an-d our faculties, and to abide the results of that

solemn and impartial scrutiny.

Let us retire from the cares and pleasures of the

woi Id, and reflect calmly on the high end- which God

J;ad ie. view when he gave us existence and placed us

h§re. We shall soon find that the way in which the

{Beater part of the children of men spend their time

U totally hostile to the wil.1 of the Almighty, and ut

terly incompatible with their own happiness. Gross

thoughtlessness characterizes vast numbers of man

kind ; and from this source flows a stream of evils

injurious to society, and inconceivably detrimental

to the- individuat. While we are immersed in the

enjoyment of ail those gratifications and delights

which the earth affords, why do we not recollect that

it will he asked of us on son; e future day, in a voice

of thunder, did you n:ake the providential blessings

conferred upon } ou subservient to the grand purposes

for which you were formed ; or were they abused by

you, to the dishonour of the great Giver, and to your

own shame ? •

This world was not intended to be the scene of that

wild gaiety which is FO abundantly exhibited- in our

social circles. There is an extreme incongruity jp

the giddy mirth ofthose who are unreconciled to God.

Did they employ a few moments in sober considera

tion, they must be aware that nothing stands between

them and the awful bar of their final Judge but his

long^suffering permission that they continue to drtw
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their forfeited breath. Ditl they thus consider, they

must know that they have no certainty of the exten

sion of that breath a single hour ; and that such con

duct as theirs has no tendency to prepare them for a

state of perfect holiness in the heavens.

How shortlived are those guilty pleasures into which

many so eagerly plunge themselves ! What vanity is

stamped upon them, and with what bitter annoyances

are they attended ! What mirth do you find in the tor

menting uneasiness and corrosion which hover around

the gaming table; in the empty purse and ruined for

tune; in the sight of a neglected, injured wife, and a

beggared family; in the pressing wants of such near

and dear relatives, who are unable to provide for them

selves? What.rcsembhmc&to mirth do you perceive

in the sickness and pain whiek foUow the midnight

revel; or in the haunting ghost of time dissipated it*

vile debauchery, of which the light of day even makes

you Mush to think? Can such things as these be ac

counted pleasures fit for a rational creature ? Say, wero

the facukies-of the soul bestowed for no other purpose-.

than to be thu* debased? It is impossible.

Look forward, and survey the end of your doings.

These practices may wear a pleasant face to you so.

lons; as your infatuation continues ; but there is a day

of iudgment coming', which will place them in a very

different point of light. Now your sight is dim ; y on.

discern nothing with clearness. Your eyes you have

madly covered with' a film of prejudice, which pre

vents your seeing objects as they really are. You look ,

but you are deceived ; you observe, but you have a.

confused and delusive notion of passing occurrences;

and the end will be disappointment and despair. When

death shall have disrobed you of your mortal clothes,

:ind divested you of that phrensy which bewilders you

hen., every disguise shall be removed. Conscience

shall have its full power restored. You shall behold

things in their genuine diameters ; know the true va

lue of all earthly enjoyments; and be compelled to.
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estimate, with agonies of remorse, the worth of that

prize which you have slighted and forever lost.

We do not contemplate the world as we ought, until

we recognise it as,the theatre of our moral probation ; .

the temporary residence- of mankind, where we are

required to secure, through the gospel ofJesus Christ,

our welfare in that eternity which is appointed for all ...

men living. Happiness and misery, both inexpressi

bly great, and both everlasting, are set before the

human race. And can there be an inquiry more im- .

portant to any one of us than this, which of these shall

be my portion ? Imagine the last trumpet sounding to

awake the dead ; see the earth shaking, the elements

in commotion, and our globe, with all that is on it,

burning in one promiscuous flame ; and say at what

price you rate- your splendid possessions while they

are consuming in the fire of the last day, and evapo- .

rating into smoke. 0 for the wisdom which lays up

a-sure and durable treasure in heaven ! Dying without

this wisdom and this treasure, it were good for us

that we had never been born. While, therefore, we

thankfully enjoy.the comforts granted by the provi

dence of God, let us beware of overwhelming our

selves with the pomps and luxuries of this vain world.- -

Let Us- not forget that the hour is near, and ;may. be

very near, when we shall "say to corruption, thou art

my father, and to the worm, thou art my mother and

sister ;" the hour when we shall enter into paradise

or into hell, as our unchangeable abode.

O.

No. 20. MAY 19, 1814; -.

The. Death ofEmily.

TO THE MOUNTAINEER. .

MY DEAH FRIEND,

TWO years ago you witnessed my marriage;---.

You saw Emily Wilson standing at my side ia all the •

Gr -.
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bloom of youth and beauty, and heard us, in the prev

scnce of God, exchange our vows of love. Even in

that hour of my soul's triumph, I felt my joy aug-

jnented by your cordial congratulations. Now, .I

must claim your sympathy in my sorrows. My

Emily is gone,—gone to join her kindred angels in

the landof bliss. Hermortal part was yesterday com

mitted to the dust; and the world looks like a wilder

ness around me, in which 1 seem to. wander alone.

But you know how to feel with me and for me. You

have seen the chosen partner of your heart snatched

away to the grave, about the very time when you ex

pected to rejoice in calling her all your own. Yet

allow me to say that your distress could not he equal

to mine. Fervently as you loved the excellent Ju!; 3,

she would have become dearer, much dearer to you,

bad your union been permitted.

My Emily's fatal illness was a rapid consumption,

«riginating in a visit to a poor, sick neighbour, in a

season of most inclement weather. She was previ

ously aware of the danger of,going out at such a time^

but would not let the danger check her benevolence:

She soon felt seriously disordered, and our skilful

friend Dr. Welford was brought to her aid. A little^

observation of her case led him to the conclusion,

which he intimated to me, that no medical exertions,

nothing short of a miracle, could save her life. With

»11 my confidence in his judgment, I laboured to think

him in this instance mistaken. 0 my friend, how

poignant were my sufferings, under the alternation

of diminishing hopes and increasing fears, during a

period of three moiiths ! Emily foresaw the event lonr-

before I admitted the idea of its certainty. Besides

the severe pain which she endured from her disease,

her heart was torn also with anxious and opposite feel

ings. By eiealh itself she was not terrified ; and in

looking; beyond the dark valley her faith steadily an

ticipated an eternity of light and joy. But to leave

,jme and her infant, daughter in this region of tempta-
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tioa and sorrow, this was a trial to. which her forti

tude appeared unequal. We conversed sometimes oo

the subject. It overwhelmed us with grief, and sent

us to the throne of our God to seek consolation. My

prayers were not altogether fruitless to myself; but

my precious fellow worshipper acquired the spirit .of

submission to the disposals of Heaven much faster

than I did. I wish to give you the substance of our

last conversations, held on the day Which closed the

scene. My Emily was exceedingly weak, and could

only speak in broken sentences, and with frequent.

intervals of silence.

' Summon up your courage, my William, to meet

the approaching stroke. My latest hour is not far

distant. My peace with God is settled, and I await

his command to depart. Ifever I have done any thing

displeasing to you, let me have your forgiveness.'

' My dearest, there is nothing to forgive. You hare

never, even in the slightest degree, displeased me, by

word nor deed, no, not for a single moment.'

'I thank you for this assurance. Conscious ofmy

many weaknesses, I was not without apprehension

that I might have given offence without knowing it.

To the Searcher of hearts I could safely appeal, that I

had not at any time intentionally disobliged you. My

dear husband, I have exulted in you as mine, and de

voted myself to you, with an intensity of affection'

which no words could express. Leaning upon your

bosom, and enfolded in your arms; hearing you ctll

me your own Emily, your treasure and your joy ; my

emotions of tenderness were often almost too great for

my frame to support. Perhaps, my love, we have

sinned against our God in idolizing one another; and

this may be the reason why he has issued the mandate

for our early separation. He bids me remove, and I

must leave you ; but blessed be his name, we are not

to be separated forever.' Tears as well as debility

•stopped her utterance.

' Spare me., Bmity } your words *f love pierce my
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.very soul with anguish. How can I bear the thought

of losing you ? Why has not God heard my supplicati

ons fora.longer continuance of our union? Why nu&t

the sun of all my felicity,go down in the morning ?'

'Recollect yourself, my William; remember your

Christian profession, and murmur not at the dispen

sations of infinite rectitude and wisdom. I see that

- we have been in danger of withdrawing our hearts

-from our heavenly Father in our love to each other.

He breaks the bend of our earthly attachment, that

he may engage our devotion more entirely to himself,

and prepare us effectually for the glory which is above.

I doubt not he will give you resignation quite beyond

what you can at present con-ceive. As to your Emily,

the prospect which opens before me is bright and

•-transporting. My hope has been fixed upon a rock,

even the truth of God, and remain* firm and unsha

ken. Through that Saviour " who loved me and gave

himselffor me," I am delivered from all fear. Heaven

is my eternal rest ; and soon, soon shall I be there.'

Presently after this, she desired her child to be

brought to her ; took it into her arms, kissed it, and

bathed its little cheeks with tears of maternal fond

ness. ' My sweet babe, your mother is going away

from you, and you know not the loss which is befal

ling you. Of her who gave you birth you will have

information, but no image imprinted on your heart.

My husband, yet this once receive your child from

these arms. Bring her up for God. To his blessing

and your guidance I cheerfully commend her. You

will love her as the memorial of your Emily. She

will remind you of me when the pleasure of the re

membrance shall overbalance the pain. I hope to meet

you both where parting shall be no more.'

After some hours of very interrtipted repose, my

dying saint awoke, exclaiming in feeble but hurried

accents, 'they are coming, I see them at hand. Hail,

j'e messengers from the house of my Father!' Appre

hending that she was in a delirium,*! asked her, 'who

are coming, my love ? What do you see ?J
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• J sec, but not with these mortal eyes, a company

of angels sent to convey me to the presence of my

God. My trust in his mercy is strong, victorious

over death and all my foes. Were you not a Chris

tian, my William, you would wonder at my telling

you that now I can even leave my child and you with

out regret. My soul is absorbed, enraptured, with

the splendours of the New Jerusalem, into which I

am about to enter. As a sinner, I am passing the river

which must be passed by all, and its waters indeed

are cold ; but as a sinner ransomed from destruction,

I feel " the love ofGod*hed abroad in m-y heart," tQ

sustain and animate .me in this trying hour. " My

flesh and my heart are failing; but God is the strength

ofmy heart, and my portion forever." I am on the

wing for the immediate vision of my Redeemer. I

have loved him, though with much imperfection,

while I saw him dimly in bis word and his ordinances.

Partaking of his consecrated bread and wine, I have

tasted that he was gracious. But now I shall u see

him as he is," face to face. I shall be transformed per

fectly into his likeness; for the work which his Spirit

has begun shall be completed. In the anthem of the

skies will I proclaim the praises of him who bled and

died on the cross for me. In his welcome I shall find

that heaven which I desire. Why am I still linger-

ing here ? Why is my exile prolonged ? When shall I

drop this load of clay, and become hnmortal ? "Bliss-

ful moment, glorious eternity, come quickly I'

Exhausted by this overflow of extasy, which seen}*

ed at the time almost sufficient to draw me with her

from the world, she sunk into silence. Her, release,

so ardently sought, advanced apace. She was evi

dently striving with the agonies of dissolution. Yet

not the smallest symptom of impatience clouded her

countenance. Tranquillity is much too weak a word

• to tell how she appeared, and how she honoured the

Captnin of her salvation, during this awful conflict of

.-life and death. Her face beamed with a smite of c^
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lestial radiance. What shall I say ? The joys of pa

radise were already springing up in her soul ; and

they clothed her pale, emaciated visage with a lustre,

an exalted loveliness, far above all that I had ever

seen it wear before. '

At length she made a sign to be raised up in the bed.

Laying her head upon my arm, she gently pressed

my hand, and said, 'my dear, I am going home; fare

well.' After struggling a few minutes for breath, she

pronounced, in a low but articulate voice, and with a

pathos not to be described, her last words, ' Jesus,

Saviour, receive me/ and expired.

I must lay down my pen for the present. Hereafter

you shall have another letter concerning my Emily :

until then, and always, may the peace of God bo with

you.

WILLIAM MEIUTON.

No. 21. JUNE 2, 1814.

Causes of Defective Eloquence.

IT is a fact as notorious as it is unpleasant that we

liave but a small proportion of good speakers, whether

we look to the bar, the senate, or the pulpit. Some

times, indeed, we get an opportunity of hearing real

eloquence ; and when we do, we bew to its com

manding power, and acknowledge it to be one of the

noblest exertions of the facilities of man. It is natu

ral to inquire, why is eloquence so rare ? I answer,

in its higher forms it can never much abound ; because

it is the fruit of such a force of intellect and fancy

such sensibilities of the heart, and such compass and

mnsic of the voice, all combined together, as are very

seldom given to an individual ; not to mention that

discipline of the mind, wide and deep, which is ne

cessary to the finished orator, and which, neverthe

less, few of those who have pppoitunity are suffici-
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ently industrious and persevering to undergo. Still it

is my opinion that any man of ordinary endowments

and ordinary education may become an interesting

speaker. So far as I have observed, our public speak

ing is much oftener spoiled by the neglect of acquisi

tions easily attainable, and by faults which might be

avoided, than by my natural and invincible deficiency

.•f powers. Without attempting a full discussion of

this subject, I desire that tke foilowing cursory obser

vations upon it may be taken for what they are worth.

Many speakers go on in a savage kind of way, from

a gross neglect of the study of language. I can only

touch upon a few particulars under this comprehensive

article. Some despise all attention to the rules of

grammar, and violate them without concern. Their

coarse maxim is that elegance, and even grammatical

propriety, are of no consequence, provided the speak

er is understood. A similar fault is the negligent pro

nunciation of words, according to accident, or vulgar

use, to the vexation of every correct ear. Some con

tent themselves with an inaccurate, confused under

standing of the significations of words. Of a precise

setection they make no account. Hence they often

present their ideas in a mist ; or, to speak without a

figure, they express either more or less than the idea

intended to he conveyed, and sometimes an idea whol

ly different from it. Some put their words together "

at random, without regard to neatness or even to per

spicuity of style. Speakers of this clumsy cast gene

rally fall into repetitions, and multiply words above

measure. The hearer is thrown into an uneasy posi

tion, toiling to see rhe drift of the ill-compacted pe

riod ; and when at last, if ever, it appears, it is in

some awkward attitude, like that of a reeling man

who endeavours to keep himself steady. I cannot say

that the study of language is neglected by the pedant;

;feut he studies it perversely, and to a wretched pur

pose. His vollies of hard, uneo_mmon words obscure

liis meaning, if he has any ; and infallibly expose him
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to the ridicule of all who have sense enough to per

ceive his folly. Speakers guilty of such faults as I

have mentioned may dazzle the ignorant ; they may

be successful leaders of a mob ; but. they should take

great care never to have a man of judgment or taste

among their hearers.

The next defect which I shall notice, and it is one

that ruins many a speech, is the want of a full mas

tery of the subject which is undertaken to be illustrat

ed. If the speaker be too lazy to explore his subject

thoroughly, or if the subject itself be too large for his

powers of research, he will approach it with scanty,

indistinct, and superficial views. He may proceed in

his work with a bold, impudent face. He may heap

•up words and sentences mountain-high. He may as

sert, and possibly may think, that he has made the

matter evident as demonstration. But all this is not

eloquence. The minds and feelings of his audience,

if they be not a crowd incapable of reason, will tell

him that his labour, from beginning to end, is vain.

We want clear ideas, well expressed, and arranged in

a just method ; and where these are not exhibited, we

will not bend to the assuming claims of any pretender.

But the evil which does the most extensive mischief

to public speaking is the affectation of feeling. We

know that feeling is the very life and charm of elo

quence. Hence speakers arc prone to yield to the

temptation, (though it is a sneaking piece of hypocri

sy, and can only go down with the weakest of man

kind,) to run after the appearance of feeling when

they do-not feel, or to pretend to feel much more than

they actually do. This affectation assumes two forms.

One is that of boisterous vociferation ; the other is the

whining, canting strain. Both these are often found

at the bar, and in the legislative hall, as well as in the

pulpit. True feeling is a fire which rapidly spreads

into every heart; but very differently do these coim-

ter-eits operate. Noisy clamour torments our ears,

and hardens our heart* against feeling. We deem out
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manhood implicated in baffling the trick, the fraud,

with which we are assailed. Nor is the miserable

whine any better. At first it fills us with disgust;

and then, to escape this, we seek refuge in apathy ov

severe conterr.pt. I apprehend that every unnatural

manner of speaking originates in this abominable af

fectation; such as the sn.iil-paced drawl, so trying to

patience; the monotony, a good substitute for opium

to produce sleep ; the wild, turbulent, gesticulating

mode, chiiling as the northern blast. I would recom

mend to every speaker to engage in those subjects on

ly in which it is right and honourable to feel a lively

concern ; and to take every method with himselfwhich

has a tendency to bring that concern into action. Let

the legislator cherish in his breast an ardent lovu for

Social order and social happiness. Let the lawyer

cultivate a quick and strong sense of the beauty of

truth and justice. Let the preacher, (I touch his of

fice with awe,) strive to maintain a fervent zeal for

the glory of God, the destruction of iniquity, and the

salvation of souls. Seriousness of spirit an honest

speaker may always possess. When feelings mor»

intense and lofty are given him, let him indulge and

onjoy them. But at all events, let him cleave to sin

cerity. Away with empty pretences to emotion, and

all .the idle sham and parade of fictitious sensibility ;

for they arc as mean in themselves as they are perni

cious in their consequences. ,

; No. 22. JUNE 23, 1814.

Simon Silly's Apology for Ignorance.

MR. MOUNTAINEER,

I DON'T know who gave you any right to be

lecturing us all in the newspapers. It may be you

have taken it up of your own head. However, I

would have you to know that I am old Simon Silly,.
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at your service, and I want to hold some talk with

you. A neighbour of mine the other day desired me

to peruse your fourteenth number; in which yo.i

speak disrespectfully of people who despise readinir,

and have no books but a few old, taitered volumes,

which you call lumber unfit for use, while they have

plenty both of money and time to do better in im

proving their minds. It struck me directly that you

must mean me. If you say that you never heard 01

me iii your life, I answer, that may be the case ;

yet you must have meant me notwithstanding, *nd it

don't sit at all well upon my stomach, Though I

mortaily hate writing, having always found it the.

,inost poth'ersome thing in the world, I must te)l you

iny mind upon thissubject. Nobody likes to be sneer

ed at, I assure you.

I wish you not to suppose that I have no books at

all, or that I never have read any thing. My father

left me, along with a very good farm, well improved,

.the famous History ofRobinson Crusoe, with about

one third of it gone at the beginning, and a Chroni

cle ofthe Ancient Kings of Scotland. To these I

myself have added Valentine and Orson, and Iht

Pleasant Art ofMoney Catching; as likewise En-

tick's Dictionary, and Morse's Small Geography,

both of which I bought at auction, about half worn

out; besides almanacs and spelling books for the use

of the family. So you see I have some books as well

Ss other people. But I know well enough that, to

satisfy you, I should have to go much farther than all

this in the purchase and reading of books ; and these

are things which I am fully resolved never to do, say

what you will. For why should I ? What purpose

of good living can so much reading and studv pro

mote ? Tell me that My notion of things is that we

were made to eat, drink, sleep, and lay up money

for our children. I say, that's my notion. And

whatever you may lecture about the mind, its dignity

2nd refined enjoyments, I always make it a poinit thit
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n» man shall beat me out ofmy notions. Is not that

right, think you ? Well, can't I eat my bacon ham

and roast beef with as much relish, and thrive as well

upon them, as any of your reading people? Would

reading make me like my grog any better, which I

like already quite as much as I ought, and indeed

more than I like any book whatsoever ? Suppose my

head were stuffed with history, poetry, and that kind

of outlandish things ; will you take it upon you to tell

me thit I should sleep more soundly than I do now ?

Let me have none of your wfaimseys. All I want of

you is to get you to look at the- matter fairly and with

out prejudice ; ami then you must be convinced that

mine is the best plan of living. Have I not made a

line fortune? Yes I have, without reading or learning,

•-xcopt just enough to enable me to write this letter.

And as to heirs to heir my riches, I have a house full

r.f"tearing, burly-faced images of myself, who have no

more disposition to be bookworms than their father.

The very sight of thom would at once make you own

that tke ra«o of the Sillies is not in the least danger of

being extinguished. So I conclude that I am exactly

what I should lie, and am fc-filling all the ends of my

being like a reasonable creature. That's my notion,

I say. An-! who can deny it? I am getting a five

,.utl twenty shilling master to teach my children as

much as I know myself. That's enough. I don't

>ec the smallest reason why they should have any

more learning than 1 have. I am a rich, healthy,

iolly old fellow. Such my lads may be, I suppose,

if they will keep clear of wasting their time and mo

ney, and worrying their brains, with books. And I

don't pretend to wish that they may take to any of

your new courses.

I am informed of a man living not a hundred miles

frowi me, but I sha'n't tell you the person I mean, who

loves books extravagantly, and has been reading- and

studying almost all his life long. They assure me

that he professes to find a vast deal of pleasure in this
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sort of way, and that he looks right well contented.

But he is poor, and poor like to be. I could buy fifty

such fellows, out and out, on any day of the week.

I really <]o pity-him; for what good does all his book-

ishness do him ?

As I have made such an excellent defence of myself

and my.ignorance, I desire you, sir, to have the can

dour to publish it. I know it will go against the grain

with you ; but we are all obliged, on some occasions,

to do things that we don't find mighty agreeable. I

wish to see this in print the more for its having cost

me a power of labour. I never did write so much in

one piece in all my born days before. If you gratify

me in what I now ask, I shall wish you well, not- ,

withstanding all that you have said against me.

SIMON SILLY.

I am an avowed lover of books* The redoubtable

Simon Silly has given me what he will call a complete

beating. I strongly suspect too that, to use his own

phrase, he means me by the poor reading wight whom

he condescends to pity, because he could buy up fifty

such at a bid. Considering these circumstances, I

hope I shall gain not a little credit with Mr. Silly and

his numerous friends, for getting my own consent to

publish his overwhelming letter, My other readers

must thank me, or nobody will, for the trouble I have

undergone in rendering the letter intelligible, The

original spelling was most wretched, and the handwri

ting deplorable. I had to infuse into this performance

most of the grammar that it now possesses ; and the

whole contained not one iota of punctuation, unless

we place under that head a multitude ofdashes, thrown

in every where, without either rhyme or reason.

I shall conclude this paper in my own way, by re

commending to my readers a very delicious and ex

cellent little book, lately republished. It is entitled

the Dairyman's Daughter, and is a religious narra

tive respecting an humble family, in -England, The
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writer, . a clergyman, has an exquisite talent for sim

plicity and pathos ; and he asserts the affecting story

to ne founded on fact. I believe the reader of it will

be' at a loss which to prefer, the Dairyman's Daughter^

or Miss Hannah More's celebrated Shepherd of Salis-

Inn'il Plnin ; until his mind shall be decided in favour

of the former by the reflection, that it is a reality, while

the latter is only an ingenious and edifying fiction..

" Let not ambition mock their useful toil,

Their homely joys and destiny obscure ;

Nor grandeur hear with 'a disdainful smile

The .short and simple annals of the poor."

GHAT.

No. 23. JUNE 30, 1814..'-

The Character of Emily. '

TO THE MOtfNTAlNEER.

MY BE^AK FRIJ&ND, .

IN this letter I wish to give you a little pic-i,

ture of what my Emily was. If you think me toler

ably successful in drawing the likeness, I know you

wi'll value it;. for the original had much of your friend-

y regard, as you also had of hers. The bright image

of'her whom I aim to describe is so constantly present

to my imagination^ whether 1 am awake or asleep,

that I cail scarcely say I a'm undertaking, a work of

memory. How is it to be accounted for, that these

melancholy musings upon my lost treasure have an

attraction for me beyond all the cheerful scenes of life

which invite my participation'?

My Emily possessed a very uncommon share of

that kind .of beauty which arrests the eyes of the most

superficial, and inducesthem to gaze with delight, and

gaze again. I was never one of those who afiect to

think personal beauty a thing of no estimation, ,No ;

I .could not contemplate without emotion the perfect

eymmetry of Emily's form; her vivid,' dark brown

H. < '
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eye; her complexion, in which the lily and the 'rose

sweetly contended for the mastery; her features,.

where the nicest critic con.Id detect no fault in any

one singly, or in the whole together. I well knew,

however,' that it was tho mind within. which gave to

these visible. charms much the 'greater: 'part of .their

power, t Frequently, and with. little concern, I had

seen merely external, .unanknated beauty as exqui

sitely finished. as hers.r But in the first hour that I

beheld Emily Wilson, my heart began to feel impres

sions of admiratiomand tenderness to which I had be

fore been entirely a stranger. She appeared to me

" adorn'd

With all that earth or heaven could bestow

To make her amiable :

Grace was in all her steps, hsav'n in her eye, •.

In ev'xy gesture dignity and love."

MILTON.

You may perhaps remember your telling me, ,on the

day which made Emily mine, that, excepting your

lamented Julia, you had never seen so lovely a womnn.

When I mentioned this to her, she ca.lled you a kind,

and generous friend for say.ing it; and in the next

breath, with as mueh sincerity as possible, disclaim

ed all title to so high a compliment.

Emily was not brought up in the fashionable4' way

oftho world ;•• for iT9.danctngTnaster.erer had any thinir

to do in the forming of her deportment. She was early

and often introduced into polished society, but never

joined in the giddy amusements of a ball room. Her

education, which was principally conducted; from its

commencement to its end, by her excellent mother,

was far more solid than showy. She managed -her

domestic affairs with consummate skill and dexterity.

Her mind was stored with variousikinds of useful and £

orn,.,.i,:cntal knowledge, suitable to her sex ; and she.

loved the reading of good authors dearly, though she

never suffe .ed it to interfere with her incumbent du

ties.. In her I found not only an affectionate and. pro-
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cio\is mistress of my heart, but also a rational, Well

informed friend and counsellor. Who can compute

the amount of such a treasure ?

From her personal attractions, the strength and cul

tivation of her mind, the natural gentleness of her dis

position, and the elegancy of her.manners, my Emily

. must hare been what the world calls a very line wo
man. • But for several years before my firet acquain-

. tance with her, religion had become the decided basis

of her character, the pure and sublime religion of the

gospel. ' It infused its own sacred spirit into all: her

thoughts, feelings, words, and actions. "Her piety was

enlightened, fervent, constant ; not a matter of vain

ostentation, not an occasional ebullition of passion j

but a steady, comprehensive principle of.-devoLion to

God, accompanied with a firm, unlimited reliance up

on his mercy. Hence that radiant cheerfulness which

delighted all her friends, and which hardly ever suf

fered a moment's interruption. And as she deeply

felt her inexpressible obligations to the love of a cru

cified Saviour, she was, beyond all other persons whom

I ever knew, lowly in mind, clothed "with the Chris

tian garb of genuine humility.

Her piety to God of course invigorated as well at-

.sanctified her native benevolence. Her watchful care

to please me and to make me happy, a care which, I

, trust, was in some good measure reciprocated on my

part, will dwell in my remembrance forever. But

her active kindness was not bounded by her little do

mestic circle. Always and in every place she was

tenderly cautious not to give offence by look, word,

or deed, and desirous to spread innocent pleasure

around her. "In her tongue was the law of kindness."

Like her heavenly Master, she "went about doing

good ; rejoicing with them that rejoiced, and weeping

with them that wept." She made it her business to

enter the humble dwellings of the poor,' to cheer the

drooping spirits of the sick, to administer liberally, to

.dSie wants efthe needy, and ta wipe from the
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vithe ffifficted the tear of sorrow. Often "the blessing

-bt- them that were ready to perish came upon her :*'

often she " caused the widow-s heart to sing for joy."

As 1 told you in my former letter, it was an exertion

of this ardent benevolence which brought on her last

illness, and occasioned her removal,—shall I say, to

an untimely grave? Let me rather say, to a world of

perfect and eternal bliss, where she " rests from her

.labours, and her works follow her."

-But another characteristic by which my Emily, was

highly distinguished was one which I have habituated

myself to express by the name of simplicity. You

and I, my friend, have always agreed entirely as to

the nature and loveliness of this quality. It is the di

rect reverse of all affectation, parade, and hypocrisy,

the transparency of a mind that needs no concealment.

It was manifest in Emily's, conversation : when she

thought proper to speak, she spoke tha very thoughts

of her heart, with.out,.the least tincture of artifice, or

disguise. --.Even her language was as plain and unla

boured as it was correct and impressive. Her sing

ing, in which you know she excelled, was in the same

noble, artless style. How sweet to me were the. ac

cents of her voice ! Sometimes, fora moment, I fancy

:that I hear them still, Alas, the next moment tells

;me that -the tongue and the lips which used to en

chant me are mouldering in the dust.

On the subject of dress, in which her sex generally

•take so lively an interest, and ours not much less,

my dear Emily carried plainness to the utmost allow

able extent She did not object to dressing richly,

according to her station in life ; was always neat, and

always clean ; but would wear nothing gaudy nor su

perfluous. She despised the little, childish, ever

changing flourishes of fashion ; and abhorred every

mode ofdress injurious to health, or incompatible with

delicacy. Of gold she wore nothing, except the plain

ring which you saw me put upon her ringer on our

happy day. She could never bcjpcrsuaded.to undergo
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the absurd torture of having her ears perforated. Her

appearance, harmonious in every part, made upon the

beholder a strong impression of dignity and of ele

gance. No article of her attire was calculated to at

tract particular attention ; and when she left a compa

ny, scarcely any one remembered what she had on.

The whole of her manners corresponded most en

gagingly with the tempers which I have described.

Her affability, her kindness, her respectful but not

burdensome complaisance, rendered every one easy

and cheerful in her societywho deserved the privi

lege of being there. None but the wicked could feel

embarrassed in her presence.

Such was my Emily. Assuredly I have not exag

gerated her excellence. She is taken from me, and

in this world I shall see her no more ; but she lives in

heaven, and awaits my arrival in that glorious region.

O to be there, far from this vale of -death, and sor

row, and weeping! Let wretched atheists talk of

everlasting sleep, and the extinction of souls. We

know better; we know whose word we have believed,

4nd can trust Him for its accomplishment. Emily

and Julia, the beloved of our hearts, shall meet us at

the entrance of the celestial paradise, and welcome

us to its unutterable and immortal felicity. Under all

my distress, I find consolation, great consolation, in

repeating my Emily's own words; "God separates us;

but blessed be his name, we are not to be separated

forever."

My dear friend, may God ever bless you. Farewell.

WILLIAM MEKITOJT,

No. 24. JULY 21, 1314.

On Articulation in Speaking.

I HOLD it to be an important branch, of education

to give to our youth a full command of their mother
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tongue. Some, nay many, will probably thrall me

too great a stickler for minute accuracy on this sort of

subjects. I wish they would let me rectify their taste;

for I cannot look upon any thing as a trifle that contri

butes to our extended knowledge and just application

of the language which we have to use daily and hourly

through the whole course of our Jives.

The point which I wish to urge in.this paper is dis

tinctness in the pronunciation of words, or what is

wtherwise called a good articulation. The correct rule

is, that in speaking or reading, every letter and syl

lable which the acknowledged standard requires to be

sounded be in such a manner sounded as to be heard

-with ease, and without danger of mistake. I doubt

whether I am able to describe bad articulation in all

its modes; «omc of them, and perhaps the most com

mon, I will mention. There is a mumbling kind of

pronunciation, which we often meet with. The car is

assaulted with a buzz, like the humming of bees, in

stead of being gratified with the pleasure which regu-

. iatecU§pe?ch allbrds. I do not mean that the mumbler

absolutely "loses any part of the word he is speaking;

but he slurs over the word, or some portion of it, "in

a manner so clumsy, so much the reverse of clearness,

that we find an effort of attention necessary to under

stand what he says. This defect may arise from some

unfavourable conformation of the organs of elocuti

on, Which should be remedied, if possible, by early

and Vigorous endeavours to articulate well ; from the

loss of teeth, which scarcely admits of any remedy ;

but much oftener, in my opinion, it arises from lazi

ness and negligence, confirmed into inveterate habit.

There is a hurried and rapid manner of pronouncing,

which runs words, and especially the syllables of a.

word, most disagreeably into cadi other ; and often

flings out letters and syllables entirely, which ought

to be sounded. You arc dragged along, with a pain

ful and dizzying precipitancy, to keep up with this

impetuous clatter. And you are temoted to
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that such a speaker or reader imagines himself bound

to utter a certain quantity of matter in about half the

requisite time, or go to the penitentiary if he fail of

accomplishinglhe task. Or at least you suspect him

of indifference about putting you into the full and easy

possession of his own or his author's meaning.

I request my readers to consider the consequences

•f a bad articulation. It offends taste, as a departure

from a settled standard of propriety. When a stan

dard is fixed about any thing, even where we see no

reason why it is so fixed, we are necessarily disgusted

with a deviation from it, unless we perceive soine po

sitive, strong argument in favour of the deviation.

But this is not the worst. A shabby .articulation fa

tigues the attention of the hearer. The sense of hear

ing, the power, of guessing, and the patience of us

mortals under trying circumstances^have their limits.

'Whatever I,raay think ofmy «orijecturing faculties, I

believe my hearing to be as acute, and my patience

as extensive, as those of most other people; yet I am

sometimes sor«2y worried by the want of a distinct,

deliberate pronunciation in'those whom I hear speak

ing or reading. .And here it occurs to remark, in

passing, that some public .speakers might be heard

better, and to a greater distance, at much less expense

«f voice, if they would take care to pronounce with

proper distinctness and emphasis. Finally, I appeal

to experience, to confirm my assertion that, in the in

tercourse of. life, troublesome misunderstandings and

misrepresentations sometimes proceed from the mere

want of this distinctness in the use of speech.

The conclusion may safely be drawn from what I

have said, and indeed must be drawn, that whatevcir

•talents any man may possess, and whatever attain

ments in knowledge ; they must suffer under a partial

eclipse, and their usefulness be very considerably less

than it ought to be, if he speak not clearly and grace-

, lully the current language of his country.

I offer these .hints (o .young persons generally, but
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especially to the teachers of our English schools. A

teacher of children should be fully a master of pronun

ciation in all its extent. And he should have an ear

of nice sensibility, ready to feel the wound of a defec

tive articulation, that he may be careful to banish it

from his school. He should insist upon k that his pu

pils take time and take heed to express themselves

rightly, as to manner as well as matter, and to use to

the best advantage the powers of utterance with which

they are naturally endowed. Impossibilities, I own,

no man can conquer. And after all that can be done

in this affair,.there will be some very respectable peo

ple in the understanding of whose -speech we must en

dure some trouble. Even these, however, may fairly

be reminded that what they- say should have a value

prooortioned to the labour which their manner of ex

pressing it imposes on our attention. It is a poor bu

siness, in hearing one talk, as well- as in reading a

book, to be obliged at once to toil severely and get no

thing for our pains.

No. 25. AUGUST 4, 1814.

Jldvice to a Young Lady.

TO THE MOUNTAINEER.

SIR,

I HOPE you have no objection to receiving a loi

ter from one of your female readers; You went on

for a long while in so grave a way about one thing or

another, that it seemed as if we and our interests were

to obtain no notice from yon ; and I must tell you that

a squad ef us girls were growing a good deal out of

humour with you on ihat account. Some of your

late numbers have made us think a little better of you.

When we got the paper containing Emily's last con

versations with her husband, it made even our giddy

fcearte serious ; and we felt constrained- to ackncw
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ledge that, however we might like to live, it was de

voutly to be wished that we might die as Emily died.

You may tell your afflicted friend that he has my sym

pathy ; and you will accept the same for yourself, OB

the loss of your Julia, if you please.

But I will proceed to my own affairs. I am a young

girl, sir; and I wish to become an amiable woman. I

wish the world to he pleased with me and esteem me.

But alas, I have very little beauty to rely upon. Some

of your satirical men have asserted that every girl in

her teens thinks herself handsome ; hut I venture to

assure you that the assertion is not true. When I am

even in the best mood to think favourably of myself,

I cannot believe that I am at all above the middling

class as to beauty. Is not this an unfortunate and

dismaying'circumstance? You may confidently be

speak homage for a fine woman, who exhibits sym

metry ofshape, sparkling eyes, a complexion in which

lilies and roses are: blended, and so on. But I pray

you, what Are we "homely people to do? Must we

not necessarily retreat into the shade, while beauty

fixes every eye, and wins every heart ? Can you in

dicate any course for me to take, that I may escape

the .mortification of being a neglected cypher in soci

ety? You see what are my wishes, and.what are my

fears. If you have any advice to give in such a case,.

it will be thankfully received by

CLARA FBANKLET.

Clara's letter is most welcome. I perceive that she

needs some good counsel ; and I entertain a confi

dence also that she has an ingenuousness of temper

which will prevent good counsel from being given

her in vain. The rest of this number shall be cheer

fully devoted to the consideration of her case ; and if

she find me no flatterer, I hope sh'e will allow me to

be a better thing, a sincere iricnd.

First of all, my kind correspondent, :j thank .y<H*
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for your sympathy with my friend Meriton and m> .

Self under our most painful bereavements. We have

lost the objects which we heh! the dearest upon eartlv.i

but we feel that the condolence of a benevolent heart

has power to alleviate affliction.

You wish to be amiable, to have the world pleased

with you, an.l to enjoy its esteem. Here let me be

gin ray admonitions. There is an approbation far

more highly to.be prized, .far more earnestly to be

sought, than that of the world ; I mean. the approba

tion of God and your own conscience. In offering you

my best advice relative to your conduct, and my best

wishes for your happiness, I dare not omit this point,

nor even postpone it as a matter of secondary moment

Go to th? gospel ; learn without delay the lessons of

sacred wisdom which it teaches, iincl reduce tham to

practice. Muke it your supreme .rule always to do

what is right, what is pleasing to God. A life ofpiety

will rafce your heart above earthly vanities, and con-

'.tinually bring you nearer to heaven. In the mean

time, it will secure to you the cordial esteem of the

good and wise amongst mankind. If the world shall

"let you take this course without opposition, it will be

well : if not, be assured that you will find the coldness

or the frowns of the world richly compensated, here

as wetl as hereafter, by the blessings of religion.

But I must give you my thoughts upon this defi

ciency of personal beauty which you so candidly, ac

knowledge, and which seems to cause you so much

anxiety. I will not affect to say that the beauty which

«trikes the eye is nothing ; if I did, the feelings of

all human hearts would contradict me. But I can as

sert, without fear ofrefutation, that the charms which

depend merely on shape, complexion, and feature,

are very little things, both in themselves and in com

parison with .other qualifications vhieh, under the

bJ«ssing of God, all may hope to attain. Often have

J. seen brilliant external beauty spoiled by vanity, .ren-

40reU insipid by ignprance, or made even disgustiog
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and hateful by malevolent tempers. On the other

hand, I. have frequently seen homely faces, much

homelier, I suppose, than yours,, Clara, illuminated

by thorough.education, and beaming with kimlness,

so as to be wonderfully agreeable and fascinating. The

instance in which.I first observed this was a remarka-

ble..one. I was introduced; to a lady who was far from

being young, and who had never been; handsome.

During the little shyness and reserve ofa commencing

acquaintance, I thought that homely was scarcely a

word strong.enough to characterize her appearance.

Kut by and~by I found her to be a highly improved,

prudent, and excellent woman ; and' could not help

being astonished at the change which I seemed to dis

cover, and did actually discover, in her.features. It

was the unfolding o£ her mind and*- heart which

wrought the transformation .. .No, Clara, there is no

reason, believe me, why you should despair of ob-

ttiinii'g both esteem and love, merely for. your want

or that finished outward beauty which a few possess,

and most of those few, I fear, not much to their own

(•en&fit. I do not wish that yotrsfteuld come obtru

sively forward into public view ; but neither do I see.

any cause to sentence you to the .shades of obscurity.

Without entering into tedious details, I think I shall

point out to you ways and means to ensure your sue-

cese in conquering hearts, and to render your con

quests lasting. Only I must require. you to soar above

the adulation of triflers and coxcombs, and to fix your

regard upon the affections of the intelligent and" the

worthy'.

Diligently learn and practise those things which

make a woman .useful in domestic life. This is not

a courtly subject, but it is a necessary one. The great

author of Paradise Lost, to whom your sex is deeply

indebted, very properly represents our first mother

as •." studious ofhousehold good," and makes her shine

in her domestic cares and arrangements. People of

sense, Clara, are not to be permanent]j aUaeht.il by
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the beauty and the air which hlazc in a dancing assem

bly, and dazzle the eye~with their splendour. They

look for the habit of skilful attention to the many lit-

Ue, quiet offices which makeup the aggregate ofhome-

born comforts. How can fashionable accomplish

ments, displayed abroad, atone for a slatternly ap

pearance at home, a table which disgusts the senses,

and a parlour where every thing is out of order ? I

have suggested the principle, but you cannot expect

ir.e to enumerate,the particulars ; your mother, your

aunt, or your preceptress, must tell •you what is to br

•Join;, and teach you how to do it.

Next, I earnestly exhort you to labour in the cul

ture .of your mind by reading. If you have much lei

sure, read much ; if not, employ in this way the lit

tle time which you can save for it. A few books,

well chosen and well read, will afford you large stores

of useful .and pleasing knowledge. I say, well read ;

not hurried over by the eye, while the mind goes

truanting after other things; but thoroughly examined,

understood, and digested; And how can we pay

tnuch regard to a reckless being who does not think.

nor inquire norreason.; who.suffcrs the immortal part"

toremain uncultivated, and wholly occupied with mo

mentary trifles, like a garden of fertile soil overgrown

with weeds and briers? I hope I do not mistake your

disposition when I suppose it would give you more

pleasure than pain to 'hear that the judicious had spo

ken of you in such.terms as the following. ' Miss

Frankley .is not a killing beauty, nor a reigning toast

among the beaux.; but'she is something a thousand

times better, a woman of enlightened understanding

and polished taste.. Only unlock her modest reserve

by respectful and encouraging attentions? and you arc

sure to find with her a feast of rational conversation.

In tine commerce of mind and of fancy, she is abun

dantly qualified both to receive entertainment and to

return it with interest.'—Should not this be prized

foe .beyond all the fleeting admiration which merely
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visible beauty and outside accomplishments can in- ',

spire? Besides, the habit of reading is, next to devo

tion and tender friendship, the surest resource for

consolation urt<ler the afflictions to .which we are ex

posed in this mortal state.

Once more, I mustsrgeit upon you, 'With my utmost

zeal, to cherish and strengthen in yourselfa quick sen

sibility to the joys and sorrows of your fellow crea

tures, an enlarged and active benevolence of heart.

This is the most glorious and divine trait of any hu

man character. It is not only a precious substitute1

tor personal beauty ; k;f the highest beauty ef this

sort, if not supported b^a meek, gentle, compassion

ate spirit, will prove a mere babble, which must spee

dily burst, and its .charms disappear forever. And

let me tell you, Glara, that genuine benevolence is not'

to be acquired by fipeeulatioiSy .nor by shedding use-"

less tears over the fictitious distress or happiness of fc

novel. No; you must daily use vigilance and e'xei*- •

tion to subdue your own selfish.passions^ You must

make a business of promoting the .welfare and satisfac

tion of others, so far as..you lawfully mayv You must.

seek out the children of sorrow,' and" labour to give

them relief; an employment less alluring, indeed, but

infinitely more noble, than that of lounging and weep

ing in the fairy land of romanee;. ''Above all, pray to

the'God of love that he may give you the spirit of

l6ve ; and imitate the example of that Saviour who

loved us, though we were his enemies^ even so as to

endure for us the death of the cross; This will assur-

edly create a little heaven in your bosom; the foretaste

and.thc pledge of that eternal heaven which is above.

And as to those with whom you have to do here, "I,

am persuaded there are few people so brutish as not to

be touched with gratitude and good will by strenuous

and persevering efforts .to make them happy..

Wishing that you may become, in the best sense ofthe

expression, s'ich a woman as my Julia was, and in due

time «uch as she now is, I/bid you cordially farewell—
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No. 26. JANI-AKY 12, 1815.

f Account of Simon. Silly and AJJ Fa;t>*ily~

MR. MOUNTAINEER,

YOUR correspondent Sbier. Silly is a neigh.

hour of mine: and I think it may be useful to relate

how he attained that wonderful height of self.stiffici-

«ncy which embftklens him to treat the most respec

table part of mankind with contempt.

"When Simon was a boy, the inhabitants of tins neigh

bourhood were poor, especially in' comparison witk

their present abundance. His father.was nn unlettr.u-

•ed, low-minded animal ; and most of those around

him were of the same cast. To get the better of each

other in small trucking was the firnt lesson which, their

children learned. Common farming occupations anw

occasional hunting consumed their time, and the per

quisition of money was the grand incentive of all their

actions. Doring the..winter months, for two or three

years after they had attained to: the age of fourteen,

they were taught by a hedge schoolmaster to mumble

over their letters, and sqacn:l otit their words; in read

ing, to defy all gravity and comprehension; in writ

ing, to d«5pT.'3C~all orthography, punctuation, and le

gibility. Simon himself can.much better recollect the.

severe castigations which he-received for the )en"1h

of time he occupied in learning the alphabet than any

other events of his j'lvenile.lii'c. It is well .he does

not boast of his learning. He can scarcely read a word

of three syllables without.stopping to spell it. His

writing you have seen ; 1 wish your printer could

have given us a fac.=simi!e of it. And his arithmetic is

pretty well exhausted in shaving.a boml, at the r;ito of

one third or one. fourth deducted from iis amount.

His children are growing up to their sort of matu

rity. Some little spirit of improvement has, of late

, years, come into the vicinage; but Simon's family

have hardly any participation of it. If they receive

any mental.aid, ii'isin the eld way; instruction must
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te imparted to them by him who will work cheapest ;

by a-vvooden head, who will contract to furnish all ne

cessary knowledge, through the medium of a spelling

took, for five, and twenty oi' thirty shillings a year.

What is the consequence? Simon's sons can plow

a. fie! J, - and thresh out .wheat; good things in their

place. .They ace also- quite capital at .wrestling and

foot races. But how are we to find among them tho

enlightened and incorruptible legislator or magistrate.,

the discerningjuryman, the fervent, actiye-Christiaii?

His -daughters, besides knowing the common domes

tic arts which ape-useful, can net tassels and fringe-,

and romp at a festive assembly. But how shall we

find, in tlieir circle, the wife who can render home

cheerful and enrapturing throughout a. stormy winter

day, • by the charms of her conversation ? The mother,

,vvho can imbue her infant's mind with.. useful truths

adapted to its tender capacity, and cultivate in her off

spring those beauties which never decay ? The endear

ed-- companion, who can alleviate her husband's cor

roding cares, and comfort him in adversity ? The

fiurse, whose sympathy will anticipate pjti'n, soothe

in sickness, and soften the pillow of death with affec

tionate prayer and Christian consolation ? No such

woman is likely to be married in Simon Silly's nous;:,

His boys and girls prefer external show io the accom

plishments of the understanding and the heart. And

while their father almost shudders at the thought of

paying a reasonable compensation to. a teicher who

would promote the best interests .-of. his children, h,s

.boasts of tho liberality with, which he rewards a frivc-

-lous dancing master for scraping their scanty pittano*

of wit from their heads to their heels.

By much persuasion Simon was prevailed upon, not

Jong since, to spend twenty five cents in purchasing

the J^airyman's Daughter. But he says it is mo

ney thrown away, for he cannot understand it Oft

hearing this, a worthy neighbour told Simon that he

^nght by.aH m.cans to procure for.his family the-.books,
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on most of them, which you recommended some tifli«

ago for the plain farmer's library. He replied, with

a look of great alarm, ' all they would cost more than

a hundred dollars!' <:But what is that/ said the neigh

bour, ' to a man of your wealth ? Only reckon up the

„ .account, Simon. 'You are cheating your children out

of a proper and suitable .education^ and have never

yet disbursed one.hundred dollars upon them all, to

qualify them either for respectability in this world, or

'happiness beyond the grave.' .At last, in a tone. ra-

:thur impatient, Simon said he would consider of it.

Go on, sir, an year endeavours to.mcrease the taste

for reading in the community. \our labours cannot

ultimately remain fruitless. Exhibit to our youth the

pleasures and advantages of knowledge. . Andespeei.

tiiiy strive to convince them that a relish for literature

has a powerful tendency to preserve them from the vile

.haunts of dissipation, the'.cont;agion of bad company,

" and the benumbing effects of indolence; that it che

rishes every noble sentiment, every valuable dispositi

on, everyjrefined.afl.ect ion ; and raises man to an eleva-

,'tion 'far superior to that which results from the success

;of intriguing ambition and the possession of ricb«B.

If I discover any improvement in Simon's, younger

children, , I. will inform you without delay.

Yours,

, "C. PETEH.

The Mountaineer will be gla<'Uo hear of any refor

mation in Simon's family ; but fears that the prospect

of it, so far as depends on Simon himself, is quite

T5e«peraie. He seems too old and riveted in folly

ever tOvbgspm.Q wise.

*" •

Ludovico's poetical address to the Mountaineer has

been received. It is marked, for the Mountaineer,

possesses merit, and is intended to confer honour up-

ton me and my writings. Hut, friendly bard, how can

I publish it? I trust you do not overrate my aims and
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but you bestow praise'upon this poor head
•riP mine far, very far beyond my humble pretensions.

On this account, the reading of these verses, even in

'private, gives me a degree of pain. As to my pub

lishing them, the thing is impossible; my awn con

science would smite me, and I should cpver myself

with ridicule.

. No. 27. FEBKUAnr 1C, 1815.

i

Complaint of Caleb Comfortless.

MR. MOUNTAINEER,

AS you appear to be a middling plain kind

of man, and seem disposed to do all the good you can

lor every body, whether wise or ignorant, wealthy or

poor, and don't put on any proud airs ; I have taken

up the notion of trying w'hat you willdo for me, in a

certain matter that troubles me a great deal more than

all my money. To come to the point as soon as possi

ble, Jet me inform you that I am nothing more nor

less than a homespun country farmer; who have not

much of an education, except what I have 'picked up

^>y my own labours from a few good old books of my

grandfaiher's ; to which I add now and then a new

one, to supply me with rending in the long winter

nights. I have very little of any thing to boast of, ex-,

r.ept my industry, my farm, 'and stock ; on which

heads I have no reason to complain, being as well off

in these respects, and perhaps a little better, than

most of my neighbours. But there are some thingi*

that knock all my happiness on the head ; and I am

afraid, if no cure can fte found, that they will, after a.

while, sink me.down into a spiritless vegetable. I

wean the want of a wife, and the difficulties which lie

in the way of my getting one. I have been living to

myself in my own castle several years ; during which

I have, in a great measure, been my own cook anil

housekeeper. For although I have a couple of negro

10
*
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girls who are well able to do every bind of work ; yet

as they are very careless, and withal not mighty ho

nest, unless they are closely.looked after, an employ

. for which I have not leisure; why, you see, they might

destroy for me more than their work would be worth.

And therefore I have thought it best to keep them hir

ed out, and try, with the help of a small black boy,

to manage my domestic concerns myself; still hoping

that it would »ot be long until I should be fortunate

. ..enough to take to myself a helpmate. I give you my

word that I ha-ve lost no time in doing every thing I

could in the courting line ; and have been at it, quite

busy and in earnest, for near four years; but am stiM

seemingly as far off from having a wife as 1 was when

I set out. And what do you think has been the cause

of my want of success? Why, sir, I will tell you. I

lire in the neighbourhood of a village, in which there

is a set of young upstart fellows who half court all the

good-looking girls-fer miles around ; and never fail to

make tueh impressions on their easy credulity as al

ways to have them more or less in love. And yet one

of those same fellows would not marry one of these

girls if he knew it would save her life. For the truth

; i«, they court, them merely to pass away the time, to

toy with them, and to make fun of them afterwards.

All this while, myself, and many other hard-working

boys hereabouts, who would be glad to marry them,

and would make them good husbands too, if they

would accept us, are treated, especially in the presence

of these ruffie-bosomcd coxcombs, whom it serves for

an addition to their sport, as if we were unworthy of

-the notice of any thing but sluts, and such-like rubbish.

And if I chance, at any lucky season, to get a little

into the good graces of one of the less noted of these

girls, who has not yet had her pate turned topsytur

vy with the whim-whams and giddy fooleries oi- the

town fops ; before ever I can bring her fairly into the

notion of marrying, they find out my views, bylhf

whispers cf the folks around «s, or by the imprudence
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of the'gM herself, and so turn in to their usual praa-

tice, and chouse me out of her. And so it goes. Now,

I think, Mr. Mountaineer, that ibis is, some how or

other, a very unfair business, and should be glad that

some plan might be found to put a stop to it. I could

mention to yeu a hundred cases in which I have .been

ridiculed, and treated with more contempt than a dog,

by girls who have no right to think any better ofthem

selves than of me, merely because they had dangling

after them a few town beaux, who were learning to

apout a little latin, or talk about Jaw and physic, mathe

matics and.grammar, banking systems, and such things,

of which, perhaps, with all their fuss, I understand

nearly as much as they do. I have frequently, on

Sunday at church, seen six or eight *"f our neighbour

girls crowded into a pew for the purpose, it seemed,

(instead of attending to the sacred duties of the day

and place,) of profaning ilte holy sabbath and conse

crated house of prayer, fey .whispering .and frisking

and giggling, while what they are pleased to call the

sunburnt bumpkins entered'the aisles. And many are

•,the times thai I have seen them look«at their finical

gallants with a wink and sly snigger,.. and then glance

their eyes upon myself and my labouring companibns,

as if we had been despicable ragamuffins, only fit to

be pointed at by the finger of scorn and derision. And

when, on any public occasion, 'such as a husking, a

raising, and the like, it becomes necessary for several

of the 'girls to be collected together, for the sake of

assisting in the preparation of a dinner or supper, those

forward feplings never fail to get wind of it some way

or other; and, as I believe, it is often notified to them,

perhaps always, by the girls themselves. And who

should be there but they ? They come dashing on their

pampered ponies; and every thing must stand aside

then,, for 'the gentlemen have arrived !' No room in

...the house but what they ransack ; they are privileged

gentry, and go where they please. They are sure

never to do .any work ; j»d yet. all must give way
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until they get a SOL*- at the first table. And then, wiih

their compliments and high-bred figuring, nobody

else can be permitted to say a word of plain sense, or

even lay hold on one of the dishes, until the victuals

are cold, and time enough spent for the eating of two

' • or three meals. And if any one of us unpolished nin

nies puts a hand upon a dish, ten to one but all th«

fashionables, male and female, drop their knives and

forks, and fixing their eyes on the carver, gaze and

grin, and sometimes laugh aloud, until, through bask-

fulness, he either quits his task, or performs it he

knows not how. Am I wrong now, Mr. Mountaineer,

i:i saying that these impertinent skipjacks should be

taught their places, and hindered from imposing upon

the girls by taking advantage, as they d.o, of their ig

norance of .the world and exposure to deception? I

Shave no doubt you will support me in this proposition.

And farther, I will maintain that the girls would act a

wiser part for themselves in marrying us honest lads ;.

with whom they might live happily, instead of Wast

ing away their days and their bloom, and getting their

brains dizzied by keeping the company of unprinci

pled creatures, who have no other design than basely

to play with their sensibility, and to interfere with the

pretensions ofthe upright.hearted farmer or mechanic,

merely through malice, and the pride of imagined su

periority. I could write you many things more upon

the subject; for I (eel deeply concerned in it, both o;i

account of the poor, deluded girls, and on my own ac

count. But my letter is already a long one, and I must

conclude by subscribing myself yours with respect,

C. CALEB COMFORTLESS.

' If my correspondent has represented matters cor.

•rcctly, which I see no reason to dispute, there is much

hardship in his case. No lectures of mine, however,

toonld be so likely to mend the state ofaffairs around

hinras the publishing of his own communication in

.afl its unvarnished. simplicity. If this be insufficient
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w> check the shameful career of the beaux, and bring

the infatuated girls to their senses, I advise Caleb to

leave them to their folly, and seek his matrimonial for

tune in some other quarter. Were he here, I could

show him a couple of scores of fine, handsome mai

dens, to whom such worthy young men as I take him

and his friends to be would not long be obliged t«

make their suit in vain.

No. 28. APRILS?, 1815.

Simon Silly's Df.fe.nce of Himself.

AS old Simon Silly thinks,himselfvery badly treat

ed in my twenty sixth number, it is but fair to allow

him room for his own vindication. And I do it the

more willingly, as he has gotten somebody, this time,

to transcribe his letter for him, and .so has saved me

the irksome labour of decyphering it.

MR. MOUNTAINEER,

Who is this Peter, Lwonder, that knows so

much of me and mine ? Whoever he may be, he has

written to you about me in a way that I can't patient

ly bear ; and you don't seem disposed to take my part

in the least. No ; you are leagued together in a com

bination against me. But I hope you will afford an

injured man liberty to defend himself once more.

Peter tries hard to make me appear ridiculous in

the eyes of the public. But it is more than he can do,

or you either, with all your talk ; for I am worth six

ty thousand dollars, remember that, sir. It is im

possible that any man should be ridiculous who is

wertli sixty thousand dollars. That's my notion.

Peter maiiciously supposes me to bear in mind th«

floggings which"! .suffered in learning my letters. And

what then ? So I do bear them in mind, and alway*

shall ; but not with .the mortification which he inia.
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zincs. My master used to beat me very plentifully,

lor two reasons ; namely, because lie was a very cross*-

grained, passionate animal, and because I was born

for, better tiiings than loving a book. It was my fall

intention to pay him lbr.it all when I should grow to

be a man ; but he turned a. corner, and escaped my

revenge. .Poor fellow, he killed himself ,.in *& few

years by hard drinking.

-•Well, but it seems I make a miserable appearance

i at spelling, reading, writing, and cyphering. And

what of all that ? I tell you, I never loved learning ;

I had other fish to fry than poring over books, quill-

driving, and that sort of things. But a word or two

about this shaving business. I have been, a shaver,

and a keen one, even from my early boyhood. r-Jt is

a good thing which I learned from my father. ; and if

you think it wrong in me to take advantage ..of my

neighbour's necessities to get .his paper from.him, or

any other property, at the lowest possible rate, I say,

that's not my notion. And you may take old Simon's

word for it, I am by no means singular in this way

of thinking. I know that a prejudice and a clamour are

kept up against us shavers. People talk about our

extortions ; but-rin short, I am worth sixty thousand

dollars, as I told you before. You will be pleased to tell

me,- if you can, how I should have gathered hfclf that

sum in the straight forward road of plodding indus

try. There's a choke-pear for you, or I am a booby.

Then Peter goes on, (still blaming me,) with a

string of doleful lamentations over my children. He

th.nks my boys will not be able legislators, magis

trates, nor jurymen ; that my girls are likely to make

but indifferent wives ; and grieves much that we have

no Christianity amongst us. Well, what care I for

all this ? He jnay gpare-.his pity, -or transfer it to

those who are low in the cash line. I shall give each

of my children, as they leave me, five thousand dol

lars ; and »vith this they will make their way well

enough. In the mean time, I should despise them if
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they did not prefer a good fiddle -and a merry hop to

all the books and learning in -the universal world,

Old as I am, I like to foot it with them myself, when

my grog puts me up to it. I say, it -is time enough

to think of religion a great many years hence. When

death comes, we must go, that's certain -, but of all

things I dislike the thoughts of dying.

There- was onfrThomas Trueman, a neighbour of

stirs ; I can stifl--remember him, though he dictl long

ago. He would not let his children join us-- in ocr

sunclay rambles, when weivcnt out hunting, fishing,

;;nd the like; Neither would he unite with us in our

twenty shilling school. So he got three or four peo-

plo, as odd and obstinate as himself, to agree with

him in setting up a school of their own sorf The

whole number of their scholars was not -very large ;

and yet they must hare a sober, moral man, a man of

trj>top learning too; for tRe teacher. You can, easily

draw the-consequence ; the education of their chil-

d-rten cost -them vast- jams of money. Nevertheless

Thomas would bring himself still lower in the world

by the continual" exercise- of charity, giving away

something of vvhat he had to all who were distressed,

as if the, troubles of other people were his own. I

have seen him weeping and smiling together, while

he endeavoured to explain the delight of what he cal-

l&l traveling out of the narrow sphere of self ; but I

di<\ not-relish that r-pe"ies ofjourney, and could never

comprehend his feeiing?, nor listen with any pleasure

to his enthusiastic discourse. Besides, though his af

fairs always prospered, he seemed to be determined

not:to grow rich. My fufher, (who was a good hand

at a joke, and so am I,) w.is in the habit of laughing

heartily at neighbour Trueman's carelessness about

wealth. ' Tom,' said he, * will neither save nor

shave ; and with all his sense and rending, he will die

poor.' The prophecy was a sound one, and was ex

actly fulfilled. And what shall we say of his children?

Why, they arc very well in .-owned, industrious, ho-
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nest people ; very religious and charitable. OnV ef

them is a physician in good practice; another makes a

figure in our state assembly. But as they all follow

their father's ways, their fortunes have not increased

fast, not half so fast as mine. Indeed j- according •!•

-my notions, I may say they are all poor to this day.

About a year ago, in asevere fit ofsickness, I confess

I did. wish that I had lived and acted like the True-

mans. But it war a fancy, which left me with my fe

ver,; and I hope it will be long before it returns again.

I am quite tired of writing, and must hasten t«

have done, with it. When Peter finishes his abuse oi

me, you come-on and clinch it with a vengeance.

You punch me to the very midriff-at a single stroke.

You say that I am too old and risreted in folly ever to

become wise. How dare you say so? What is wis

dom -but the art of getting money ? My vexation

would choke me, but for the reflection that I am

worth sixty thousand dollars. Pray what are you

werth, sir? Can you--give as good an account of your

wisdom as I do of mine? In shart, I shall- follow my

notions, because they are my own, and.Tknow4.hemto/

be the best; and you may follow yours-, sueh as they

are, till you exchange them forisuch-as are better.

SIMON Sixty.

It is easy;t6 discern that unless I adoptfSimon's no

tions, as he calk them, which I trust it;is impossible

I ever shall do, ,1 am to lie under his contempt to the

end of the chapten. This load I must bear as calmly

as I can. He thinks he has obtained a glorious victory;

and will be confirmed in the opinion, if I do not renew

the battle. But the wise Solomon mentions"people- of

a certain description whom one might "bray in a mor

tar amon^ wheat with a pestle/' to no-manner ofpur

pose. And as I do not love to toil .with such an as

surance of accomplishing nothing by it, I shall hence

forward leave the impenetrable Simon Silly to pursue

his own. .courses without farther molestation.
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In a note handed to me the other day, I am asked,

" how shall a man act, against whom a number of hard

things have been said, but who is conscious of his t> VV.T

innocency?" This is a situation which sometimes ex.i

ists, and I admit that it is far from being a pleasant one.

The best answer that I can give to the question may

be'contamed in a few words. The laws and courts of

the country are open, foi* the repulsion of slander ;

but these should not be resorted to, except in strong,

cases, which seldom occur. In ordinary instances, I

recommend to the writer to keep his temper as cool as

possible, and to put down the injurious reports, which

assail his peace,. by .a steady, persevering course of

right conduct. A fabric is not likely to maintain its

standing long, if it have no solid foundation to rest up

on. I will only add that, under the severest reproaches,

an approving conscience is far more consolatory than

alL.the applauses of the world would be without it.

• • NOT29. Mirll, 1815.

Filial Ingratitude. "

IT' was my lot, early in life, to weep over the grave

of a most affectionate mother. She was taken away

about the time when. 1 began rightfy to understand the

value of such a friend ; and from that mournful day, I

have scarcely met with any thing so much calculated

to rouse my indignation as ingratitude and disrespect

in children toward their parents. Very willingly,

therefore, do Ipresent the following communication

to my readers I

Ma. MOUNTAINEER;: .•

The fifth commandment of the decalogue

always fill* me with melancholy thoughts of huni^n

nature. How, lamentable to find that there is a neces

sity for the injunction.. "honour thy father and thy

K
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mother !" Surely every reflecting mind must acknow

ledge that it is utterly impossible to make adequate

returns of respect,- love-, and obedience, for that ten-1

•der parental care which has guided- our helpless years,

and been exercised towards us with such unceasing

solicitude as we came forward to maturity. Such are

the anxieties, such the labours of parents for the wel

fare of their offspring, that they have a right to all the

comfort which can be administered by filial piety,

under the pressures of age, sickness, a»d death: And-

it is in such circumstances alo-ne that any thing like a-

corresponding return^can be made. When the heart

is overwhelmed -with distress, it is a great aggravation

of it to apprehend that no one feels intimately concern--

ed in our sufferings; And we may as truly say that-

consoling words, and even looks, prompted by sympa

thy, are a more acceptable sepvice than the most labour

ed attentions which -motives of interest-can suggest.

Old age is deprived of many of those sources of

pleasure which youth affords. Upon a correct inqui

ry, it will be found that much of the worldly happi

ness of parents, is derived from the good conduct of

their children. Unnatural and wicked in the highest

degree must that child be-who denies-to declining Hfe"

this strong cordial/ this almost solitary earthly sirp-

port. Strange and impious, however, as such^a thing-

must be. deemed, cases have occurred to-prove its;pos—

siMlity. Are no instances known of sons, on whom

their parents have bestowed every opportunity of

literary and palite education, rebelling, afterwards,

against the most judicious advice of a father, resisting

tlie tearful importunities of a mother ; and, in spite of •

»11, leading lives which tendfco the disgrace of their •

connexions, and their >ovvn individual ruin ? Have

there not been some who, after inheriting large pater--

nal estates, and forming new and interesting relations

by marriage, have so for indulged a false and detesta

ble pride of supposed importance asito become asham

ed of the authors of their being ?; Yes ; we have oc-
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e<isionally seen such a monster as could eren deny the

parent from whose bosom he drew his first nourish

ment, and who watched, like a guardian angel, over_

his infant slumbers. Similar evidences ofdepravity,

toor are sometimes exhibited in that sex to which we

resort for every thing that is gentle, virtuous, and

soothing. What shall we say of such hateful misl;e-

haviour? None.but the most thoughtless, noue hilt

the most callous, ' can be grossly deficient in those fi

lial regardSj.Avhich the dictates of the heart, of reason,

and of 'scripture, equally enforce as proper and bind

ing upon us. How miserably must it disturb the

conscience of a child to reflect, when his parent is no

more, that he himself has probably, by his perverse-

ness and undutiful carriage, brought down the grey

hairs of that aged parent with sorrow to the grare !

What anguish must attend the thought, that these in

juries, so many in number, and so peculiar in guilt, it

'is now utterly and forever impracticable to redress ! ^

The following tale is well adapted to depict the retri

bution of .a just providence upon undutifal children.

Basilius Valentinus had become so skilled in the

hermetic art that he was enabled to compose certain

articles which possessed a power of restoring life, if

applied within a .limited time. Finding his fraivte

crown crazy with toil and meditation, and sensible of

his approaching end, he called to his bed side his son

Alexandrinus, and communicated to him the wonder

ful effects of his discovery. ' This gallipot and vial,

my son', contain such powers as shall revive tho

springs of life when they have but just ceased to act,

and will restore the body to as great a duration as it

before enjoyed. But my beloved son, care must he

taken to apply the ointment within ten hours alter

the .breath has' left the body; and when symptoms

of returning life appear, administer the balsam.' In -

a few days he died. But so great was the grief of

the son, that he let the important hour pass by. The

truth was, that Alexandrinus chose rather to preserve
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,the medicine for his own use than to restore a dead fa

ther to the possession of an estate which he was so soli

citous to keep in his own hands. All-corroding tinre

at length brought Alexandrinus to his last hour. IIo

now culled to him his son Ren..tus; and knowing the

predominating passion of the young man for wealth,

a passion which he had every reasow to believe was

inherited from himself, he endeavoured to work upon

his avarice rather than his filial affection. 'This vial

and this earthen pot, child, will make you the richest

man in the kingdom. I am going to die, but will not

return to common dust; for by the application of the

ointment and balsam in an hour after death, the corpse

will turn to gold.' It would be useless to describe the

scene of unfeigned tenderness that passed between the

father, and the son. Suffce it to say that, while the

one urged a compliance, the other, at the same mo-

iment that he gave assurances of obedience, declared

that he would not cut off the least bit of him but upoa

the utmost extremity. Alexandrinus died ; and the

son could not forbear measuring the length and breadth

of his beloved father, and casting up the amount, be

fore he went about the operation. When he knew

the vast reward of his pains, he began the work. But

lo, when he had anointed the body, according to the

prescription, the corpse moved, and Renatus in »

fright broke the vial !

T» close the subject, let me inform your readers, from

my own experience, that the recollection of a dutiful

behaviour to departed parents affords a richer and dear

er pleasure, tha.n all thatalanre inheritance can bestow.

No. 30. MAY 13, 1813.

Seeding Necessary in Order to Good Conversation.

I AM not without some apprehensions that, between

my correspondents and myself, the Mountaineer may

assume too uniform a face of fault-finding and satire,
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V L«t them hate, provided they fear me," is a senti

ment which will never agree with my feelings. la-'

deed it is a motto fit only lor tyrants, who wish to in

spire terror, because a life of terror is their own just

and dismal portion.

The following letter is chiefly made up of stricture*

upon a class of my readers for whom I profess a. very

high and affectionate regard; I mean the young ladies.

Hut they will soon, perceive that it ecmesfrom no un

friendly pen; that. it-aims not to vex them, but to do

them good. It is my own decided opinion that the

women of the present day are worthy, and more- than

worthy, of the men. May both sexes diligently ex

ert themselves in the race of improvement.

MK. MOUNTAINEER, •

To one who knows the delight and benefit

which are afforded by a well written book, it must be

painful to see that there are many persons who de

prive themselves of the advantages resulting from a

Libit of reading. I am pleased with your endeavours

to excite a more general taste for literature, and I be

lieve you have in some measure succeeded. But what

a lamentable deficiency .in this respect still exists ! I

am sorry there is so much of it amongst the young la

dies. The perplexing situation in' which I .often find

myself, when in their company, induces me to send

you this letter, hoping that it may tend to diminish

the evil of which I complain.

As you will readily believe, sir,, of a youth just out

of his teens, I sincerely value the society of those

'' whom man was horn to please.'' But I frequently

oxperience great difficulty in conversing with them.

The reasen of this I was for some time at a loss to dis

cover ; but have at last been compelled to think that

the fault is on their side, and not on mine. A wo

man may behave frerself with good manners, and have

a turn for wit as well as a vivacity of spirits ; and yet,

;f her mind is not- furnished by reading for .rational

K2
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conversation, it is impossible that she should afford

much entertainment to men of sense and reflection.

I do not pretend to any uncommon depth of under

standing; nor do I wish to spend my social minutes,

especially with the ladies, in puzzling disquisitions.

But then, neither am I disposed to waste time, as ma

ny of our beaux do, by chatting with the girls hour

after hour about nothing. Indeed, it is to me a knot

ty piece of business to feel obliged to talk when there

is nB subject in hand. And when I start a subject, I

am in danger of being soon thrown most mortifyingly

out of the chase. For instance, I have asked a lady

what she thought ofLucilla ; not once supposing that

she could have neglected so popular a work as Coclebs.

. •'•Lucilla/ said my fair companion, 'who is she?

Where does she live?' And when I inquired, with

surprise, whether she -had not read Coelehg ; she re

plied in the negative, and seemed quite unconcerned

about it. But when I told her it was Coelebs in

iS-earch of a Wife, • 0,' said she, • ' I should be very

glad to se(t3 it. Where shall I get it? What sort of

man was Coelebs, and what sort of wife did he get?

What was the bride's wedding dress?'

But I would not be understood to insinuate that all

our young ladies are thus careless about reading. This

is not the case. I am acquainted with some who do

read ; and when I fall into their company, (unless

eur tastes are as different .as those of Coelebs and the

grown children whom he met with ki his first visit.)

we have something to engage oy-r. minds, and can fill

up conversation pleasantly, without even once vcrg-

ij.£ toward the. borders of nonsense or scandal.

Many, of the girls, I am afraid, are so much occu

pied with what they think the necessary business of

setting off their persons, that they -Spare no time for

improving thcir,minds. Now though I am anxious

that they. should read, both for 'their own sakes and

mine, I do not pretend, with some, that beauty has

jjo charms for me. No;, with veur friend William
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Meriton, I am sensible enough of the attraction of

personal beauty ; but surely it is not the main thing

with which to be pleased. I wish your young female

readers would frequently contemplate William's pic

ture of his Emily, and take her for a pattern. Her

character is an excellent one, and ought to be imitat

ed. What an amiable simplicity was conspicuous in

her discourse, her manners, and her dress ! By the

by, I am glad to see that she would not have her ears

bored ; a practice which I have always considered

equally- savage and absurd. But above all, let her pi

ety be copied ; that fervent piety which reigned in

her heart, and infused itself into -all her thoughts,

words, and actions. How delightful to find, in this

frivolous world, such a^woman as Emily was, devot

ing herself, in the very bloom of youth, to the ser

vice of God, and " clothed with the Christian garb of

genuine humility i" Emily loved reading too, with

out which she could not have shone in wisdom and

goodness with so much lustre as she did. L.ct not

the girls, then, be so taken up with decorating their

persons as to leave their better part uncultivated. For,

" What's lemalc beauty but an air divine, - ,

Through which the mind's all-gentle graces shine ?

Thev, like the sun, irradiate all between ;

The body charms, because the soul is seen.

Hence men are often captives of a face,

They know not vvhy, of no peculiar grace :

Some forms, though bright, no mortal man can bear.

Some none resist, though not exceeding fair."

'• - * YOUNG.

Of what advantage, I ask, is the mere beauty ofshape

and feature, if those graces do not exist in the soul ?

-Do my countrywomen say that it will gain them ad

mirers ? True, it may. But let me assure (hem that

admirers who may be caught by this sort of beauty are

•poorly worth catching. Let the girls, I say again,

imitate Emily. Whether handsome or not, let them

iecame amiable -and respectable ; and their prospects
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•f obtaining good partners for life will be much im

proved. Partners for life, I repeat ; for I am not

speaking to those giddy, unfeeling coquettes who

make a trade of conquering and vexing our hearts

merely for the sport's sake.

There are few girls amongst us who can justly

plead that they have no time for reading. They may

not be able to devote themselves entirely to their

books ; nor is it in any view desirable that.they do so.

But if reading were as dear to them as I wish it to be,

they would contrive to redeem a little time every day

for an employment so delicious and so useful. As time

is ifrecious, great care should be taken to select and to

read works ofmerit only. I know some young people,

and some old ones too, who are fond of reading, but

read to no good purpose, for want of a right taste and

judgment in the choice of books. They are like the.

'baby ladies already alluded to, who told Coelebsthcy

h;lt read Too Civil by Half, the Fortunate Foot-

tnan, the Illustrious Chambermaid, &c. Such trash,

including at least nineteen twentieths of the whole

mass of novels, is so far from mending the heart or

the understanding that it grievously injures them both.

No one passionately addicted to these idle, chaffy lie •

tions, has ever been known to exhibit cither firmness

ol intellect, or vigorous and steady activity in dis

charging the incumbent duties of life. Instead of such

destructive poisons, permit me to recommend the nu

merous Writings of Miss Hannah More, for im

provement in religion and morals ; and for elegant

and not unprofitable entertainment, the Works of

Miss Edgeworlh. , . . .,,... i

The censures which I have expressed might with

great propriety be turned upon a large proportion of

our young men also. Their taste for reading, I ap

prehend, is scarcely either stronger or better formed

than that of the ladies. Wishing you all success in

your enterprise, I am, .Mr. Mountaineer, yours,
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No. 31. MAY 25, 1815.

-, Picture of a Modern Fop.

• TO, THE MOUNTAINEBH.

SIR,

I HAVE been for a long while wondering that you

have never lifted your pen to chastise a tribe o/i.-eiij^s

who make very pestilent inroads upon the comfort of

society ; namely, our village and country foplings,

Probably your forbearance has proceeded from con

tempt. But this feeling must not actuate us all. If

our abodes be infested with vermin, they ought tfi

be routed. " A necessary act incurs no blame ;" and

the assumed elevation of the sons of vanity should no

more protect them from the expression of our scorn

than the splendid station of the ugly, creeping animal

which Burns espied on " the towering top of Miss's

bonnet" exempted it from censure. Permit me thea

to aid you a little in the laudable work in which you

are- engaged, by dropping you a few dashes of my

plain, clumsy pencil, with the view of furnishing

you, and through you the public, a picture of that

disgusting and despicable creature, the modern fop.

For this purpose I shall attempt the portrait ofLew

is Q.--Z. Bubble, one of the fashionables of the day ;

as his characteristics will be found to represent those

of much the larger class of the individuals who come

under the general appellation of fops er coxcombs.

His father was rich, but immoral, moving in splen

dour, and rioting in all the excesses of folly and gay

licentiousness. At an early age, Lewis was initiated

into the genteel vices of high life. He was sent to

sehool ; but the reins of discipline were snatched from

the hands of the preceptor, and thrown loose upoa

the neck of the boy. His pockets were filled with

dollars, which he was encouraged to spend in plea

sure; but peremptorily denied the privilege of squan?

Bering, (to use the phraseology of his parents,) in cha

ritable offices, unless when a trifling donation could fe*
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made to ensure the fame of gencrosky. Instead of his

studies, he loved fine clot.hes, cards, balls, wine, and

the midnight carouse. And he soon-became the theme

of many a quilting and tea party ; -one of the favou

rites of the pretty, independent misses of the first--eir-

icle. The elegance of his bow, or rather nod ; the

Careless, open case of his countenance, particularly

at entering a room which contained dignified stran-

.gers and venerable personages, before whom mere

bookworm youngsters were diffident, silent, and awk

ward ; the free thinking air with which he could ridi

cule the gloomy seriousness of religion, and laun;h at

the humdrum restrictions of morality ; the polished

activity with which he wound Jhrough the mazes of

;the dance ; and the gracefulness of his manner and

attitudes in handing beverage to the ladies around the

.hali ; these, and many other such, were the qualifica

tions which drew forth the eulogiums of t-he flippant

belles on the youthful beau, and excited his ambition

to leave his compeers behind. In these accomplish

ments he is still an adept ; but to them there -•are-ina-

By others added, equally requisite for placing him at

the very summit of the ton. Boasting of his unre

strained liberty, he is enslaved by the most tyranni

cal and -degrading corruption. Nocturnal profligacy

contaminates and debases all the affections of his4ieart,

and all the powers ofhis mind. Swearing has become

so habitual to him that all his conversation, no mat

ter what the subject, or to whom addressed, is inter

larded with profanity. Drinking freely has also lie-

come an item in his scheme of regimen. And on oc

casions in which the beneficence of Heaven beams up

on our country, and calls for the grateful homage of

pure and cheerful hearts, he thinks, or pretends to

think it, if not praiseworthy, at least very pardona

ble, to brutalize his nature by intoxication, which he

and his associates are pleased to denominate the alti

tude of festivity. It is one of the fundamental max

ims by which his conduct is regulated, or more truly,
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divested of regulation, to aot regardless of the opini

ons 01- all persons but those of his own coterie. Man

liness of spirit is confounded. with licentiousness in his

vocabulary.

But that you and your readers may be the better •

able to recognize Mr. Bubble, should you meet him

in your walks, I will here describe him to youj as he

now presents himself to my eye. in a neighbouring

porch, of which-my window commands a view. He

inclines already, not a little, to corpulence, the efiect

of idleness and luxuny. His- complexion shows a

blooming wine flush,..while, tke. bloated rotundity of

his checks evidently proves that they have never been

consumed by the r.-klnight vigils of anxious meditati

on, lie has a proud -carriage ; a stalking, lofty strut,

which seems a 1mesi to disdain the world on which he

t-reuds. And sometimes, particuJarly when he is sa

tisried there is-no danger of his having to encounter

resolute opposition, he puts a bullying swagger into

his voice and ;<ait ; accompanied by the dexterous

swing of his bludgeon, a budge of gentility without

which he seems incapable of sitting, standing, or le-

comotion. By these manoeuvres the humble crowd

are so deeply awed that ihey leave a wide space to

his occupancy ; and choose. rather : to move around

him ut a distance, and at thei -expense of trudging

through the mire, than to expose themselves to the

jog of his bended elbow, or the sweep of. his leg or

cane. His neck is intrenched in as many cravats as

Hector's shield was in stratums of bull's hide. His

whiskers, to which the comb and the brush are ap

plied regularly every half hour, and which are con

templated fully as often in. the glass, run in flowing

hedges from his ears to the point of his chin, where

they terminate for want of more soil in which to cul

tivate their prolongation. These vast garnishments

of his upper story are happily supported by the pro

jection of his double-deep, snowy ruffles; which I

now see fluttering like streamers iu the gale ; and now
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they are concealed from my view by the volume of

cloudy perfume that pours from his lips, while they

relax their pressure on the burning cigar. There

hangs from his fob a huge golden chain, to which is

appended a prodigious bunch of keys, trinkets, and

seals, whose reflections in the sun vie in lustre with

the blaze of a nabob's equipage. The whole figure, ta

ken together, exhibits a grandeur from which even the

opic muse might imbibe inspiration. And I may safely

add that nothing in all the science of motion can ex

ceed, in beauty and taste, the mode in which he throws

back from his mouth the little roll of fragrant weed ;

turning out the palm of his hand, and gently holding

between the twaJingers next to the thumb th« roll

aforesaid, while he blows before him, into the -Jap of

the playful breezes, its undulating, spiral fumes. I

have heard it asserted, not incredibly, that he acquir

ed the art of doing this thing so well by dint of ma

ny a long hour's practice before a mirror. .So -Hugh-

ty is the force of a ruling passion !

But the character which I have undertakch-to deli

neate has still other features- deserving our notice. I

must, therefore, defer to a future time the completion

of my picture ; when it shall be animated with a lit

tle more of the intellectual expression of the original,

and receive the last touches of

C. JACK DAUBER.

As I think my friend Jack to be something much

above a dauber, I hope he will finish his striking por

traiture as early as. his convenience will allow. A

pencil like his should be often iu a

No. 33. JCME 1,1815.

• i -

On: a Desire to. do Good.,' ,

IT is a truth too evident to be denied, that folh/

vice and misery ,rul« the world in which w« live-

. -
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But it is our consolation to know that they rule not

unresisted nor unchecked. There are other powers

at work in the affairs of men, besides the wicked, per*

verse passions of our' depraved nature ; powers chip '"

racterized by goodness, indefatigable in exertion, and

which shall at length completely prevail.

In surveying the scene before him, the philanthro- -

pist finds reason to tte grateful for the appointment cj?: ''

divine providence, that while we pursue our own in

terests with ordinary prudence and honesty, we are .

in farious ways accommodating and benefiting one

another.' Lawful commerce, in all its extent, rcsis

upon the principle of mutual advantage. But I wish

to bring into view, and recommend to my readers, a "•

far more excellent principle; I mean that of fervent,

active beHevolence. I am thinking ofthe heart which".

feels strongly.and steadily for the welfare of others ; '

whose habitual language, expressed mireh more in ac- '.

lions than in words, indicates an unquenchable thirst

for disinterested usefulness. Such was the heart of the

great Howard, and such' the pursuit in which he died '

a martyr. ' But we have a still higher model: It is ,

recorded of our Saviour.and our Master tftftt he '< went

about doing good." " He made.'the'' sublimest benefi- •

cence the btrsiness of his life. He did not shun the

occasions of relieving distress, as ' we 'too o*"ten do ;

he did not indolently wait for their occurrence ; he

sought them with inextinguishable ardour ;' and amidst

trills and sufferings beyond all example, he placed

his joy in the giving ofjoy to guilty, wretched man.

And let it be remembered, th-t our only evidence of

being his disciples is that we possess a portion of his

spirit and character.

I seem to myself to overhear the secret eomrnun-

ings and inquiries of a benevolent heart. ' What can '

I do, as an instrument in the hand of ALMIGHTY LOVB,

toward mending the state or things STour: ! no ? I see

much of deplorable ignorance, much of pernicious er-

ror j .what can'' I do for promoting the. knowledge of
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"truth? I see ungodliness and iniquity .dreadfully

abounding, by which the rational nature of man is de

graded, and the glory of God eclipsed ; what can I

<lo for advancing the inlcres'.s of religion and virtue ?

I soe pain and sorrow, in a thousand forms, overspread

ing the earth ; what can. I do for their removal, or

alleviation? 0 that the Greatest and Best of beings

would give me some share^ however small, in the sa-

crc .'., glorious work of reforming and blessing the

world!' Here isa wide field open for zealous activity;

a field in which every talent, even the.weakcst, may-

find its appropriate place and utility. Our mental fa

culties and improvements, our influence in society,

our wealth, our example, our prayers to Heaven, all.

.have ample scope for employment, with the animat

ing prospect that they will not be employed in vain.

\Ve are too apt to sit still, and .amuse ourselves with

splendid visiops of the gaod we would do, had we

other and Isrger furniture than that \vlth which it has,

pleased God to endow us. For instance, I find my

self sometimes, internally exclaiming,. 0 for the style

ef a Junius, to arrest and fix the attention of the most,

heedless; the reasoning powers of a Paley, to fasten

convict.ion upon the most perverse ! .0 for the. fancy

and the fire of a Patrick Henry, the energy of irre

sistible eloquence, to kindle in the coldest bosom, the.

celestial flame of charity ! .But it .is dangerous to in

dulge the mind in these visionary rambles. . It che-.

rishes in our breasts an unbecoming despondencj., or

leads us to murmur at the allotments of infinite wis

dom ; and is frequently made the base pretext for

selfishness and sloth, while every thing around calls

for the most generous and unwearied eflbrts in the .

cause of humanity. Our duty is to. inquire what can

be done with the very means afforded i» us, and to do

itipromptly and perseveringly. Even the slenderest

means, faithfully improved and used, shall not fail of

their.reward from the gracious Putron of every good,

cftdeavrar ; to whom ive are to reader our .final ae-
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.,. •c»unt" according to what we. have, and not accor

ding to what we have not."

With those who aim at the promotion of the best in

terests of mankind the Mountaineer puts io hi.s hum

ble claim of association. Will it he-permitted me to

 

merit of my essays, no competent judge, I am sure,'

forms a more moderate opinion than I do ; I see their

defects, both in matter and manner, without being

stte to remedy them. Could I command greater

strength of thought and beauty of expression, I would

most cordially devote them to. the service of my re.td-

crs. Full well am I aware that I ought not to provoke

inor to defy criticism, as in these little compositions

the critic might doubtless find much to censure. But

of the.coDscioirsness of right intentions I trust tnat I

can .never be deprived. I wish to avoid giving offence

.to any human being. It is my care never to write a

.line "which, dying, I should wish to blot." And I

hope, moreover, thatmjrlucubrations hav«somcthing

more to plead for themselves th»n mere harmlessness ;

"that they may be positively beneficial, in some de-

,gree, to those who are pleased to read them wiih at

tention and candour. Otherwise, I should cerUinly

desist at once from my labours.

Let me give way, for a few moments, to conjecture

upon this subject. Of ten persons who receive the

Farmer, one half, .1 suppose, do not read the Moun

taineer at all They have long ago discovered that I

do not furnish the party politician either with argu

ments or sarcasms ; that I do not teach the eager hun

ters of office and power how to pull their adversaries

out, that they may push themselves in ; that I cannot

]give instruction, (1 am sorry for it,) in agriculture,

the great source of all earthly prosperity ; that I know

nothing of mercantile affairs, nor can throw one ray

light upon the system *f trading in horses and ccttic.
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Yet those people may. have the good nature to consi

der that the editor of a newspaper has a variety of tastes

. to gratify, and that things which are indifferent to one

.may be acceptable to another. Four of the supposed

ten, perhaps, read these pieces without any lasting ef-

i'ect; pronouncing them sometimes excessively grave,

sometimes dull, and sometimes superficial. But the

.tenth person, it may he, pbtains from the Moun-

.tainec'r the correction of some error ia sentiment, the

knowledge of some useful truth. un.perceived before,

the expulsion of some silly or vicious propensity, the

commencement or the riveting of some impression fa

vourable to piety and good morals. And here I find

my reward ; a reward which abundantly compensates

all my toils, and urges me to go forward with in

creasing ahacrity.

I have already received some assistance which. I

value; but I feel the inadequacy of my own resources

more and more sensibly. And therefore I take this

occasion to renew my request to those disciples of true
•wisdom who possess habits of connected thought and

of writing, that they will enter into my design, and

aid me in my work. I ask it not merely as a boon to

myself, to give additional dignity and variety to this

paper : I ask it. as a,iiindness to the public, in the name

of the best principle by which the heart of man can be

actuated, the principle of universal benevolence.

No. 33. JUNE 15_, 1815.

•ffdvice to a Tradesman.

TO THE MOtTNTAINEEH.

SlB,

THIS comes to you from a tradesman who

commenced business a few years ago. ' I have reason

\t believe that my character is well esteemed by my

neighbours, and .have as much custom in i«v line as
»
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1 fcoutd desire. My adyancing prosperity I ascribe,

in a rery large measure, to the cars of the good and

judicious master with whom I served my apprentice

ship ; and particularly to a letter which he wrote to

me on my marriage and settlement. I send you -a

copy of this letter, to be inserted, if you think proper,

in one of your numbers ; hoping that it may prove at

Useful to those of your. readers to whom it applies as

it did to your obedient servant,

THOMAS TRTTSTT.

DEAR THOMAS,

It gives me much pleasure'to learn that you

have married an industrious, worthy girl, of an honest

family, and that you have set up a shop for yourself.

While you were under my control, you gained more

than a common share of my good will by your dili

gence, fidelity, and orderly behaviour. You have

seen this, I trust, in my conduct towards you before

you left me. And I would now farther testify my

concern for your success and happiness, by sending

you some rules of action, the importance of which I

have ascertained by the experience and observations

of a long life. I hope you will acceptthem as a proof

of my friendship, and^be benefited by reducing them

to practice.

My first direction is, t»e assiduous in your calling.—.

TSl»th is a sly, pernicious deluder, against which I ex

hort you to guard with the Utmost vigilance. Should

you forsake your shop, to lounge about taverns and

places ofamusement, every thing would soon go down

hill with you. If you have apprentices, you cannot

do justice to them, nof can you reasonably expect

them to serve you with faithfulness and zeal, without

yeur constant eye, your instructions, and your eST-

ample. Idleness is'the parent of many a vice. It

has plunged multitudes into gaming, drunkenness,

and all the corruptions of bad company.

,In the next place, be punctual to your engagements..^

-
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. .» f ^

I wish you to make it a, principle t« be as seldom ahi

AS little in debt as your circumstances will permit,

Be cautious about promising money at a specified day.

But when you have set a day : for payment, let no

thing be wanting which the most .strenuous exertions

can supply to make your -promise.good. This punc

tuality will give you credit, and open resources to

you on every necessary occasion. If you pass your

. word to pay money as soon as you can get it, let it be

. seen that you do labour to get it and pay it as early

as possible. Beware of laying out the money whu-k

ought immediately to satisfy just claims upon you in

new schemes and projects, however flattering they

may^appear. To do so is iniquitous, and cannot finally

prosper. Use the same caution, also, in your pro

mises for the delivery of work,, and be equally exact

in your fulfilment of them. -Let..it.be your steady

. .fule, barring unforeseen accidents, .which will some-

• times occur, and for which reasonablepeople will make

allowance, to b£ ready at the hour, appointed. -TJiis.is

fi tlung of great importance to your business. People

soon become disgusted with the man whom they find

trifling with his word, undertaking more than lie can

perform, and telling his customers that they must come

again. They naturally forsake such a man ; and re

sort, even at a longer distance, to him who is known

never to sport with the obligations he has assumed

Execute your work well,—Every man who wants

an article, wishes it, of course, to be good in its kind

By doing your work slightly, you mty, indeed, gei

through more in a given time ; but it is a policy a,

foolish as it is fraudulent. The public soon find out

the deception ; your character is destroyed, and your

shop abandoned with just indignation

Let your prices be moderate.-The ordinary com

petition I acknowledge, settles the value of skill and

labour; for I do not know any standard by which u>

estimate the worth of any vendible thing whatever

hut its common price in a.fair market Yet you wtf
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Sometimes find cases in whicbrhonour requires you to

resist a temptation to overreach the ignorant, or to take

advantage of the necessitous. If you have little or no

competition around you, observe the rule of moderate

charges for the sake of conscience and a good name.

Live frugally.—This precept may at first seerft

harsh- and unpleasant ; but prudence renders your sub

mission to it indispensable. I do not say, live stingi

ly and meanly, but frugally ; that is, let your house,

your furniture, your dress, your table, and every

thing about you, be plain and simple, calculated for

substantial use, not for parade and the indulgence of

luxury. A young tradesman, sotting out in life with

a sinal! stock, will become an object of ridicule, and

bringu-pon himself many inconveniencies, ifhevieitt

his domestic arrangements with his rich neighbours.

This- vveak ambition is apt to make fiim dislike thebu-

sinessof his sbep, to throw him far into debt, and

expose him- to poverty all his da<-s. I hope you will

strive to live considerably within your income ; that

you may be providing for the education of your chil

dren, if children shall be given yo'i ; for the infirmi

ties of your declining years, and for the calls of cha

rity. It will be tim« enough to gratify expensive tastes,

if they be justifiable ones at all, when you shall have

arrived- at the possession of affluence.

I have reserved the most weighty rule fov the last,

ts it is that which must give energy and efficacy to all

the rest. Fear God, cleave to his gospel, and obey

his commandments.—" Vanity and vexation ofspirit"

are inscribed upon every human pursuit from which

God is excluded. Keep your own heart, then, and

guide your family, so far as in you lies, in the paths

of " pure and undefiled religion." This will bring

down a blessing from heaven upon your labours. "It

will ensure to you that inward peace of mind which

is infinitely more to be coveted than wealth and ho

nours, and which will support you under every trou

ble and disappointment in this changing world.
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I think I have marked out for you, in a few words,

the way to a useful, respectable, and happy life ; and

what is better still, to a joyful entrance into eternity.

That you may do well here, and inherit your portion

among the righteous hereafter, is the earnest prayer

ef, dear Thomas, your old friend,

JOHN UPUIGHT.

^ No. 34. JUNE 23, 1S15.

Picture of a Modern Fop, Continued.

TO THE MOUKTAINEEB.

SIR,

WITH the beams of your approbation playing

round my head, I feel encouraged to resume the brush,

and make a bold exertion to give the finishing touches

to the portrait of Lewis Q. Z. Bubble. But here I

must pause a moment, and sigh that no share was gi-

ren to me of that genius which enlivened the pencil

of a Reynolds or a Hogarth. For indeed the task

which I have prescribed to myself is more difficult

than I had supposed ; and to be masterly executed,

AVould require a head that could comprehend the ana

lysis of a bubble, and a hand that could sketch the

form of inanity. My promise is out, however; 1

am stationed at my palette, and must go on.

Let it not be apprehended from what has been said

of Lewis that he devotes no part of his time to read

ing. The fact is so far otherwise, that of such things

as please him he has read a great number. Indeed he

possesses a large library of seiect books. Some of

them, being peculiarly choice productions, are com-

iritted to the safe-keeping of his trunk, except when

they are in the hands of himself or his intimate asso

ciates. None but the most .perfectly initiated have

the privilege of seeing these extraordinary treasures ;

and none should dare to open them who are not bent

upon utter destruction, ifct id, toe catalogue of his.
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.more risible boots, setting aside a few scientific vo

lumes, which he displays on his chimney-piece for

deceptive purposes only, there is not one to he found

.which bears the impress of piety- or virtue, not one

which they do not emphatically condemn. The front-

rank champion in his literary balta-ia, and the-stan-

clard of his suhlimest morals, as well as the august pro

totype of all his elegant graces, is the renowned Ches

terfield. Shrink back, ye little sparks of reason,

learning, and religion ; ye Miltons, Boyles, Loc.kes,

.Newtons, and Addisons ; and hide your twinkiing

rays behind this refulgent luminary of -modish g'aa-

deur. At an humble distance, observe .his march

through courts and palsces ; and admire hisplanetary

retinue of lords and ladies, libertines and courtezan;.

Who would not be proud to be a disciple ef him who

was the idol of nations, and on whom the intellectual

• colossus, even the mighty Johnson, has pronounced

this highly appropriate eulogium, that his writings

" tgach the morals of a prostitute, and the manners of

a dancing master ?" Next to Chesterfield, appears a

host of licentious novels ; and then a long file of still

, .more licentious poems and plays. Here are found

the materials which chiefly occupy our hero's reading

hours, and enable him to instruct and enrapture the

rising Chesterfields of the day. In one corner of hip

book-case are deposited the sceptical writings of Bo-

t liugbroke and Hume. These he reads but little, "af

their disquisitions are too metaphysical and intricate

to comport with the fluctuating frivolity ef his think-

•ing habits. He merely dips into them occasionally,

to obtain a smattering of their sophistry. The impi

ous sarcasms of a Voltaire, and the coarse blasphemies

of a Paine, are more level to his capacity and his

.taste. Their ribaldry, therefore, he imbibes with the

utmost avidity. These are the physicians who fur

nish him an opiate to lull the agonies of his conscience }

the glorious teachers who supply him with means to

-•fortify with the flimsy semblapce ofplausibility, thf
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outrageous banter which' he hu..Is against virtue, re

ligion, anJ truth. Hence his very presence excites

a feeling of horror in nil serious bosoms. Not that

they have any dread of his power to undermine their

principles, or their expectations of immortal felicity;

but they loathe his foul, poisonous breath, streaming

forth in bitter revilings against whatever they e.steem

most dear and venerable. By the side of his infidel

works he has crammed an arm-load of inflammatory

pamphlets, written by the scribblers of his own sect

in politics. 'These also, though he does not compre

hend above one halfof their contents, he devours with

gluttonous rapacity. For they are the nutriment of

that party venom and rancorous animosity which find

a congenial soil in minds such as his ; minds given up

to the tempests of passion, narrow and factious ia

th^ir range of inquiry, not softened by benevolence,

and altogether destitute Of the expanded liberality iff

those generous spirits who do not cease to 'love a bro

ther because ho cannot bring' his political opinions td

•a coincidence with their own.

' Lewis is both a wholesale and retail dealer in scan

dal. He is a prince among whisperers and backbiters ;

the most eager of the crew to give currency to defam

atory tales concerning the wise and the virtuous. He

lakes a malicious pleasure iii frequenting those places

'•where slanderous reports are most copiously fabricat-

fcxi and set .'in motion ; and never fails, in his repeti

tion of them, to strengthen thorn by the most artful

exaggerations, when this is deemed necessary to their

success in the demolition of the character against

which they, are directed. 'And when the full .cry of

persecution is up, and the hunted, bleeding reputati

on is straining for life, he is sure to be the headmost

»f the pack, and the first that inflicts the wound in

tended to be fatal. Not even the pure snows of ves

tal fame are 16ft unstained by the ferocious prowler.

Several times has he been made to stand before the

tribunals «f his country, to atene for these diabolical
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practices ; but.by his own craftiness, and by those

horny fees for which some ingenious lawyers will

plead any cause whatever, he has hitherto' .escaped

tho severe punishment due to his jcrimes.

This cruel being,—let it not be thought incredible,

for it is easily explained,—is sometimes an attendant

on religious worship. For what purpose ? Not to

influence others to what is right by his example. Not

to catch from. the holy altar the "flame of devotion.

Not to expose*, unarmed, the basc.propensities of his

heart ..to the thunders and.JightnJngs. of divine elo

quence.; for all 'his. energies are shamelessly and ob

stinately reared, up .as a rampart against the" shafts of

truth. His object is to deride the offices of the sanc

tuary. Every look, gesture, and expression of him

who is wielding the annour. .of heaven to reach and

reform the soul of the impenitent sinner is watched,

with. .malignant scrutiny, for something which may

be turned u> the injury of the preacher, and of the

sacred cause iu which his zeal is enlisted.

Many mow features might be transferred to my

canvass from the original. But it is needless ; and

the employment is become so irksome to me that I

will continue at it no longer. I shall lay aside my

brush and colours, after dropping a word of advice to

those who honour my performance with their inspec

tion ; namely, that they do not identify themselves

with the picture, nor w ith any part of it, unless they

be conscious that it presents their own similitude..

C. JACK DAUBER.

No. 35. JUNE 29, 1815.

On Sacred Music.

AS I am a lover of music, and convinced that it is

in no other way so appropriately used as in the praisea

«f our Creator and otir Redeemer, I cannot without

pleasure observe the extensive cultivation «f psalm*-
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dy in this valley. Some relish' for sweet sounds,

and some capacity for singing, arc the common gifts

of nature to mankind ; but it is of great importance,

aspecially for producing good harmony, that the voice

be well disciplined, and that a habit be acquired of

performing with accuracy of time. These qualifica

tions are to be obtained by a little study, with a course

of practice under the guidance of a skilful teacher.

The .pleasure, however, which I hare expressed is

much diminished' when I consider the kind of music

DOW generally taught, in our schools. My pretensi

ons to musical taste, I freely acknowledge, are not

very high ; and if I err, I wish to be convinced of

my errors. In the mean time, I shall take the liber

ty to lay my notions upon the subject^' stich as they

are, before the -learners, and particularly the teacher;;,

of sacred music.

I avow myself an admirer of the ancient. sort of

psalmody in preference, nay, I am obliged to say,

in opposition to the new. In.many other c'ases .our

inventions are improvements ; hut in this I believ*

we are going deplorably backward. Those for.whom

I write will readily understand what.I mean by an

cient psalmody when I mention, as specimens of it)

the Old Hundredth Psalm, Cbleshill, Mear, and

Si. Martin's. If there is any..ether composition, for

the voice or the organ, equal m sublimity toiheOld

Hundredth, I shall rejoice to.. be made acquainted

with it The new psalmody may be sufficiently cha

racterized by naming Ocean, Montgomery, Sher-

bufne ; with a general reference to the ballad tunes*

vamped up with accompanying parts, and applied as

the vehicles of religious sentiment. Things of th'3

,' kind have nearly banished the venerable, heart-affect-

f ing psalmody of our forefathers from our places of in

struction, and are aiming to expel it even from" our

' worshiping assemblies.

The first requisite to a good piece of music is »

good aiiy or leading part. Nowit seems to aw that
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most of the airs so fashionable in oiir- schools betray

no less than amost egregious poverty of genius. They

have some variety of movement, but no energy. I' -

"hear a wild, flashy series of sounds, which express

nothing, and excite in my mind no feeling butrthat of -

weariness or disgust. And when I think ofthc eoni-*- "

posers of so much unmeaning noise, I am apt to be

reminded of the poet mentioned by Horace, who

wrote two hundred careless verses while he stood up

on one foot; or of Baycs in the Rehearsal, who play

ed many a fantastic trick in order to " elevate and- •- *

surprise." But I have other objections,-- and-sl4eh;as -

are more capable of being reduced to a specific form:;; --

There- is a superficiality, a levity in much of the ";.

new music, quite- tinsuitabte to the grand purpose of

psalmody , which is the excitation ofa devotional spirit.

Many pec>ple say that they are vastly entertained by

these tunes, a^id call them pretty, Very pretty. But

1 appeal to experience when I assert that they are far

from promoting that lowly prostration of soul, .and.

those pure affections, with which we ought to aporoaeh

the throne of the- Deity. I have known this ranting:

sort of music" to produce 4" very presumptuous famili

arity with the Almighty, and other objects the most

awful ; but this I call fanaticism, and not devotion.

My strongest objection, however, is leveled against

the fugue. I take the term as k is commonly used

among,,j—us.. and need not explain it. In performing v

music with instruments, or in singing4t for recreation-

"without words, a fugue may te-UHobjectio-nable. But

a vocal concert, especially a sacred one, in which

twd,- three, or four different sets of words are to be

sung together at the same time is truly such a farrago

of confusion and absurdity, that I can only gaze with -

astonishment at the vogue-which/it has obtained. You

tell-me, perhaps, as I have often been told, that the

harmony of the music is charming. Be it so; what

is this to the purpose ? I observe, by the way, that the

placing of notes above one another so as to make to-

M
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lerable harmony of sounds is a very mechanical and

easy "task. But in the name of sense, what becomes

ofthe desirable harmony ofthought and feeling in those

who execute or those who hear this newfangled jtini-

ble? I once asked a little fellow who was humming

his crotchets as he marched to tlic school, how many

parts of music they carried on there? He replied

shrewdly, ' let me try to recollect how many scholars

we have; for we carry on about that many parts ; I

think, not less than twenty.' This, no doubt, created

a horrid jargon of sound ; but as to the intellectual and

moraljpart of the business,, it. was only advancing the

principle of the^ fugue to its utmost perfection.

J would not be understood-.asscondemning every thing

besides the grave, plain tunes. These, indeed, I prize

as the best; and I should hardly give my consent to

the introduction of any others in the ordinary course

of public worship. But there arc many pieces, not so

simple, yet composed in something of the same spirit,

productions: of real talent,, and free from the torment

ing fugue, which afford me much pleasure. Such are

the works otMadan, and many of those of Billings.

Since the days when I learned to sing, the angular

notes have been generally introduced into our books

of sacred music. These notes, at first view, present

an uncouth and disagreeable appearance to tlic eye ; but

habit soon renders it fajniliar : and I am satisfied that

by this scheme tHe.Iabour both of the teacher and the

scholar is very considerably lessened. . Still it is ques

tionable whether the scheme has, on the whole, been

productive of good. It has been made to operate un

favourably, as I apprehend, upon the taste of the coa>-

munity. As it increases very much the difficulty at"

transcribing music, the printing of it has been propor

tionally called for, and has extended abundantly be-

3*ond its former amount. Almost every year, "some •

little singing master throws out his husky, insipid

collection from the press ; containing, as a matter of'-

course, some of his own miserable compositions. JBy
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this means, huge quantities of trash, which might

otherwise have perished almost in the birth, gain a

longer existence and a wider range of circulation ; a.

fresh instance of the mischiefs which rcsu'U from the

abuse of the glorious typographic art. But these peo

ple put my patience to the severest trial when 1 find

them laying their irreverent hands upon the noble

music of ancient times,. to mangle and ruin it, every

one according to his own wretched fancy, by their pre

tended improvements.

1 have expressed my thoughts upon the new music

freely ; but they are thoughts not hastily formed. If

any one partial to that music will furnish me a well

written defence of it, I promise that it shall have a

ready admission into this paper. Hen. ay use as much

freedom as 1 have induiged : I only reserve the right

of maintaining my own opinion, if it shall remain

unaltered.

No. 36. JULY 6, 1815. - ,

Improvement of Manners in the 7~a"cy.

MB. MOUNTAINEER,

HAVING observed that *either you nor

any of your correspondents have hinted at the gicat

change which this section. of the country has uuder-

fone of late years in regard to manners and customs,

send you the following little skrtch upon that sub

ject, hoping that it may animate the friends of reform

to make still greater advances.

I shall not spend time in explaining, and perhaps I

have not the ability to explain, how it comes to pass

that a new era may be said to have commenced in ma

ny parts of the valley. The fact, that such a thing has

taken place, is certain and manifest. Formerly we were

far behind the people on the eastern side of the Blue

Ridge in those accomplishments which are so err'inent-

ly calculated to render society agreeable, and which
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possess thecharm ofremoving thatenhui of which man

kind are so apt to complain. A few years since, we were

: a clan of sturdy, oldfa$hioned Christians, and thought

it out of character to engage in any of the polite re

creations of the age. But it is wonderful to sec how

much and how happily we are transformed. Attend

our churches, and you will hardly credit my assertion ;

for they are still as full of people as they used to be.

But on looking a little farther, you will be compelled

to suspect that with a number, greater or less, no other

motives than habit and fashion operate to bring them

to the house of prayer. Some of these very regular

attqiadants on divine service do not scruple to curse

and swear cleverly, on proper occasions ; anu know

how to spend a night very pleasantly at the card table,

with a cheering bottle just at hand. The pleasures of

the game, the stimulative tendency of the potation,

the refined wit, together with the enlivening peals of

laughter, erect a fortress around them as impregnable

as ihe rock of Gibraltar; equally defying the assaults

.4) f Morpheus and the .mere- insidious attacks of con

science. I do not know, Mr. Mountaineer, how you

jviil tike to hear these truths. I confide, in you. how

ever, as a foe to biggtry, and a friend to useful im

provements; though it may cost you some time and

deliberation to reconcile yourself to novelties which

run counter to your preestablished notions But,.to

return. Many of us have learned, at length, to des

pise the sarcastic).observation of one Joseph Addison,

that "it is wonderful to see persons of the best sense

•passing away a dozen hours together in shuffling and

dividing a. pack of cards, wijh no other conversation

but what is made up of a few game phrases, and no

other ideas hut those of black or red spots ranged to

gether in different figures." The gaming parties

amongst us are found to be very serviceable in many

respects. The pecuniary gain accruing to the fortu

nate player hardly deserves, indeed", to be spoken of;

as gentlemen always assert, even while they carefully
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iiocfcet their winnings, that so paltry a tiiing as money

is not their object. And who can bring the veracity

ofa gentleman into question? 'But the game itselfgives

to the mind an acumen by no means disadvantageous

toward the making of a good bargain ; and produces

•a habit of quick and close thinking, a qualification in>

dispensable to a finished politician.

•As to our balls, it is believed that they cannot b«

too highly commended. People of both political par

ties attend them ; the effect of'which i's that-political

discord is consigned to oblivion. And sure enough,

this must be the source of that tender brotherly love

which at this time so much sweetens the feelings of

the federalists and the republicans towards each other,

and in which we all have such abundant reason to re

joice. And then the dancing is one of the most ra

tional amusements that can be ; and, excepting the fre

quent colds and consumptions which'must, in a rnea-.

sure, be attributed to it, one Of the most/conducive to •

health. It delights 'the heart* of tfiariy, also, to sec

some of those who are attached to the church, but

who have gotten the better of their narrow prejudices,

mingling freely with the enemies of religion, and ca

pering over the floor like all the world ; thus clearly

evincing that they have shaken off the trammels of

priestly government, and are determined to think and

act for themselves without control. In fine, from the

.progress we are making, the time may be reckoned

not'very distant when we shall be connoisseurs in all

the accomplishments of upper life: and then let.oar

lowland neighbours reproach us as a set of untutored,

back-country rustics, if they dare.

It quite exhilarates my spirits to compare what we

are and shall be with what we were formerly. I see

our beloved valley, so long debased by sober, rural

virtues, now rapidly ascending, like a balloon,' to the

very mountain top of every thing that is free, and unre-

' strained, and pretty, of every thing grand, and dash

ing; and—fashionable. Ay, that's the thing. "Better

M 2
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to be out of the world than out of the fuhiair," is ciir"

first, middle, and last maxim. We shall drive with

the wind, regardless of far-off consequences. Whate

ver may betide, it is our resolution to be fashionable.

We are not suffered, I confess, to proceed in our

brilliant career without vehement opposition. There

are still a good many of the old-side folks, who con-

timie obstinate, -pestering us with their rebukes and res-

monstrances, and whom we despair of bringing over.

These, and all that they can say, we intend to setat

nought, so far as we may be able. Others there are

who, though they are now halting between iwo opi

nions, may be expected, in due time, to throw off the

shackles of thoir puritanical education, and assume a

spirit of independence and self-government. It is to

be lamented .that we are as yet destitute of theatres^

puppet shows, and many of the other luxuries of large

tcommercjal towns. Uut be assured, we are using

-and shall use our means and opportunities of improve

ment to the best advantage.

Yours,

.C. SCKIBLERXT?.

No. 37. JULY 13, 1515.

The Character of Eusebius.

MR. MOUNTAINEER,

A FEW days ago, I attended the funeral of

the venerable clergyman under whose ministry I was

brought up from my childhood. The people of the vi-

'cinity were collected, in very large numbers, to com

mit to the silent grave the remains of their revered

pastor. It was indeed a melancholy day to us all ; and

while the impression of it still rests upon my mind, I

wish to offer an humble tribute to his memory, by

giving you a sketch of his character as a preacher of

the gospel. This view of:h-in I select out of many*

as I know you to be a devoted admirer of eloquence.
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;0n the personal-appearance of Eusebius I have not

•much to observe. It was not marked with any of

those qualities which fascinate the multitude. His

countenance, without being in any way a very strik

ing one, exhibited an agreeable mixture ofsound senseg

gruvity, and benevolence ; and was frequently lighted

up with an engaging smile of cheerfulness. In his

• dress he was neat, -1 may Say elegant, but-plain and sim

ple. Through all the changes of fashion, he was uni

form in wearing no ruffle at his bosom, nor powder up

on his hair. Whether for these omissions he deSerV-

ed praise or censure, I will leave to your decision.

Let me proceed to the mind of Eusebius. His ge^

nius was not of ttie first order j distinguished by pro

found, original thinking; neither did he possess great

brilliancy of imagination. Yet in my opinion, in

••which I hope to make you agree with me, he was an

instructive, interesting, . and eloquent preacher. A

discerning eye easily perceived that he had been tho-*

roughly educated, and that he tras a man of extensive

reading and knowledg&, though no maii ever made

less parade df learning than he did. His acquirements

were discovered not by a direct; obtrusiVe display,

but in the dignity, strength, and variety of his per

formances. His judgment was solid, patieni, and tin-

commonly sure in its conclusions. He read only what

was valuable, and what he read he digested well. He

loved study from his youth, and pursued it diligently

• through life ; as it was a maxim with him that the

tnind inevitably grows sterile by neglect, and that the

•speaker who would permanently hold the attention of

his hearers must be constantly adding something to

the stock of his materials. Besides this general, ever

growing furniture of ideas, he made it a rule, except

upon sudden and extraordinary calls, always to pre

pare himself carefully on the subject of each particu

lar discourse: so that, instead of shallow and roving

declamation, the besetting fault of extemporal speak

ers, he delivered thoughts that were vigorous and ap
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propriate to his theme. And this he did without Em

barrassment, though his discourses were neither read.,

nor recited verbatim from memory. His doctrine

unfolded itself with great force and beauty. This re

sulted from various causes ; namely, his clear method,

his excellent style of language, and his impressiv'e

elocution. You will allow me to dwell a.little upon

every one of'these.

His method of arranging the parts of his subject was

natural and luminous, remote from all trick and finesse.

The particulars were seldom more than three or four,

and so bound together as to converge ultimately to

one point. And the' whole plan of the sermon was

announced, and that very deliberately, at the begin

ning. Thus his auditors were enabled to follow his

train of discussion and illustration with understanding;

and even to recollect, with facility and profit, the

substance of what they had heard. He strongly dis

approved the principle, adopted by some in the pre

sent age, of preaching with a concenled method ; ns

he thought that such preaching must 'lope much of its

utility for want of the requisite visible order and con>

nexion.

In regard to style, Our preacher invariably chose

the plainest words he could obtain to express his mean

ing ; never using a hard or learned word but with re

luctance, and through necessity. For he was anxious

that the weakest hearer might not be deprived of one

particle of what was spoken. Yet he would not, for

the sake of plainness, descend to vulgarity. His sen

tences, sufficiently diversified in their structure, wer6

rarely very long, and never involved in ambiguity.

All was artless and perspicuous in the highest degre'e.

Ih fact, while he was speaking, our attention was s6

riveted to the matter of his address that we scarcely

ever thought of his style.

When Eusfibius ascended the steps of the pulpit, we

could see that his object was by no means to " pre.nch

himself." Every motion of his body, every feature
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is foee, indicated the trembling reverence with

.•which he approached that awfully responsible station.

"When he arose, his solemn but affectionate glance fix

ed every eye, .and reduced the most careless to so

briety of behaviour. A deep sense of the majesty of

God, and a lively concern for the conversion and sal

vation of the people, evidently occupied him during

all the exercises of the sanctuary. He was always se

rious, always in earnest. The disadvantages oi-a voice

rather untoward he overbalanced by an unhurried and

very distinct utterance, and by a felicity of emphasis

and cadence arising from unaffected feeling. His ges

tures were few, but spontaneous, and therefore at.once

pleasing and vveighty. There was no lightness of

carriage aboutjiim j «o theatrical start ; no attempt

to dazzle us with wit,ror amuse us with oddness and

humour. ,No- ; he bore us away from thinking ofhim

or his talents, and compelled us to regard ourselves,

our sins, our. duties, our Redeemer, our all-seeing

Judge, and the eternity of bliss or wo which lay be

fore us. But there were times>-and those not unire-

quent, when he was more than serious; -when his

heart melted and overflowed with the most fervent

sensibility. At such a season, his lips became trem

ulous with emotion ; his voice assumed an indescri

bable tenderness, and the tears streamed copiously

• .down his checks ; while, with eloquence truly divine,

.he bewailed the mad obstinacy of the impenitent sin-

ner, and depicted his danger ; or turned our view to

the Son of God bleeding on the cross for our redemp

tion ; or enlarged upon ihe unfailing love of God to

. his children, and raised our thoughts to that " exceed

ing and eternal weight oi-glory" which he has reserv

ed for them beyond the skies. I have seen hundreds

• weeping together under the influence of these sacred

. effusions. We felt as if Jesus Christ slood in the midst

of us, urging and beseeching us to escape from bound

less evil, and secure an infinity of good, by flj, ing to

,-> his bosom. The impression was sometimes transient ;
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but not seldom it proved durable. Accompanied with

the power which coines from above, these sern.ons

produced the most sanitary issue in many happy in

stances ; aflbrding to this faithful labourer the enrap

turing prospect of • rich harvest of souls, to be his

" crown of rejoicing" at the great day.

I will only add, in a few words, that Eusebius, in

the church and in the world, through life and at his

death, was the same character, in every thing steady

and consistent. lie was the example as well as the

advocate of that heavenly v. isciom which " is first pure,

then peaceable, gentle, and easy to be entreated ; full

of mercy and goo 1 fruits; without partiality, and

without hypocrisy." Think what we -have lost by

the removal of such a pastor1"! -But we must console

ourselves by reflecting that -he was -long spare-d -to us,

- that our loss is his unspeakable and eternal gain.

CtIRISTIAJfUS.

No. 38. JULY 20, 1815.

On the Borrowing of Books.

IN the mind -of a man who knows the exquisite

pleasure of reading, it requires no great stretch of be

nevolence to communicate that pleasure by lending

his books to his neighbours. Accordingly, I never

knew a man of this description who was not cheerful

ly willing to lend a book ; provided only that he felt

reasonably- secure of integrity in the borrower. 'In

tegrity-!' perhaps the reader will say ; ' do you ap

ply so serious a word to the small matter of borrow

ing a book ?' I certainly do, and without hesitation.

Many will think it a trifling subject. ; but others will

thank me for endeavouring to banish a crew of bad

practices, which "have often put their patience to «

considerable trial. I -request attention to the follow

ing rules and observations.

Do not borrow a book, unless you hare reason te
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believe that you will take an interest in the reading of

it.—tt is not right to bear off my book from a momen

tary, whim merely, and keep it weeks or months, to

no purpose, out of my possession. Yet thisisa fault

not ver.y seldom committed.

When, you borrow a book, make a point of begin

ning it more early, and going through it with more

industry, than if it were your own, that it may be re

turned the sooner.—A man of sense keeps such books

only in his library as he believes worthy of being re

peatedly read .or consulted. When, therefore, he lends

you one of these, he sacrifices one of his ciailv neces

saries, or at least of his favourite luxuries. You <!•

not treat him well, if you keep for a month, or per

haps several, months, ns people often do, a book which

y.ou ntight easily read ;'nd restore to his hands in a

week. I have been sufficiently troubled by my neigh-

baurs in this way. You take my book with you, and

occasionally read a few pages in it. Along with this,

yOIL are carrying on the reading of half a doz$n other

things.. Month alter month passes away ; and you

forget that I should be glad to have my book at home,

though I am reluctant to ask you for it.

Take special care of a borrowed book.—I know that

much use of a book, even in the most careful manner,

must gradually wear it out ; and this is allowed for,

of course. But a man of any taste hates to see his

book soiled by dirty fingers, the blank pages or mar

gin scribbled by foolish hands, the leaves broken by

being. folded at the corners, or the binding shattered

by negligent throws or falls. These are sore evils.

You borrow from' me a book which I value highly ;

perhaps elegant also in its paper and binding. You

pick it up, and fling it down, with as little care as if

it were a block of wood ; and when I get it again, I

find it so injured and defaced that I scruple to place it

on the shelf which it formerly adorned. Sometimes

I. have seen, not without indignation, the most heed

less chi'di.enrsuffered to make a plaything of a bowk
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of great merit ; turning it oTer and tossing it about aa

they would an old almanac. If you choose, indeed,

to have your own books transmuted to wreck and

filth in such a way, I hate no right to complain of if ;

only-I may be tempted to associate you, in some de

gree, with my idea of a Hottentot. But when the

property is mine, it is a different affair. Your telling

me that you treat my book no worse than you treat

yeurs can afford me no satisfaction ; you might as

well,givc me a blow on the face, and attempt to jus

tify it by referring to^a silly habit of beating yourself.

Such unreason-able abuses as I have mentioned are so

common, that it is no wonder if those who have books,

and know how to value them, are found rather shy

and cautious about lending them. If you have been

faulty, mend your manners ; -and by doing so, get

free access to the stores of literature which may be in

your neighbourhood.

With one more direction I shall conclude. Make

it a fi'^ed rule to return your friend's book as soon as

you can, after -having read it.—Why should you keep

it longer ? Why forget to return it, when the owner

is probably in want -of it ? -The philosophy of my

temper is frequently brought into perii by the laxity

which prevails upon this point. It seems as if some

people have made up their minds that they are under

no sort of obligation spontaneously to restore a bor

rowed book at any time ; and many others--pay no at

tention to the doing of it for years together. I have

asked gentlemen, on inspecting their libraries, how

it came to pass that 1 saw so many odd volumes or

broken sets. The answer was that the volumes want

ing to complete sets had been lent to friends, and ne

ver returned ; many of them so long ago that it was

not remembered who the borrowers were. Sometimes

the broken appearance of the library was increased

by the very fault which the owner, with a kind of

defensive lenity, imputed to others ; namely, his ha

ving the boojis of other people lying on his shelves
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unreturned and forgotten. If readers of this cast

would prey only upon each other, they would strike

something like a balance of injury. But if I lend one

of them a book, I.may as well 'give him leave to put

it into the fire; unless I am willing to dint him for it,

or rather to go to his house and bear my book away in

my pocket as lawful prize. This I have at times been

obliged to do ; but it is not near so pleasant as a trip

to Weyer's Cave or the Natural Bridge.

No. 3£t. ' AtfeusT 3, ' .181 S.''

Stepmothers Defended.

FROM'OUr earliest years we are taught to shudder

at the idea of a stepmother. As if a stepmother must

necessarily be a monster of cruelty, it seems to bs

agreed to brand this whole class of women with severe

reproach', even to a p'roverb. Now, if I am not gross- •

ly mistaken, we have here an instance of prejudice

unusually violent. I see no reason for such a sweep

ing sentence of condemnation in the present case, any

more than in the cases of other large bodies of people.

Doubtless there are some bad stepmothers ; but I be- •

licve there are also many good ones. I shall take the

liberty ofIdling my ovun experience'up'6'n the subject.

My beloved mother left, at lief death, a large family

of children, of whom I was the oldest.' About two

years sftar this most afflictive bereavement, it pleased

iuy father to marry again. I had imbibed, to a .wide

cx'tcnt, the common notions about the selfishness and""

bavbariiy of stepmothers-. As I was at school, and had,

ceased to live at my father's, I felt not much concern

for myself personally, but a, very sensible degree of it

for my little brothers and sister. However, I resolved

to'try to make the best of a thing not to be avoided.

Knowing that the children were disposed to listen tov

me with some regard, I told them that from such ac-

quaintaace asi I had with the person who was to be-:
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placed over them, I" entertained the hope of an agree

able, or at any rate, a tolerable result; and took pains

to impress upon thtiir minds the reflections and a.dvice

with which I shall, by and by, finish this paper. The

amount was, that if any jarring and discord were to

take place, we should be careful to prevent the fault

from lying on our side. Having thus prepared our

selves for a proper behaviour as well as we could, it

was still with considerable anxiety that we awaited the

event.

I was not at my father's wedding ; but was at his

house when he brought our new mother home. Se

veral friends, of both sexes, came with them, all in a.

very joyous mood. I approached, with a feeling of

hesitancy, an4 held out my hand, saying, ' my mo

ther, as I hope and believe.' ' Yes,' she replied kind-

lv, ' if you will take me for a mother.' Her tone and

manner won me over instantly. 'With all my heart,

and I am glad to see you here as.our mother.' Simi

lar expressions ensued between her and the oiher chil

dren ; and the covcnan.t.of mutual affection was form

ed, which nothing but death' was to dissolve. We

treated her always with willing respect; and found in

her the judicious guardian, the uniform and faithful

friend. There was no studying of separate interests

amongst us ; no sullenness nor rebellion on our part,

no. harshness nor coldness on hers; all was good will

and harmony. She died about four years after her

marriage, leaving a couple of amiable children ; and

between them and us the compact of brotherly and

sisterly love rcmains.in full vigour to this day.

. Lhave made it my business to obserre the conduce

of stepmothers. And though I have seen some evils,

and others may have happened which 1 could not see,

yet 1 am satisfied that many instances have occurred.

of excellent stepmothers, such as my own dear se

cond mother was.

To those young persons whom the subject may

particularly coacern3 1 now offer the. foliowing exhor

tations.
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Do not expect more than is reasonable from a step

mother.—It is a settled maxim that we are to find hu

man nature imperfect every where. Suppose' a wo

man placed in ene of the most trying situations of life,

as that of a stepmother undoubtedly is ; do you not

see the absurdity of looking for the absolute .perfection

of conduct in her which you do not calculate upon in.

any other mortal? Learn to make those allowances m

her case which you must make in all others ; and

which, slow as you may be in discovering it, you

will frequently need yourselves. Learn, also, to sub

mit to the appointment of Heaven, that in the death

of a mother you have met with a loss which can never

be fully repaired. You are not to reckon again on

that exquisite tenderness which a mother feels towards

her own offspring; as nature does not admit of its re

vival in any other bosom. You should be contented

and thankful, if your new mother, from love to her

husband,:-aud a steady regard to duty, acts the pa'rt of

your considerate and benevolent friend. To reconcile

you a little more to this distinction, I will remark

that I have scarcely seen any thing operate with such

injurious tendency in the education of children as the

strong but frequently misdirected fondness of a mo-

thers's affection.

Take care to give no occasion or pretext for unkind-

ness in your stepmother.—If a state of war must un

happily subsist between you and her, let it not bejustly

laid, as an offensive war, to your charge. Try dili

gently how far a respectful and friendly carriage may

secure for you a corresponding return. It is easy. to.

apply here, as in a thousand other instances, the old

saying of " faults on both sides ;" and it is seldom ap-

pli.ed altogether without a warrant. Butlxim compel

led to think that in the case we are considering the fault

very often begins with the children. Listening to fool

ish suggestions, and greedily swallowing malignant

prejudices, they look upon her who succeeds their own

mother as one who has intruded into the family; an

.4
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intruder whom they are, of.course, entitled to slight,

to. vex, and to disobey. If she has brought children

with her, they are encountered with a jealous eye, as

aliens and enemies. What is to be expected from such

beginnings ? Is a mother to abandon her little ones to

your persecution ? Is your father's wife to be treated

with contempt by you, in her own house and station

of authority ? Will she not resort to her husband for

support? And must he not either act basely by giving

.her up to your insults, or take her part, and his own

too, .by repressing,them? In ,this way. the mischief

Commences. The woman who intended to fill her

tiiflieulr oflice with uprightness and propriety gets her

temper soured, .her patience unhinged, by opposition

vyhere she had a right to demand respect and candour,

and after a while becomes really faulty awi.iyrannical

under the notion of self-defence. Thus feuds and ani

mosities divide the family into factions, and domestic

peace takes her flight forever. In the mean time, the ill

used stepmother is made to bear the undivided blame.

The neighbourhood rings with clamour about her cru

elty to a parcel of poor, motherless children, who are,

as every body takes for granted, meek and innocent

as angels. And many a fond, weak-headed mamma

presses her spoiled child to her heart, and.very confi

dently pronounces all stepmothers, without exception,

to be little better than spirits .of darkness incarnate.

Judgments so senseless and wicked shall not have my

concurrence. I have some trust in human integrity;

and I believe there is as much of it exercised by step

mothers as by any other equal number of people expos

ed to equal trials.

No. 40. AUGUST 10, 1815.

»3 Plea for Bible Societies.

1 CONFESS .it gives me. paui.W reflect that J have ar

rived at the fortieth number of my work.-without ad

dressing my readers in behalf of bible societies. Thij

omissiou shall lie upon my conscience no longer.
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Among those glorious ideas which rarely occur,

that of a bible society claims a distinguished regard;

an idea inspired by the Author of all good, and des

tined to produce results highly beneficial to the human

race. Only a few years ha-ve passed since the first in

stitution of the kind came into being. The Christian

tvorld was electrified with joyful surprise, and excit

ed to zealous imitation of the example. From that

auspicious hour, these societies, notwithstanding the

obloquy heaped upon them, have been incessantly

multiplying. Their happy effects have been felt and

seen in every quarter of the globe ; and the sublime

work continues to advance with unabated vigour, and

ivith prospects more and more cheering to the bene

volent heart. May Heaven's choicest "blessing^ be .

showered down upon all who promote this best of

charities with their substance, and upon all who pray

for its success !

The grand, comprehensive object of bible societies

is to send forth the pure, unadulterated word ofGod

into every region of the earth. To the numerous poor

throughout Christendom it is to be given freely. To

the millions of the heathen nations also, until they

become willing to buy it, we are to furnish it without

money or price, faithfully translated,into their mani

fold native languages. To all purchasers it is to be

afforded, riot as an article of merchandize, but altoge

ther without pecuniary profit, -at the lowest possible

expense.

I feel it to be a task far beyond my ability to deli

neate the benefits which mankind have received from

God, and are yet to receive, by means of the bible.

The only effectual preservative of civil liberty, ofpeace

and mutual kindness in society, is the prevalent of .

.rood morals. The only solid basis of morals is reli

gion; and the only true and holy religion is that of

the bible. In the enjoyment of the present -life,, mul-

i itudes are daily deriving incalculable advantages from

the bible who do not aspire to a share in its -future

N 2
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blessings, and who are not aware of their obligations to

its influence. It sets up a standard of humanity which,

in some degree or other, forms and controls almost

every heart. Its salutary terrors prevent thousands of

crimes which would otherwise be committed. " Let it

simply be asked," says Washington, "where is the,

security for property, for reputatiori, for life, if the

sense of religious obligation desert the oaths which are

the instruments of investigation in courts of justice?"

But the dearest gifts of the bible are only bestowed up

on those who cordially embrace its doctrines and sub

mit to its laws. They derive from it principles of the

most steady and triumph'ant virtue, ft forms their tem-

•persin the mould of universal love. It sweetens eve

ry innocent worldly pleasure, and becomes asource of

Other pleasures fur more precious than worldly wealth

.or honours can afford. It supports the poor and the

afflicted, under innumerable varieties of distress, v;ith

consolations beyond the reach of calamity, and hopes

which elevate the soul above this terrestrial wilder

ness and all its gloomy scenes. Finally, the bible, as

God's appointed instrument, conducts ell its sincere

.rlisciples from the gates of hell to unspeakable, eternal

joys in heaven. He only who can conceive the value

of an immortal being, he only who can grasp eternity,

is competent to estimate the full worth of the bible".

The distribution of this sacred book in not a work

of sectarian party spirit. It tends powerfully to des

troy that spirit, the reproach of Christian communi

ties, by bringing Christians of all. denominations "to

the single point in which their exertions can be per

fectly united. To the bible they all appcai, as a revela

tion from above, the supreme, governing uile of their

.faith an.d practice. I do not see how any one who feels

no concern in favoiy of sending the bible abroad can

be a. friend to religion at all. Such indifference is, in

deed, only another name for downright practical in

fidelity, and contempt of the word of God.

But there are many who do nothing in the cause,«wl
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yet refuse to plead guilty to so heavy a charge. I have

no intention to fasten it upon any who do not deserve

it. .The persons to whom I allude are those who say,

as an excuse for their inactivity, that they know not

any people in their neighbourhood.too poor to purchase

a bible. I answer, perhaps you have never inquired

into the matter. They who do inquire find proper ob

jects of the charity in every corner of the land, and

commonly more than they expected to find. But be^

sides this, your pretence is founded upon a narrow.ness

of views which is not to be justified. Who has given

you a warrant to confine your benevolence within the

scanty bounds of your neighbourhood ? Are we not

obliged, "as we have opportunity, to do good unto all

men ?" The object of bible societies, as above stated,

isoi vast extent. If you see no needy people in the

circle of your acquaintance, remember that in other

parts of the world there are thousands and myriads

who .have not the bible, and to whom it must be gi

ven, or they will perish eternally for the want of it.

Itisequaliy futile to «3.y, let every district, or eve

ry country, supply its own poor with bibles. This,

1 own, is devoutly to he wished ; but alas, it is not

clone. Many, even in our own country, are living

and dying without the bible. In some places, it is

.probable, there is a deficiency of the means, but in

still more, of the inclination., requisite for dispersing

the scriptures plentifully around. Will our childish

talk remove either of these obstacles ? Or arc we au

thorized to neglect our duty because others neglect

theirs? Moreover, this shallow excuse, like the for

mer, leaves the benighted heathen idolaters, and the

miserable followers of the Arabian impostor, thoee

countless millions of our race, entirely unregarded.

I entreat my readers to lay these few observations

honestly to their hearts. I call upon them to try what

•they can do towards instituting bible societies in their

respective vicinities, wherever one is not already

fowied. 'Where this cannot .be .accomplished, let
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them nevertheless take a share in the great work in

that way which may appear to them, after careful de

liberation* -the most advisable.

No. 41. OCTOBER 12, -1816.

i

The Grave ofa Mother.

••I HAVE sometimes heard people boasting that they

had no local attachments ; that one place was like ano

ther to them, except so far as worldly convenience or

profit made a difference. This, I own it, is not the

case with me ; I am not in this sense a citizen of the

world. There are places of which the remembrance,

and much more the sight, revives in my breast ideas

and emotions exquisitely interesting. Indeed I can

not at all envy the cold philosophy which I have men

tioned ; for if it gives to its possessor an exemption

from some pain, it also deprives him of a kind and de

gree of pleasure for the sake of which that pain may

well be endured. > ...

I have lately revisited, after a long interval, the

scenes of my childhood and youth. The house in

•which I was born, the humble but neat and comforta

ble theatre of my earliest recollections, had been de

molished. A few faint traces ascertained the site in

our village where it bad stood : and these were soon

to be obliterated forever. Only three or four indivi

duals remained in the town, of those whom I knew

whilst I lived there. Some had removed, like me,

far away to other climes ; and many had gone to " that

bourn from which no traveller returns." I sought

the schoolhouse, about half n mile distant, where I

had studied and played, with a host of my little con

temporaries, during several of my boyish years. Our

old temple of learning was no more ; it had long since

decayed and sunk to the earth : I could not even sat

isfy myself, with the full precision that I wished,

had been its situation. But every thing around
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continued, quite beyond my expectation, as it used

to be, unchanged through almost the third of. a cen

tury. : the cool, sweet fountain, issuing in rural sim

plicity -from a rocky bunk ; the grove, through which

we roved ia search of grapes and nuts ; the wide corn-

man, where we carried on our sports with fervent

and ever new delight. While I looked hack lo thase

careless, joyous times, and thence pursued the series

of events forward, the toils, changes, and sorrows

which have fallen to my lot, I felt*a strong impulse

to fly, on account of the melancholy which was in

vading me. Yet there u-as something in that very

melancholy so soothing, so delicious, as to chain me

for hours to the place.

In another neighbourhood, a few miles from this, I

passed a later portion of my youth ; the season when -

we begin to make verses, whether we are bern poets

or not. Every hill and vale and rock of this endeared

region I now greeted as one greets a long lost friend.

The ancient occupations and pleasures of sequestered,

agricultural life, with the image of many a blooming

associate whom I shall see no more on earth, were re

stored here to my imagination and my heart, with a

vividness of colouring and a force of impression which

I could no where else have realized. In the midstof

these fascinating rambles, I arrived at a spot the most

interesting.of all, my mother's grave. It lies -in a

.lovely piece of woodland, and almost at the summit

of a hill,, on the side facing the east. Here the. whole

power of fond reminiscence rushed upon me. My

tender and beloved parent, whose mortal remains I

had seen deposited beneath this mould above twenty

years before, seemed to present herself to my view

again, in all her maternal smiles. Methought I saw

oaice more the beaming-affection of her eye, heard the

accents of her melodious voice, and felt myself press

ed, with all a mother's ardour, to her throbbing bo

som. I fancied that we- sat down together ; and that

I retraced and recounted to her the events of for

mer days ; the incessant labours which she sustained
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for my welfare ; the dangers from which her care pre

served me ; the example of goodness and piety which

she constantly set before me ; the instructions, both

for this life and the next, which she inculcated upon

my mind. Atevcrystep, something within me whis

pered the solemn admonition, ' for such blessings how

deep is thy responsibility !' These meditations brotrgbt

me at length to her bed of death. Never, no not even

in eternity, shall I forget the hour when she bade me

a long farewell. We were alone. Her speech was

almost gone. My hand. was fast locked in hers, and

ske appeared to be intensely gazing noon her first and

• dearest child. As soon. as bursting tears would per

mit me to speak, I observed that we were about to losft

our mother. 'Yes, my son','. she.replied, 'my time

is come, and I must leave you.' I inquired what were

her prospects beyond the dark valley through which

she was walking. In broken words, out with firmness,

and' a holy serenity of countenance, .she said, ' I can

trust mySaviour, even now. All is well ; I am going

-to immortal glory.' In the overflow of my feelings, I

immediately promised her that I would no more rest

contented until I should have reason to believe myself

aChristian and an heir of heaven. The dying saint and

mother, with a look of ineffable sweetness, gave my

hand a gentle pressure. It was most elequent, and it

was the last. Very soon afterward she became a com

panion of angels.

For such a parent I owe more gratitude to my God

than language can ever express. I could not have lin

gered as I did at her grave ; indeed I am conscious

that I could not now write this sketch of my reflec

tions and emotions on visiting it ; did I not cherish

the hope of meeting her in the world of glory where

she dwells. Yes, the ds.y is coming when I shall see

her, not io imagination , but in reality. 0 te join her

in those blissful mansions, where pain and dissolution

sh^ll be no more ! In this hope I would live ; and for

such a fulness ofjoy, I doubt not that I could cheer

fully die.
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No 42. NOVEMBER ff, 1815.

The Character, of Clincher Closeftsti

WHAT is a miser ? The great English lexicogra

pher answers, " a wretch covetous to extremity." No

explanation could be given more just or more energe

tic than this. Still, as every man is apt to be partial

to his own definitions, I shall say that I take a miser

to be a two-legged animal that hoards as much as pos

sible, lives as meanly as possible, and gives awav no

thing. It is a nauseous task to fill up such an outline ;

hut it must be attempted, in order to inspire a due ab

horrence of the character. And luckily, to facilitate

my work, here resides near me old Clincher Glosc-

list, a living example of the thing. I have nothing

to do but to describe him to you.

The father of Clincher was a miser before him, an

idolater of gold ; and transmitted the said idolatry,

(the only religion he ever had,) together with a hand

some beg inning estate, to this favourite son. Clinch

er set out in life animated with one single passion, the

desire to he rich. To this point all thefacultics of his

soul, which are naturally far from the wenkcst, have

been most strenuously devoted. He is capitally skil

led in the making of bargains, and makes a great many.

On this subject his maxim is, "all the world is a cheat,

and he is a fool that has no hand in the game." To

deceive the simple, to c , srreach even the cunning,

are his constant study. He does not care for reputa

tion ; all his precaution is to keep clear of the laws

against fraud. But such is his avarice that he some

times falls into their gripe, and suffers severely for

his dishonest practices ; without gaining the least in

ward cure of his shameful propensity to make the most

he can out of every body that comes in his way. No

man who knows him puts the smallest confidence in

his word, as to the qualities and value of any thing he

has to sell. In the shaving business he has many ri

vals, but no equal within a hundred miles around.
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When any man offers to sell him paper, he is so art

ful that you would think-some familiar spiritrmustaid

him in finding out the precise degree of the seller's

distress ; and he feels no scruple to purchase a bond

at one half of its real value in a fair monied marker.

In lending money, he takes only legal interest, for

fear of the laws against usury. But he has invented a

trick for which the whole brotherhood ofmisers should

honour him with a statue ; I mean thatxjfcompelling

the borrower to take offhis hands, along with the mo

ney loaned, an equal or greater amount in useless

horses, unsaleable cattle, or bad debts, at whatever

price Clincher pleases to demand. It would require

a volume to describe all his contrivances for acsumu-

lating wealth ; -the- specimens which I have given

must suffice.

Clincher is as famous for saving money as for get

ting it. The reason he assigns for living a bacheiof

to his present age of sixty is that it costs too much to

maintain a wife. ' No man of sense,' he says, ' will

waste his money upon such a gewgaw.' In his per

son, he is a moving nuisance, a spectacle the most

loathsome and disgusting. No razor touches hf? stern,

glaomy visage, except on the sabbath day. Whoever

sees him wearing clean linen reports it as a phenome

non. His clothes are of the coarsest materials ; so an

cient and threadbare that they scarcely hide -his nak

edness ; so begrimed with dirt and filth that it is felt

as a calamity to be near him. His table is as merm as

his dross ; and that table he has all to himself, as he -

never entertains a friend, and indeed has not a friemF

upon earth to entertain. He eats no bread until it hi

a week ok), as stale bread goes farther than fresh.

The rest o; his meal consists of such scraps and trasjl

as no culinary ingenuity, were it applied, could ren

der inviting to a civilized taste. His chosen dish at

home is what he calls soup ; that is, boiled water, thick

ened with crusts and garden stuff, but extremely des-

trtute of seasoning. Now and then, however, he eon^
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trives to si.t doVn to a good dinner without cost to

himself; In whiiencase he shows no dislike to the rich-'

est viands, and in point of quantity gormandizes like

a wolf. His house has very much the appearance of

a well tenanted pigsty of long standing. No one

gifted with the senses of seeing and smslling will ever

voluntarily enter this temple ofHastiness a second time,

The few slaves whose destiny it is to be about 'him

live in a purgatory of hunger, cold, and various misery.

Poor creatures! It is a problem that would puzzle the

acutest philosopher to tell how they keep boily and soul

togetker. While I contemplate and pity their su2er'-

ings, it is some comfort to me to reflect that those o£

their cruel mastnr-are unquestionably yet more severe.

But the most detestable part of Clincher is still to

come. Avarice, and the habits generated by it, have

made his heart as hard as the nether millstone. When,

he perceives an opportunity for the exercise of gainful

oppression, the tears of distress touch him not;, the

groans and cries of the widow and the orphan have no

more power to discompose his feelings, or arrest his

progress, than the idle wind. And henever gives away

a cent for any pub-lie or benevolent purpose whatever.

You wish to make i;i*a collection for an honestman,

reduced to poverty by a. fire. Clineher tells you 'he

is very sorry for the unfortunate creature's losses; to,

lie sure, there is much of misfortune in the world, and

»lwavs was; but in such times as these raoney is very

difficult to be gotten, and charity begins at home;'

and he gives yoa nothing. You want to institute or

to help a seminary of learning. He declares that ' he

sees no use in learning; the world would go un about

.as well without a* with it; especially as to latin, and

greek, and geography, and all those things,, he is sure-

they are of no account toany body;' and he gives you

nothing. You are anxious to build a church for the

worship of God, or to raise a stipend for the tuprort

of a pastor. He says 'the religious people are a par

cel of hypocrites, and the preachers aim at nothing:
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but money and living at their ease ; he does not think

it worth while to go to church himself;' and he gives

vou nothing. You attempt to form a bihle society,

that you may send the hest of hooks abroad freely to

the poor of the land. 'For his part, he reckons that

any body desiring to have a bible is able to buy one ;

as he keeps no bible in his own house, he does not feel

bound to assist in bestowing it on other people ; his

money must be saved for more necessary purposes ;'

and he gives you nothing.

But I have to correct myself." Clincher did, some

months ago, achieve an act of liberality. A publicob-

ject of the highest importance was pathetically urged

.upon the assembled neighbourhood ; and while every

man and woman above the lowest circumstances were

putting down their dollar apiece, our hero, who is

barely worth about fifty thousand, plucked up a spirit,

and gave the full sum of twelve cents and a half, hard

money, all in a lump! What a blaze of benevolence

must have warmed his bosom at that singular moment !

And how potent must the eloquence have been which

kindled such a blaze in that icy dungeon !

When Clincher began his career, iie had a sort oi

idea how much money would make hkn rich. J5i;r

this idea has been ever becoming more indefinite; his

rago of ac"[uisition has. grown stronger and strong! r

to the present day. Without a wife to love, or chil

dren to provide for, he is now more solicitous, if pos

sible, to add to his estate another fifty thousand dol

lars, than Howard was to alleviate the sorrows of his

fellow men. With this insatiable coveting, one other

passion has latterly commenced the manifestation of

its symptoms in the language, features, and conduct

of Clincher Closefist. A very delectable and envia

ble inmate forsooth it is; even the fear of perishing,

one day or other, for want of the necessaries of life !

My delineation is finished. And now I fancy a

generous, uncorrupted young man looking at it with

a glow of indignation, not altogether free from a mis
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lure of doubt. I hear him exclaim, ' can this be a re

ality ? Can such a terrae filius, such a monster as this,

Have a real existence ?' Yes, my dear youth, such

things have been, and such abominable things do exist.

In proportion as you are filled with horror by the pic

ture, pray and strive that you may never bear its re-

scmolance.

No. 43. NOVEMBER 23, 1815.

Jl Dream,

NOT many days ago I attended the wedding of a

pair of my friends. An agreeable company was col

lected on the.occasion, sufficiently numerous for social

^enjoyment, without the inconveniencies of a crowd.

After we had formed a circle, awaiting the solemn, ce

remony, only a few moments passed until a door was

opened, and my Philo appeared, leading his Rosanna

forward with a manly and graceful air. His lace was

radiant with love, and with triumph in the conquest

of a heart so precious. The maid shone upon us,

beauteous as spring in its prime. With her fine dark

eyes bent to the ground; her cheeks now deeply suf

fused with a blush, and now pale as a lily ; her steps

:timid and tottering ; it was evident she could not have

advanced without the tender support of her lover. I»

return for that support, she visibly struggled for com-

posure, and not without some success. By the time

they had arrived at the centre of the room, her coun

tenance wore a mixture of modesty, affection, and joy,

•the most interesting in the world. Risiog from our

seats with spontaneousjespect, we heard them plight

their mutual faith, and joined in fervent prayer tor the

blessing of Heaven upon their union. The kiss of

friendship now went round, and congratulations on

the happy event resounded on every side. Mine were

given and accepted among the rest ; but a weight of

- sadness was already pressing upon my spirits. 1 1 was

,not envy, detested passion! No; my thoughts "had
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flown back, and were holding melancholy commu"ni»n

with " the days of other years." The image of Ifer

who formerly filled my soul with gladness, , my lost

Julia, was presented strongly to my fancy. I remem

bered her charms of mind and person, with the dear

confession that her heart, a hearten which every

virtue delighted to, dwell, was wholly mine. Such

happiness,a* I was now witnessing seemed once to be

iiUotted for me ; it appeared almost within my grasp ;

I stretched my hands to seize the rich prize of my

wishes ; but death interposed his terrible arm, my

Julia sunk into the gravje, -and my bright visions of

earthly felicity vanished foreveri

These painful rejections followed me to my pillow.

I became asharjed, as a Christian, of indulging them ;

and strove,—for after so many years, it still cost me a

strife with myself,—to feel resigned to that will which

governs the universe. The battle was to be fought i.n

' which I had contended a thousand times before. But.

thanks to the Giver of all good, my efforts werenqi

marie in vain ; I closed my eyes in peace.

The train of my waking meditations, however, was

...Continued in sleep; tinctured with that inexplicable

wildness by which dreams are characterized. - I ima-

.gined myself to be walking alone in a certain seques

tered, enchanting valley, near the house where Julia

had lived. . It was a place in which we used to spend

many a golden hour together, •talking of our love ;

planning schemes for future life when we should be

united ; and sometimes conversing upon those glories

which are reserved for the righteous beyond this tem

porary world. .In my dream, every part ofthe scene

Ground me seemed familiar to ftiy sight; the tall, thick-

shadowing trees, the rocks awfully projected from the

sides of the lofty hills, and the clear stream, now glid

ing quietly along, and then thrown down a steep, bro-

•ken channel with a pleasing murmur. Arriving at a

favourite peint on the bank, I sat down; but Julia was

not with me. I thought and felt that I had not seeo
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her for many tedious days ; but could not conjecture

any reason for her absence. I said to myself, 'she

preferred this spot to all others ; why has she forsaken

it ? Here she often leaned upon my enraptured bosom,

herself not less enraptured, while hour after hour roll

ed away ; and why do I find her here no more ?' la

the midst of such musings as these, by which I was

profoundly bewildered, a sudden light seemed to burst

upon me. I lifted my eyes, and saw, at a little dis

tance, the very angel my soul was longing for. It

was Julia ; .but 0 how improved ! I will not attempt

to describe the character of her countenance, nor the

robes of light in which 'she was arrayed. Hers was

no longer mortal beauty firing my breast; but celestial

excellence, soft and gentle as ever, yet majestic beyond

expression, overwhelming me with astonishment and

veneration. I tried in vain to rise and approach her.

After some time, finding utterance given me, I ex

claimed, ' my love, do I once more behold you ? It

is long, long indeed, since I saw you last. Where

have you been hidden all this while, that I could not

discover ycu ?' ' Have you then forgotten that I died,

that I am not now an inhabitant of your world?' These _

words instantaneously restored to my memory a hos£

of afflictive ideas; the death bed of my Julia, her ten-

der adieus, her parting sigh, the last view of her life-

kss face, the grave which swallowed up all my trea

sure': I wept with agony. ' Yes, I had forgotten it ;

but alas, it is too tras, I have lost you forever ; and

that heart which I prized above all computation beats

for me no longer.' ' Peace, my friend,' she replied ;

1 you are still dear to me, far dearer than ever. Ours

was not merely nor chiefly an earthborn love ; it was

that union of yirtuous souls which shall be exalted and

perpetuated in eternity. I am permitted,—thanks to

our God for the permission,—to pay you this visit, for

the purpose of giving you consolation. You wished

to make your Julia happy ; and as I told you in my

mortal davs, I relied upon you, next to Heaven, for

02
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happiness. My severest pang in dying was that of be

ing sundered from you. But death was my ineffable

gain. All that you purposed to do for her whom you

loved would have been as nothing, compared with mv

present exaltation in the realms of bliss. I dwell in

the immediate presence of that Saviour whom we both

adored beyond all earthly objects of attachment. But

I cannot convey to you any adequate idea of what G«i

has laid up in heaven for his people. You will know

it when you eome to partake of it. Until then, let

your very love of Julia reconcile you to her early re

moval. Call it her release from all sin, temptation, and

pain. I am commissioned to assure you also that even

this event, which has cost you so many tears of an-

t$jjuish, was intended by infinite wisdom for your good.

You arc not yet to see this mystery explained ; but wait

patiently till the appointed time, and you shall under

stand it clearly. Why do you murrmir against your

heavenly Father, when you ought to know that, hcw.e-

rer dark are his dispensations, it is only in mercy that

he afflicts you ? Bow humbly to his will at all seasons ;

, trust his promises ; and know certainly that you shall

praise him in strains of immortal gratitude for tfeose

strokes of his hand which prostrate you in the dust.

He has taught you the way to heaven ; pursue it stead

fastly and zealously ; aiming continually to promote

his cause, and the welfare of mankind, in the station

where you are placed. .So shall you finish your course

with joy. We shall soon meet in the paradise above ;

with which if you compare this retreat, once so fondly

dear to our hearts, it is but as the valley of tUc sha

dow of death.—'

, MyJulia's words enkindled such transports ofdelight

in my breast that I felt constrained to cry out, ' glory

to God in the highest ! ,He has done all things well,

I will spend and be spenv in his service; I will never

more rebel against his providence. His will is always

the wisest, always the best—'So great was my ecstacy

tkat I awoke from sleep ; and behold, it was a dream.
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Ne. 44. NOVEMBER 30, 1815.

On Sympathy.

MR. MOUNTAINEER,

THERE is in human nature a wonderful

thing called the sympathy of souls. I wish to display

it to your readers ; but fear that I shall have little

success in attempting to unfold what is so subtile and

mysterious. Be that as it may, I am persuaded that

the thing itself, which is rather to be felt than deli

neated, will be recognised by every one who is in the

habit of careful and accurate observation. It is pro-

babl.y what we .mean in general by the agreement of

tastes ; but I want to analyze the matter a little by

. descending to particulars.

In some minds there is a striking similarity in the

modes of thinking ; that is to say, of forming ideas

and combining them together. In the intercourse of

such minds, the intellectual kindred is perceived im

mediately and strongly. It may happen that on our

entering into conversation for the first time, while

you are giving me your views ef some subject, 1 am

conscious that just such have been my own thoughts.

I see that we agree in starting at the same point, grap

pling with the same difficulties, and pursuing the same

train of investigation. I even anticipate you frequent

ly as you go along. And if I have, never applied my

self to the subject on which I am hearing you, I still

have an impression that I should have done it in the

very way that you do, had I done it at all. On the other

hand, where the degrees of mental vigour are about

equal, we often find as decided a dissimilarity in the

modes of thought. You discuss a subject which I also

have discussed. Our reasonings, I discover, are, in

substance, the same, and conduct us to the same con

clusion. Yet your process wear* a face of strange

ness to me, a kind of foreign air ; and it costs me a

continual exertion to follow.,the path in which you

aro leading me, • .
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In the next place, there is a similarity vn the modes

of feeling. AVhile you and I take a woodland walk,

we are alike delighted with the scenes of nature, and

prefer them, rude and simple as they are, to all the

splendid productions ofthe ingenuity ofman. Amidst

all the bright colours which decojrate the garden, - we

unite in pronouncing the rose far the loveliest and

dearest »fflowers. In reading Paradise Lost, we agree

entirely that Milton's sinless Eve combines every ex

cellence requisite to the perfection of the female cha

racter. In contrast with this, we meet with minds en

dowed with wisdom and culture, which feel very di

versely, rind even adversely, upon a thousand sub-

jects. The visible scenes, the characters and man

ners, the studies and pursuits, which captivate the one

are indifferent, perhaps even more than indifferent, to

Mic other.

it is worth while to notice, also, the variety that ex

ists in our modes of expressing our sentiments and

feelings. Even where we con template things and are

affected by them pretty much alike, there is an end

less diversity in the ways which we use to exhibit

what passes in our minds. Thi.s one is exact in his

style, another loose ; one is concise, another copious ;

one plain, another flowery and figurative.

The concords and discords to which I have adverted

result in a great degree, no doubt, from education, tak

ing that -word in its most comprehensive sense. Yet

I believe- there is also a difference in the original struc

ture of human minds. And this, I think, may be

held in full consistency with the principle, not to be

relinquished, that there is, t-s to all subjects of im

portance, a fixed standard oftaste, founded in thena-

turt oi- things.

Is it any contradiction to assert that while these di

versities of taste give a vast interest to the, general

intercourse of society, •wHhie1, u would not othej-.visft

possets, they -often forn-.au insuperabie bar to I he 7nost

intiiviu-..e union oi souls ? To me it appears that both

these propositions are true. -
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Have we nertsometimes reflected with pleasing won-

3er on the speed and facility with which we made a

new acquaintance ? . A few hours' conversation has

created a freedom and confidence 'as entire PS if it had

been the work of many years ; so that it seemed like

a dream that we had been, until that day, utter stran

gers to each other. Such is the powerful effect of a

lively sympathy of minds ; of that coincidence which

I have mentioned, in thought, feeling, and language

In other instances, we have found the acquisition of

acquaintance impracticable. This luis frequently beer.

a grievance to me in the progress of life. I have wish

ed to form a friendship with a person, of whom I not

ur.ly had heard a good character, but in whom I saw

much to esteem. Ycfemy efforts have been ineffectual.

We lacked sympathy. Our ideas would not combine

with sufficient readiness ; nor could our sensibilities

be made to tally and coalesce. Weeks and months

might pass away in often and repeated communicati-

, on ; but an unfortunate something was perpetually in

terposing to keep us strangers, iu spite of our mutual

endeavours to know and love one another. Our esteem

might grow, but tenderness would not grow in any

thing like the same measure. This I take to be the

meaning of a familiar saying wkich we frequently

hear ; " I respect the man highly, but! do not like

his ways."

What has been said leads us, if I do not mistak.e,

to the reason why some worthy pairs enjoy but little

happiness in the married state. Their minds we may

suppose to be strong, and well cultivated ; their heart*

warm, and enriched with excellent dispositions. To

the ears of other people, their souls, considered sepa

rately, " discourse sweet music ;" yet they fail to

produce perfect harmony between themselves. They

do not completely understand etch other ; nor are

they qualified for that spontaneous, full corresponden

cy of sentiments and emotions which blends two kin-

. 4red beings into one. In forming this relation, there
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fore, it is necessary to ascertain not only a genera^ re

spectability of character, but likewise a similarity oi

tastes, a sympathy that shall readily transmit from

heart to heart every vibration of feeling. Of such a

union, attended with, the blessing of Heaven, I know

not any language sufficiently energetic to express the

felicity. How thankful ought I to be to the God of

,all goodness that I can say this, as the husband efmy

Amanda, from my own experience ! I may add, how

ever, jtnd it is a delightful truth, that when amiable

persons marry in early life, and without a very great

di.sagreement-of tastes at the outset, there is .always a

tendency, and not a weak one. toward that degree

of.assimilation which is desirable.

Your Friend,

ALBERT.

No. 45. DECEMBER?, 1815.

The Character of Philautos.

MR. MOUNTAINEER,

AMONG the vices which infest society,

scarcely any one is so common, or does so much-rriis-

chief, -as that of detraction. It is the more readily

exercised by malevdtent people as it -seldom meets

with the punishment ifde,serves. My observation has

taught me that this detestable practice is not confined

to any class of mankind, but may be traced through

all classes and conditions. Almost every where com

petition exists, of one kind or other ; and competi

tors are always under temptation to detract from each

other's merits. Too frequently, alas, the temptation

prevails ; and plain, upright men are duped by the

influence of ingenigus slander, without suspecting the

fraud which is imposed upon them. The detractor,

by an affected unwillingness to pronounce a derogato

ry opinion of his neighbour, or by extolling him for

qualities of little orco worth, not only plays his tricks
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unobserved ; but by this refinement in wickedness re

commends himself to the world as a strict follower of

the rule^ " give to every man his due."

By way of illustrating the subject, permit me to in

troduce a character, to whom I shall give the name of

Philautos. He was born ofreputable parents, and en

dowed by nature with talents above the ordinary le

vel. At an early age his father sent him. to school,

intending to give him all the advantages of a liberal

education. But this design was, after a while, frus

trated by various reverses of fortune, which it. is not

material to my purpose to detail. Indigence compel

led the parents of this boy to think of putting him out

to learn a trade ; and convenience rather than incli

nation made him consent to become an apprentice to

a neighbouring bootmaker. It was here that I first

became acquainted with Philautos ; and to him am I

indebted for my first knowledge of the vice of detrac

tion. I was sent to this shop, (in which he was now

employed as a journeyman,) with my father-s boots,

to get them repaired. Taking the boots in his hand,

Philautos spent several minutes in looking at their

stitches and at me alternately ; with an air expressing

more strongly than words his disapprobation of the

workmanship. At this I was surprised, having heard

my father repeatedly praising these boots, as the neat

est and best lie had ever worn. Upon my asking our

journeyman whether he thought them badly executed,

he again looked at them, and with a sneer remarked,

that ' he did not like to pnss an opinion ; but the ma

ker ofthem was considered very good athalf-soaling.'

An absence during a number of years from my old

vicinity precluded a farther personal observation of

the conduct ofPhilautos toward those of his own craft.

On my return, I learned that, after trying several

other pursuits for a livelihood, he had recently open

ed a small store in one of our villages. I found that

a disposition to injure persons of his own calling had

attended him through all his successive changes of bu
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siness. ' And as his behaviour respecting 'the booty

Iiad made aa unusual impression upon my mind, by

tirst opening my eyes to an evil of which I haVesince

had ample opportunity to be taught the deplorable

prevalence, I resolved with myself that I would mark

the propensity of the man in his new occupation as a.

merchant. Accordingly, a few days after, I called

at his store. Philautos recognized me instantly as a.

former customer ; for so tenacious is his memory that

he never forgets the person of any one,.who has' dealt

with him even to the smallest amount. The usual sa •

Jutations having been exchanged, I inquired about hi*

success in merchandise. He told me ' he had made

considerable sales ; but the competition was so great

as to render the profits trifling.' Upon my remark

ing that his next.door neighbour was doing very well,

he observed that ' he was accommodating to his cus

tomers, but report said that his goods were damaged.'

Of a second, he insinuated that ' he had no fixed pri

ces ;' and of a third, that ' he kept bad accounts.' Af

ter examining a waistcoat pattern which I held in my

hand, and getting information of the price I had given

for it, he exhibited a variety of others to me, which

he affirmed to be of better quality, and at more redu

ced prices. I could not avoid contrasting, in my

thoughts, the conduct of this serpentine being with

that of my friend Fairmau, a merchant also; who

speaks il'l of no one, and well of all so far as he honest

ly aan ; arid who rests his hopes of success upon his

own integrity and good name, not upon the baseness,

whether real or imputed, of his neighbours. Philau

tos gave me' to understand, at parting, that he was

weary of retailing small wares behind a counter, and

intended to turn his views to physic..

Strange as it may appear, this purpose was carried

into execution. Not many years had passed away,

\vhen the very individual whom I had once seen mend

ing my father's boots was sent for to patch up the

ke*lth.of a respectable old gentleman; who lired in the
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same town with myself. In one ofmy daily visits of

friendship to the invalide, I met with the doctor

This was what I wished for, with a. degree of eager

ness; for I must acknowledge that the study of man.

and especially of the Influence of various professions

Ond-pHFSHits in modifying character, has always been

my hobby. And where could a finer subject be pre

sented for this kind of.speculation than Dr. Philautos ?

Our conversation during the first hour was of a gene

ral and amusing nature. Though I know little of the

doctrines of Hippocrates,. I could perceive that our

physician was not unacquainted vyitj) th-e principles of

his art; and that he had aeqnited a hsrndsome fund of

information upon other topics also. He spoke frcel)-,

and rather approvingly, of many medical gentlemen

who moved- without his own. circle of action. But

when interrogated respecting those within it, his an

cient venom again manifested itself; for however me-,

ritorious his rivals might be, he would only reply with

ambiguous, disparaging looks and shrugs, or with say

ing ' they were very attentive to the slck»' or some

thing to the same eflect. Filled with indignation at

such malignity, I was irresistibly, led to the conclu

sion that literal 'pursuits do not always liberalize the

character, and that the mind may be expanded with

knowledge while the heart is contracted with selfish

ness. But t<J proceed with my biography. The doc

tor went on practising physic, in the full sunshine of-

popular favour, and with no small improvement of his

fortune. At length, as a righteous providence would

have it, he met with an overthrow by his own empoi

soned weapon, and from a quarter whence he least ex

pected it - The circumstances were these. He had

with assiduity, and doubtless with skill too, endeavour

ed to wrest from the hands of death a young huly ct-

distinction. No skill, however, can achieve what is

impossible; the lady grew more disordered and weak

every day. Her friends, anxious for her preservation,

accepted, at the last stage of the disease, the voluntar/

P
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services of an impudent quack. This son of impos

ture soon declared the case to be a hopeless one ; and

rather insinuated than asserted that the fatal issue was

to be ascribed entirely to injudicious treatment. The

evil report flew abroud with the rapidity of lightning ;

and it was disingenuously argued thot as the melan

choly event had been truly foretold by the pretender,

it confirmed his opinion of our hero's incompetcncy.

In a short time Dr. Philautos began to find his busi

ness decline. He considered it most prudent to for

sake the practice of medicine before it should forsake

him, and to turn his versatile talents without delay to a

new object. While I am writing this, he is deeply im

mersed in the study of the law, with a view to the bar ;

which, in the course of a few months, he will probably

enter with credit. WhetherCoke and Blackstoae will

cure his habits of detraction remains to be discovered.

Were the world sufficiently apprised of the designs

of bad men in the reproaches and insinuations which

they cast upon others, the pernicious consequences of

this diabolical iniquity would be reduced within much

narrower bounds. But as we cannot penetrate the re

cesses of the heart, our best rule is always to disbe

lieve, or at least to doubt the correctness of reproach

ful language, when it evidently tends to promote the

wealth or gratify the pride of its author Thrice happy

would it be if the same friendly spirit prevailed among

us in our respective professions and avocations which

was exemplified in the reign of Augustus by the great

writers at Rome ; who "lived together," as Mr. Ad-

dison observes, "in so good an understanding, and

celebrated one another with so much generosity, that

each of them receives an additional lustre from his

contemporaries; and is more famous for having lived

with men of so extraordinary a genius, than if he had

himself been the sole wonder of the age."

C. SCBIBI.ZRCS.
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No, 46. DECEMBER 28, 1815.

On the Defective State of Politeness in Manners.

MR. MOUNTAINEER,

AS the public appear to attend willingly

to you in your office of a friendly monitor, I shall lay

before you my complaint of a grievance which you

have not yet noticed in your papers ; namely the very

low state of politeness in our social intercourse. By

politeness of manners I do not mean the flourishes of

the varnished coxcomb and the frisky beau ; but those

plain, courteous movements of the tongue, the head,

and the hand, which suitably indicate a benevolent

heart. These kind and respectful attentions, which

give such a charm to society, are much neglected ;

and indeed, in some parts of the country, are growing

more and more out of date. Sometimes in saluting

a fellew citizen as he passes, feeling towards him as a

man and a brother, I get nothing in return but a hard,

inquisitive stare. Tell me, sir, whether I ought to

accost such a one when I meet him again, or rebuke

him so far as I can by silent contempt? Frequently,

when I have offered my best address, I could only per-

.ceive a small motion of the lips ; leaving me in doubt

whether the person muttered something to himself, or

reciprocated my civility. Bowing the head seems

likely to go utterly out of fashion ; while our sullen

stiffness and indifference of deportment are thought to

evince manliness and independence of mind. Among

the roaraers of the wilderness, all this might be expect

ed of course ; but in cultivated life, we justly demand

that the social virtues be cherished add practised. I

am tempted to think that we are losing the respect

which we ought to :eel for the dignity of human na

ture ; and that the generosity, liberality, and mutual

deference of our forefathers are giving way to a cold,

repulsive harshness of behaviour. Avarice, I fear,

may be denominated, with a good warrant, the beset

ting sin of .our time and country. And the severe
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conflicts of interest, with the mean jealotrsies and en

vies, produced by avarice, must operate against the

cuitivation of a proper taste in manners, Appeanin 'es

•bow.bro.tdly enough that our progress m.knowle't!»3

and refinement dwes not,keep pace with our increase

of wealth. Instead of studying the best use of monev,

not a few make the indefinite accumulation of it tiip

sole ambition and business of their lives.

C. . CIVILIS.

My correspondent complains strongly. Whether he

is fully justified by facts or not, I shall leave to my read-

rrs to determine. But I also have long observed some

changes,—rl cannot estpem them impravemeats,—

in the manners of my countrymen. Within my re-

membrace, the bow o^the head in salutation was ge

nerally in vogue. Now, we have the slight nod in

its place, and sometines not even that, poor a substi

tute as it is. The cordial squeeze of the hand is meta

morphosed into a frosty, negligent touch, which ex

presses nothing, and tiiorefpre, without much loss, is

not seldom omitted altogether. In fornjrer days too

the lovely sex used to honour us with the deep and

graceful courtesy. They do no such thing at present;

and indeed we have so much diminished our eomplai-

.aan t regards to tl»cm, that wa no longer deserve such

a token of their reverence.

We have still remaining a few Virginians of the

true old school. Occasionally I meet with a lady or

gientlemap wlro'se carnage is marked with the urbanity

and endearments of the years th.it are gOiie, and ii

cheers re.y heart, as a kiivd of reqcwal of the season c-f

niy youth, as well as an evidence of.the amiable dis

positions of my company. And though 'what I am go

ing to say may expose me to a smile in these sturdy,

urigallant times, I must say it ; a courtesy from, -an

elegant wwn.in captivates mcsomuc.h, that in mygr.v

tiUu'e I could almost bend my head to.the ground an

ivhich'sho walks.
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Civilis thinks that avarice has something to tlo in

the change of manners to which we have adverted.

He may be right. Nothing dries up the springs of

benevolence, nothing banishes the social charities,

so effectually as this groveling passion. But I have

suspected that our republican institutions had a prin

cipal share in the introduction of our less courteous

modes of address. The feeling of our equality as citi

zens is habitual to our minds ; and it is a feeling which

we are prompted by our pride to exhibit. Impressed

-as I am with this idea, I am sorry, with all my at

tachment to republicanism, that we cannot enjoy its

benefits without paying this unpleasant tax for them.

But it is not a singular case. The melancholy truth

is daily and hourly brought home to us by our experi

ence, that few good things are to be obtained without

some expense, and some mixture of evil.

No. 47. JANUARY 18, 1816.

The Treatment Due to a Good Teacher.

WHILE I observe the vast numbers of children

who are growing up ia our valley, my mind is fre

quently occupied with thoughts on their education. I

have laid down, in a former paper, what I conceived

to be the qualifications requisite in a good teacher of

an English school. The subject of the remarks I am,

now about to offer is the treatment which such a teach

er ought to receive from his employers.

It is taken for granted that every father wishes his

children to be educated ; and, if possible, to be edu

cated well, both as to their minds and their morals.

It is too monstrous to be supposed that any one can

feel no concern respecting the virtue or wickedness of

his offspring. And as to learning, if any of my read

ers do not highly estimate its value either by the use

or the want of it, I despair of my ability to say any

P 2
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thing which would impress such people with convic

tion.

My first position is that a good teacher is entitled

to a handsome compensation i .r his services. To train

twenty or thirty children in the rudiments of know

ledge, to watch and regulate their passions, to do all

that must be done in order to make them wise and

good, I believe to be one of the most laborious and

trying employments in the world, as well as one of

the most important. The process, indeed, would be

rather a pleasure than a task, were all children pos

sessed of sprightly understandings, tractable disposi

tions, and an ardent thirst for improvement. But this

is far from being the fact. Besides the toil of giving

instruction to many a dull and slow recipient, theho-

.nest master of a school almost continually finds .that

"his prudence must be exerted, and his patience put

to the stretch, in the discharge of his arduous duties.

Shall such a man, so engaged, be looked upon with a

grudging eye, or rewarded with a niggardly hand ?

Every principle not only of generosity but of equity

forbids it. And yet I fear that in this respect there i's

much to blame in my countrymen. It is evident that

poverty is not so often the .cause of badly conducted

education, as a miserable parsimony ofspirit. Many,

in their eagerness to hoard fortunes for their children,

are unwilling to spare what is necessaiy to cultivate

thtir minds, and to prepare them for useful and dig

nified station* in life. Hence the profession, the sa

cred profession I had well nigh said, of a schoolmas

ter is, to a dismaying extent, usurped and disgraced

.by mere pietenders ; by men scantily furbished with

learmng or with virtue, and in some instances shame

fully deficient in both. We see the consequences in

the ignorance, the frivolity, and the headstrong tem

pers and conduct of multitudes of ouryouth. But all

passes smoothly, because such creatures do their work

*t a cheap rate, underbidding the man of sterling en-

,•dowments and conscientious fidelitv
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in the naxt place, parents should constantly render

tb.the.teacher of their children the tokens of a friend-

ly. and ,polite regard. A good teacher- deserves such

treatment for his own sake ; and it is of moment to

his usefulness that he receive it, as it will greatly

promote his influence with his pupils. Children are

commonly very keen observers of whatever passes

around them in which they feel themselves concerned.

As soon as you have set a.man over them, they mark

your own behaviour towards him with a scrutinizing

eye. If they see you place him on the footing of an

inferior, a poor, servile drudge ; ihey may indeed

still call him the master, because they know they

must submit to him ; but his authority over their feel-

Ings will be small ; his precepts, admonitions, and ex

ample will lose much of their desirable effect, for want

of that weight of character which he might derive

from your better countenance. By giving him proofs

of your cordial esteem, you may likewise afford hint

a powerful incitement to aim at increasing excellence

in his business.

Let us pause, aud enlarge our views of (.his matter;

lluni°h it be at the expense of something like a di

gression. I will suppose that your neighbourhood

needs a teacher ; and that a stranger conies to offer

himself to you in that rapacity. Do not require him

to go from house to house to crave employment; it

exhibits him in something ofthe light of a beggar., and

intrenches upon the dignity of his office. Let him ap

ply to some individual, or an appointed committee,

who shall call a meeting of the heads ofall the families

that are interested. As the applicant is a stranger, you

ought to exercise caution ; but let your caution be per

fectly unmingled with a haughty, browbeating car

riage. You are to investigate his claims as a man of

moral worth by such information as he may produce

to you, and as «i scholar by your own examination.

\yhenyouthinkofyour risk in covenanting with

:him, remember that he also has a risk in undertaking
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the labour of teaching for you. Probably a short en

gagement at first will be most advisable for both par

ties. Do not indulge the foolish pride of keeping

things in unnecessary suspense ; but consult among

yourselves, in the spirit of neighbourly good will and

mutual concession, and decide as promptly as may be

practicable what you will do. The language and the

parade sometimes used on these occasions, by a knot

of purseproud, conceited people, are highly disgust

ing. While they should be making a fair bargain to

promote the welfare of their own families, they seem

to fancy that they are consulting how to dispose of a

hapless pauper who has fallen upon their hands. If

the man of letters possess one particle of sensibility,

.he must turn his back upon such proceedings with in

dignation. He does not present himself as an object

of your charity, but offers you his services on the

ground of reciprocal benefit.

The school being in operartion, treat your teacher,

as before stated, with uniform friendliness and re

spect. Take the utmost care not to lead or encourage

your children to look slightingly upon the man whc

is to form their minds and hearts, on account of his

humble circumstances. Rather assist him in inspir

ing the sentiment that riches have nothing to do in a

just estimation of character. If you see imperfections

in him, (and who among mortals is wholly without

them ?) never introduce the mention of them in the

presence of his pupils. Direct their attention to his

good qualities, as things which they are bound to love

and to imitate. Cover his faults from their view ; or

if they are already observed, extenuate and excuse

ithem so far as you uprightly can. It is certainly a

matter of deep importance that children think highly

oftheir teacher-s principles and conduct. If he prove,

on the whole, unworthy of this, the only proper

course will be to break up the school without delay;

it being manifest that a school in such hands is .a nui

sance not to be tolerated.
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Be not hasty to entertain anger or prejudice against

your teacher. Your child comes home, it may be,

with sornc'bitter complaint of partiality or severity iil

the master. The tears and lamentations of yOur daf-

lni£ distress you, no doubt. But remeftiber that this

darting has his share of the pride and pcrverseness of

iu:r depraved nature, and that in matters oi" this kind

there are always two sides to a story. It' you deem

it right to remonstrate on the case to your teacher, do it

with a calm and gt.nlle temper ; not taking the part

of your child in spite. of reasen. nor concluding that

!heman to whom you have transferred a portion of

your own authority must be of course an unfeeling ty

rant. You may perhaps find that he has been .dis

charging a duty as necessary as it was djsagireeable.

Without discipline in a school, nothing can prosper

there. Or if you demonstrate the teacher to h;t vc act

ed improperly, your cool expostulations, as we sup

pose him to be a man of sense, will have the effect of

preventing the repetition of such things, and will at

tach him to you with strong bonds of gratitude and es

teem. I will add, that though I know teachers are but

men, and therefore fallible; yet I also know so much

of the business of instructing and governing children,

that whenever I hear tales of the sort here mentioned,

I think it ri^ht, in the first instance, to presume in

fevour of the; teacher's rectitude and wisdom.

It is a gro.it inconvenience .fee a neighbourhood tfc

"c often changing the teachers of their children, even

'hough all who come in succession may be good ones.

Some time is inevitably iost, and some confusion in

duced, by the vaiiely ot' books and methods which

different men bring forward, If, then, you are bless

ed by providence with a truly aWe and faithful teach-

er) I beg you to hold him with a vigorous grasp ; and

intto suffer yourselves to be deprived of so valuable

4 -casure, e:.ther through your own capriee, or on

'ccuunjt.of those little infirmities in him to which the

best of men are subject in this imperfect world.
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No. 48. MARCH 31, 1816.

Distresses ofan Old Bachelor.

MR. MOUNTAINEER,

WITH no small degree of pleasure I have

read your useful numbers as they appeared in the Far

mer. But while you have touched upon many sub

jects, and addressed your reproofs and advice to a

great multiplicity ofcharacters, your lucubrations con

tain nothing as yet suited to my case. 1 will present

it, therefore, to your consideration.

It has pleased Heaven to prosper me largely in

•worldly matters. My industry has issued in the ag

gregation of unusual wealth. But I have lived with

out a bosom partner of thn other sex, and.consequent

ly have no f.hildren to inherit my -estate. I am now

in my sixty second year. In the journey of life, I

have passed through many diversified scenes ; I have

risen early, sat up late, and "eaten the bread ofcare

fulness." While others have been reposing on beds

of down, enjoying that rest which nature requires,

my midnight hours have been spent too often in plan

ning those schemes, (not unrighteous ones, I thank

God,) by which my fortune has been increased. So

long as the full tide of health and strength continued

to flow, I was not without satisfaction in seeing my

exertions crowned wifh success. But now that tide

is ebbing fast away ; my joints are enfeebled with age

and incessant toils ; and to me "the grasshopper has

become a burden." I know that I must soon go to

my long home, and " give an account of my steward

ship." In these circumstances I feel much di-sconso-

lation of mind. I have no near and tender relatives,

bound tome by the ties of nature and kindness, to

cheer my drooping spirits in the close of my day*.

•My fatiguing pilgrimage is.to "fee finished in solitude.

:My splendid houses, my highly cultivated farms, my

useful machinery, my many well trained and trusty

serrant*, are shortly about to pass into the hands o[
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strangers. Perhaps when my body is laid in the dust,

even my name may be ungratefully forgotten by those

who succeed me. People who have never felt affec

tion for me may turn my labour and frugality into de

rision, while they dissipate in wild luxury that abun

dance which it has cost me so much care to collect and

to preserve. These reflections, almost perpetually re

curring, have caused a gloomy cloud to settle upon

my heart. Figure to yourselfa weary traveller, who,

after passing through many fertile regions, and enjoy

ing the view ofmany a delightful landscape, at length

arrives at the summit of a hill beneath which all is

darkness. He descends, but with reluctant and trem

bling steps ; and prays, as he goes forward, for some

benign ray to dispel the gloom, and enlighten his path.

Into such a vale, Mr. Mountaineer, I am painfully de

scending ; and my prospects are already lost in the

darkness which lies below. Deeply am I convinced

that I have been too eager in heaping up riches, and

too negligent in providing the desirable supports for

age and its infirmities. Give me your counsel, I en

treat you. Tell me what I may yet do to repair the

imprudence of my past life, and promote my present

peace of mind. How shall I dispose of my property,

so that my conscience may be at rest, and that my

riches may best minister to the honour ofmy Creator,

and the good of my fellow men ? Hoping to hear from

you, or some of your correspondents, in answer to

these inquiries, I subscribe myself your anxious but

sincere friend,

C. AN OLD BACHELOR.

TO THE MOUNTAINEER.

Pray, sir, what has become of your enthusiasm

about pronunciation ? You must have observed that

the English of the valley is very defective in this par

ticular ; and I was in hopes that you would specify the

errors which are the most glaring and the most com

mon amongst us. Let me bring under your notice a

few instances, by way of sample.
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I am frequently asked to put my name.on a supper-

scription paper. What sort of queer thing do you

suppose this can be ? Nothing more than a paper to

raise money by subscription.

The preposition, to, is often pronounced1 as if it

were spelled, till; or rather, like the last syllable of

the word gentle. This is a violent butchery of lan

guage. A neighbour tells me that ' he intends tie go

tie a certain place on such a.day. It will be somewhat

inconvenient; but it is tie close an advantageous con

tract, an object toa important tie be neglected.'

The verb, to. lose, is very commonly pronounced,

loss. It is right to say, ' I lost my money, and a great

loss it was ; but to say, ' I could not well afford to loss

it,' is grossly wrong.

But the most dreadful instance, to my ear, is the

almost universal miseailing of the name of the holy

city, Jerusalem. When it is rightly sounded, that is,

according to the spelling, it is one ofthe sweetest words

in any language. But what think you ofJeroozlum ?

Is there no way to deliver our current speech from

the intrusion of such ugly monsters as these?

Yours,

X.

No. 49. MARCH 28, J816.

On Conscience.

WHAT is conscience ? Is it the workmanship of

God, an original part of our nature ; or is it the fabri

cation of man ? These are interesting questions, and I

shall endeavour to give, them an answer.

The first relates to. the proper meaning ofthe word

conscience. I understand it to signify that faculty of-

the mind by which we approve or disapprove our ac-

tions, (including under that title the unexecuted wish

es and intentions within us^ as well as actions more

commonly so called,) as being right or wrong. Every
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exercise of tins faculty' comprehends two tiiings ;

namely, an act ofjudgment, founded on a comparison

of our conduct with some standard of rectitude, and a

feeling of complacency or of censure, which follows

such judgment. I do.not find that we distinguish con*

science from the moral sense; except that in on? wayt

of using the terms we limit the operations of the for

mer to our own actions, while we ascribe to the latter

the cognizance of moral objects generally.

That conscience is a natural faculty, and not a mere

creature of education, appears as evident to me as -

that we have any natural faculties whatever. It bears ;

every mark of a' primitive part of our constitution.

Why is it that all mankind account reason a f-, • 'lty

implanted in our very pature? It does not show itself

in the period of our earliest infancy ; nor does it'ai'r

rive at maturity without much exercise and culture. •

We call it an inborn portion of our nature, because we

find it in man throughout the world, and In every age.

Now conscience stands upon ground precisely sir? alar.

It begins to appear in childhood along with reason ;

though we do not know the exact time when cither of

them commences its agencyv So far as conscience is

a judging power,'" it is evidently reason itself; it can

not operate; nor is it ever supposed to exist, but in a

rational being. It is visible too as universally as rea

son. Never was a people known who discovered no '

perception of right and wrong, no .sense of merit and

demerit, in human actions. We find individuals born

without reason ; and we deem them melancholy excep

tions to the common nature of man. Should we find

one who could reason On-other "topics, but hot 6,1 those

\vhiclr belong to conscience, we should esteem him a

greater and more melancholy exception, a monster in

human shape, a frightful prodigy in the moral world.

Besides what has been said, it seems to me a mani

fest impossibility that education should create a faculty

of the mind. The business of education is to awaken

and train the natural faculties, not ta creato new ones..
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Can any system of instructioo give to an idiot the :

power of reasoning ? Who ever heard of such a thing ?

And we know idiots to be equally incapable, as might

well be expected, of acquiring a sense of moral obli

gation, equally and perpetually unable to pronounce

upon actions the sentence of praise or blame.

Some respectable persons, however, have been made

to doubt whether conscience is a natural endowment

or not, by such facts as these ; that we frequently see

it in a very Ibvv state of activity, and that different

men, and even nations, have adopted quite differenj

rules of moral conduct. To all this I reply, that the

faculty of reason, so justly, within sober bounds, the

boast of our nature, is in the very same situation. We

need not look so far as the land of the Hottentots tn

discover reason almost absolutely dormant. And

among those who possess cultivated minds, and who

reason much, whatan endless diversity and opposition

do we witness in the conclusions adopted by different

people, in theology, politics, jurisprudence, medicine,

and nearly every subject of speculation! But shall we

therefore deny that reason is an original gift of our

Creator ? Surely no one will pretend that we ought.

In the science of morals, as in all oth-ar sciences, we

have faculties suited to the ob|ect:of inquiry ; rrd there

are a few self-evident truths, or axioms, which con

stitute the basis of our reasonings. That men often

argue badly, and conclude amiss, in matters of moral

ity, no more proves conscience to be a factitious power,

than their doing the same in other things proves rea

son to be a mere human invention. Indeed it would

be surprising if men were not cftener led astray in their

moral investigations, than in some others, where their

prejudices and passions arc less interested.

It ;s sometimes asked, what notions of morality, or

whether any at all, would be found in a man grown

to years of maturity altogether without education ? I

answer, it is happily difficult to mee^with a subject on

which to make the experiment. The most sarage peo
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pie acre not brought up without a great deal of educa

tion ; though it is little when compared with that of

civilized society. But I will confidently hazard the

conjecture that such a man as the question describes

would make as good a figure in morals as in rationality.

I freely confess that I believe it would be a wretched

figure in either respect. It may be true that the fun

damental principles of.morals would never occur spon

taneously to such a benighted mind ; but then that

mind would be equally ignorant of the plainest axioms

belonging to other departments of knowledge. I hjive

a faint recollection of an account I once read of a wild

man caught in the woods ofHanover in Germany, and

brought thence to England as an object of philosophical

curiosity. I think he exhibited only those instincts

"fey which some of the more sagacious brutes are cha

racterized ; and was found incapable of being taught

to speak, to reason, or to feel any sense of duty. Up

on the whole, I see no more warrant &£ asserting that

man is a moral being by education only, than that

education alone creates the faculty of reason.

While I contend that conscience is a part of our na

ture, I am very far from thinking it a kind of little

pope in our breasts, which always infallibly dictates,

of itself, what it is our duty to do or to forbear. I

have been alarmed at the frequency with which I en

countered this notion in my walks ; for it is a notion

as pernicious as it is foolish. We all know that in

• order to make one a good scholar, the rational powers

must be strengthened by assiduous use, and furnished

with abundant light and information. So, to make a

virtuous character, conscience must not be left to it

self, but instructed and disciplined with the utmost

industry, and the utmost attainable wisdom. And

how worthy is such an object of the most laborious

course of exertion ! I will add here that no scheme of

moral training really deserves the title unless it begins

with God and his worship. There is a violent inconsis

tency in pretending to cherish virtue in all its branches,
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while we leave our Maker, our sovereign Lawgiver

and Judge, out of our view; while we refuse, to rea

der him the reverence, the. subjection, and. the grati

tude, which he claims- from us, and enjoins as our

primary duties. Moreover, it is not slandering hu

man nature to ask, where are the sufficient motives to

steady, undeviating rectitude, even in our social re

lations, if we despise the favour of the eternal God,

and forget or deny our responsibility at his tribunal;

or where is our security for the accomplishment of the

best resolutions, under those strong temptations to

evil with. which the world abounds, .and to which our

wayward and deceitful hearts are. so prone to yield, if

,we disdain to take refuge in his love and protection?

A vvell informed conscience, however necessary and

valuable, is not all that we want. It is requisite also,

for the efficient practice of virtue, that we possess a

high and holy sensibility, and be armed with an in

flexible energy of decision; blcssinsrs which God alone

«wu LeaU.w, and which they only who worship and

»bey him have a right to expect. -

No. 50. APRIL 18, IBIS.

.-„.. f

.Answer to the Old J&achelor.

IT is time that I should give the best reply ia my

power to the letter of the Old Bachelor, published in

my forty eighth number. He cannot be ignorant that

there are many who feel more disposition to laugh at

.him and his lamentations than to sympathize with him.

But so do not I ; being convinced by his letter, as

well as by what commonly happens in such cases, that

he already suffers punishment enough for his celibacy,

.without the additional .stings ofridiauje.

The grand and only effectual remedy for every <lis-

consolation ofthe mind is religion. My readors know

that this is one of my fundamental principles; and I

an every day convinced more profoundly of its truth.
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To all who mourn, throughout the wide range of hu

man misery, I must earnestly recommend devotion

to God, and trust in his mercy, as

" A sov'reign balm for ev'ry wound,

A cordial for our fears."

But I will not at present dwell upon the supporting

power of religion, as I am led, by some expressions

in my correspondent's letter, to hope that he is in the

way of discovering this inestimable secret for himself.

I advise, however, that he engage not only in prayer,

but also in the labours of active charity. Let him seek

out the poor and the distressed in his neighbourhood,

and spend many of the hours of his declining years in

supplying their wants and administering to their com

fort. Much distress exists almost every where ofwhich

there is little publicly known, and which is only per*

ceived by those who make it their business to " go

about doing good." And one of the best methods to

banish, or at least to diminish our own sorrows, is to

exert ourselves diligently in removing the sorrows oi'

others. To participate the anguish of the afflicted, to

help the necessitous, to cheer the orphan, and "make

the widow's heart sing for joy ;'* these are offices

which take us cut of ourselves, and wonderfully coun-

• teract our vexing cares and anxieties.

Bat the question still remains, how is the Old Ba-

~chelor to dispose of his plentiful fortune? In the iirst

place, sir, I desire you impartially to consider the

characters and circumstances of your relatives, those

whom the law designates as your heirs. If they are

indeed dissipated and worthless, I will not be their

advocate with you. But do not condemn them upou

suspicion ; nor reject their reasonable claims upon you

as a kinsman, merdy because they do not feel for you,

what it is impossible they should.feel, the affection of

children towards a father. After you have settled this

point, I think it easy to find out objects for the em

ployment of the largest estate, " so as shall minister

*o the honour of your C'reator, and the good of your

Q3
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fellow men." I will mention some instances which

appear to me important ; taking it for certain that you

will meet with no serious difficulty in selecting, proper

hands in which to invest such funds as you may choeee

to create.

We are mainly an agricultural people ; and on the

cultivation of the earth our support and prosperity

. must principally depend. Yet, so far as I can observe,

the progress of agricultural knowledge amongst us it,

• very feeble. Every thing creeps along in the chan

nel of traditional practice ; and of the few useful dis

coveries made, there is hardly any such thing as a ge

neral communication. Suppose a fund were instituted

yielding a handsome premium, to be given periodi

cally for the best treatise on husbandry, adap.ted:,to

the climate and soils of Virginia. Is it visionary ~to

calculate that considerable benefits would arise fr.OKi

such a scheme ?

Science and literature need encouragement. You

might do them great service by endowing a professor

ship in one of our public seminaries ; to teach, for in

stance, natural philosophy, or the law of nature, and

nations, or history ancient and modern. Or you might

ilay a foundation for educating liberally one or mere

poor boys, to be selected for their extraordinary ge~

. nius and promising. moral dispositions ; the process to

go .on perpetually, by filling the place of each youth

•. at his leaving college with a successor of the same de

scription. This would be a lovely benefaction ; and

vast good might be done by bringing forward, with

all the advantages of extensive culture, some of those

fine talents which are chilled by, want and languishing

in obscurity.

- Large sums might be very usefully devoted to the

furnishing of books and philosophical apparatus to our

seminaries of learning. In most of them, I believe,

the scantiness of these means of knowledge is very

sensibly felt. I think too that the gift of a good libra-

,iry,to a neighbourhood would be a generous
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wealth, from which happy effects might well be ex

pected to result. If the taste for reading is low in our

country., one reason of it undoubtedly is the want of

sufficiently various and wisely chosen books. The

costliness of boeks is such^lhat few are able to pur

chase more than asvery limited assortment. *

I proceed to the subject which I glory in calling my

favourite, the advancement of pure and enlightened •

religion. I should rejoice to see 'a fund judiciously

invested, affording an annual premium for the best

production in defence of revealed religion against the

attacks of its adversaries ; or in support of any ofthose

vital doctrines of Christianity.in which all true Chris

tians agree. These are surely not times in which such

performances can be deemed superfluous.

All denominations of Christians amongst us are en

gaged in the wonk of missions ; that is, in sending the

heralds of the gospel to proclaim its glad tidings in the

dark and .destitute regions of the earth. This work

is attendcd-.with much expense, and calls loudly for

the aid of those among the opulent who feel the value

of religion, and wish to see its benign influence uni

versally triumphant.

To every reflecting Christian it must be evident that

the number of able ministers of the gospel in our land

is very far short of that which is necessary. No pro

fession upon earth more emphatically requires talents

and learning, as well as piety, than that of the sacred

ministry. But how few have we, including those of

all our sects, well qualified for this arduous office !

And how is the crying want to be supplied ? Obvi

ously, under God, by assisting poor and pious youth,

of respectable natural endowments, in their due?pre-

paration for the pulpit. This precious mode of doing

good'is now in practice, and demands the prayers and

the bounty of the public at large. It involves expen

ditures of no trifling magnitude, «nd presents an in

viting field for theidistribution of exuberant riches.

To my .catalogue of excellent designs I will only
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•add one other ; namely that which bible societies are

aiming to accomplish, the diffusion of the holy scrip

tures from east to west, and from pole to pole. A

mighty impulse animates the Christian community in

all its dispersions ibr the consummation of this glori

ous purpose. Elevated above all their unhappy sec

tarian dissensions and jealousies, here they can and do

unite with one heart and one soul ; determined, by

'the favour ofHeaven, to go forward in their exertions

until the bibie shall be read in every language, and in

•every spot where man inhabits the globe. Nothing

shall destroy my confidence that this is the dawn of that

millennial day ofrighteousness and peace for which our

sad world has been groaning through so many ages.

The. zeal, the liberality, displayed in various parts of

Christendom within the last twenty years, for the dis

tribution of the bible, are astonishing indeed. But

much remains, to be done; vast auxiliary funds arc

still needed. And how could my friend, the Old Ba

chelor, after answering the reasonable expectations of

his distant kindred, better bestow the surplus of his

affluence than in promoting this most comprehensive

and cxnllecl charity ?

Behold here a variety of noble enterprises, out of

which your benevolence may make its choice of orre

or more. As wealth is one of those trusts for which

we are to be responsible to our Master in heaven, it

if nghi that we ask his direction about the proper em-

. ployiientof it. Wishing you that grace ofGod which

can brightly gild the evening of your days, and enable

you to pass it in comfort; and that you may be guided

.so to dedicate your worldly abundance as to make .it

a blessing to many, I bid you adieu.

No. 51. APRIL 25, 1816.

Another.Answer t,> the Old Bachelor.

AT the moraent of delivering my last paper for the

press, the Ionowing one was put into iny hand. I
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willingly give it a place, as the ideas presented by the

writer certainly deserve consideration, and are not su

perseded by those which I have myself advanced.

ME. MOUNTAINEER,

In looking over a recent number .of your-

work, my mind was forcibly arrested by the letter of

an Old Bachelor. I have long had my eye upon a few

characters of this class ; and have felt a wish that some

good spirit would incline them, before their departure,

to make such a disposition of their .property as would

i)c of public and lasting utility. By your leave, and

without meaning in the least to obtrude my opinions

upon your correspondent, I will lay down a plan which

..has occurred to me for the removal of his difficulties.

What I propose, then, is that he have a will drawn

up in due form, signed, sealed, ancLattcsted ; and this

without delay, lest by any sudden casualty he may be

deprived, as many have been, of opportunity fordoing

, it. As he has no children to inherit his wealth, and

seems to think his distant relations unworthy, I re-,

commend to him, as a principal object in the devising

of his estate, the institution of what may be called a

school of merit. Let a large sum, say twenty or more

.thousand dollars, be allotted for the purchase of good

and profitable stock, the interest of which shall,be ap

propriated to the education of poor boys. For the

.greater security, let the money be placed in the hands

of the trustees of some one of our colleges, to .be so

invested by them ; and let a power be given them to

expend the proceeds according to the particular direc

tions of the donor. Let the business be so arranged

that the said board of trustees shall constantly keep in

a course ofEnglish instruction,- under approved teach

ers, a certain number of boys, to be chosen by the

board out of the mass of those who may be offered.

Let the board also keep one third as many, (to be se

lected by them chiefly, though not exclusively, out of

j,hje. former set,) engaged in study.at college, until they
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finish the usual course of a liberal education. And

whenever a vacancy takes -place among the pupils of

either description, kt it be filled as early as a suitable

candidate can he found, and as the state of the fend,

liable as it must be to some unforeseen fluctuations,

will admit.

-What a monument would thus be erected to the

memory of the Old Bachelor! A monument like this, I

trust, he would esteem far more honourable than sta

tues of marble elevated upon the ruins of desolated na

tions. The benefits likely to be produced by such a

scheme are incalculable. As a stone cast upon the wa

ters forms multiplied wavcs,^ifd extends them inde

finitely all around ; so youngmo.n of talents, brought

in this manner upon the theatre of life, would diffuse

through wide circles the fruits of that training which

had been bestowed on them. To preserve our civil

and religious liberties inviolate, and to transmit them

down to posterity unsullied, is allowed by all to be an

object of the last importance. In order to this, the

people must- be*at- once virtuous and enlightened. But

unfortunately many lack the necessary means of im

provement. Hundreds are groping in mental darkness

for the want of pecuniary aid, in whose minds lie the

latent sparks of that genius which might be enkindled .

into a blaze, and by its genial influence warm and en-

liven-the whole mass of society. Many a brilliant di

amond lies buried in the earth. Many a soul which

might claim kindred with that of a Bacon, a Newton,

or a Locke, remains inactive and useless, because it

has never received proper cultivation. ?Here then is

a project richly worthy of your correspondent's atten

tion. Let him appropriate his money -to the attain

ment of it ; and I venture to say that he will be per

forming a work of the highest dignity, and will be

held in grateful remembrancehy-his country long after

his body has mouldered into dust. And if, instead of

making it a testamentary and posthumous aflair, he.will

commence this benevolent institution immediately
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iitat thick and distressing darkness which now bounds

his vision will be the more effectually dissipated, and

his mind the more cheered with the bright prospect

of advancing the happiness of ages yet to come.

But let me caution him not to deceive himself with

the fancy that the dedication of his golden stores to

charitable purposes will, of itself, secure his peaceivith

the great Judge of all. No ; while he furnishes his

earthly substance for the advantage of his fellow men,

let him humbly and thankfully umbrace the gospel of

divine mercy, and be careful to give himself to God,

"a living sacrifice, holy and acceptable, which is his

reasonable service."

'<.So shall his sun ifi sinilas decline,

And bring a pleasant night."

These reflections arc respectfully submitted to the

61d Bachelor; while I pray for him that he may be

directed by the best counsel, even that which cannot

l':ad him astray.

C; AMICCS.

No; 52. MAT 16, 1816.

ly Eehaclaur at a Singing School.

TO T£E MOUNTAINEER.

SIR,

THOUGH I am almost a stranger in your delight

ful valley, I have already met with a grievance here

which calls for your monitorial animadversion. I

v, ill therefore lay it before you.

1 am a Connecticut man, endeavouring to make an

honest livelihood by teaching; your young people the

art of psalmody. As my voice and skill in this busi

ness are undisputed, and my price for tuition is not

complained of, I find among you a sufficient readiness

to furnish me scholars ,,. and have, at this early stage,

three large schools under my care. And most cheer

fully am I willing to do justice to the capacities of th«
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Virginian youth for learning vocal music : I have nevei-

elsewhere discovered talents more prompt or more ade

quate to the pleasing task. Thus far all is well. But now

comes the impediment, the unkind interference with

my proceedings, of which I am to complain to you.

I dare say, sir, you know enough of schools to be

sensible that without strict order nothing can be done

irr any sort of school to good purpose. My rules;

founded on this principle, and allowing a reasonable

portion of time for relaxation, were received at the

commencement without the least objection. And I

believe I should get along with my pupils tolerably

well, were we left to ourseJves. But this is not the

case. Almost every singing day, there comes to our

school a squad of inconsiderate, foppish young fellows;

sometimes bringing with them a bevy of light, airy

girls, just suited to help forward the mischief. These

take their seats near our benches, in order, as they

pretend, to have the-pleasure of hearing us sing. But

presently they let themselves loose to loud whisper

ing, tittering, and even open laughter. They step

and hop noisily about the floor without a grain of ce

remony. Very frequently a little party of them, and

at times- the whole troop, rush out of the house, and

again into it, with a wild racket quite stunning to our

ears. And besides all this, they contrive, by nods,

winks, and grimaces, to put my scholars out of their

lessons, and seduce them into a levity altogether in

compatible with my rules. Were I to express the in

dignation which these various annoyances constrain

me to feel, I should use strong and sharp words in

deed ; but as I have more tenderness for the sensibili

ty of these disturbers than they have for mine, I will

ask your leave to expostulate calmly with them upon

their behaviour.

In the first place, then, it is palpably injurious to us.

By distracting the thoughts of my pupils, and check

ing their exertions, these persecutors greatly retard

their progress in the art which they are striving to.
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fenrn. It is obvious, in fact, that but few can be ex

pected to make a good proficiency amidst so many

things calculated to defeat the best instructions. And

as I know how apt mankind are to judge with haste

and prejudice, I am' not without apprehensions of los- .

ing my reputation as a teacher, and being branded as •

an idler, and perhaps an ignoramus in my profession.

Such reproaches, my conscience tells me, would be

r,s unmerited as disagreeable. Do these giddy young-

sfbrs, who frequent my school room with no better

view than that of trifling time. 'away in each "others

company, do they ever consider what pernicious ef

fects their sport may produce? They ought, and I in

dulge some hope that they will consider it.

In the next place, such conduct is highly indecorous.

In the hours allotted to study, I want the 'undivided

attention ofmy scholars. Every upright teacher wish

es and has a right to such attention. ' To break in upt

flfl it with noise and nonsense ; Itf'seek amoscment in

captivating : the minds of my young people with silly

merriment and frivolity, and even i aspirins; them with

contempt for their instructor ; I will appeal to the per'-.

sons concerned to judge whether such doings are con

sistent with the delicacy of a gentleman or a lady. In,

the case of a singing school, these things are peculiarly

impolite. We are engaged in .the practice as veil as •

the science of sweet sounds'. We do the best AVC canto

entertain all who may hear our performance. And as it

is the most soothing respect which we can desire, that

they listen to us with a willingness to be pleased ; so it

is a morufieation uncommonly trying to find our best-

cfiorts to charm the ear disregardedj unless we avoid

this mortification by theexercUc ofsovereign contempt

for our unfeeling auditors. Did we ciiain people down

beside us, and compel them to hear, they would have

some reason for expressing their impatience. I'ut

when they come and stay voluntarily, such tn.'iitmeiu

of us as I 'have described is in reality nothing short of

wantoninsult, and utterly incapable of bcii'g excused.

' B
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Once more, there is in this kind of behaviour a deep

tinge of profaneness. A school of sacred , vocal mu

sic has so far a resemblance to the house of God, that

il is a scene from which all levity should be banished

far away. During a great part of the time spent in

cur employment, we are singing words of the most

solemn and devotional import. And is such an avo

cation to be contemplated as a mere unmeaning form,

or to be trifled with as a despicable jest? It is impos

sible, if the heart possesses any reverence for God and

religion. All decent people admit that a light carnage

in the church deserves severe rebuke ; and ibr my part,

I cannot see that much less reprehension is due to the

same carriage in a school of psalmody.

If, sir, you think on this subject as I do, let me

beg your aid in attempting to remove the evils which

I have delineated.

Yours,

MASTIC MINIM.

Mr. Minim has left me little to add to his rcrnon-

iitrancc. I agree with him entirely ; and have often

felt much disgust at witnessing the vulgar rudeness of

which he complains. I do not choose to soften a.single

expression in his letter. To have no car, no more relish

than a block of marble, for the beauties of harmony,

is a defect which those who labour under it s.hould cer

tainly not be forward to betray. We can, at best, only

Ursk of it with compassion. But when a stupid cocr

tempt of music obtrudes itself upon us, with the addi

tional deformities of injustice, bad breeding, and the

scorrfc'.of sacred things, we are tempted to pour upon

it the utmost severity of censure.
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No. 53. MAY 30, 1816.

On the University of Virginia,

OUR state legislature has announced its purpose or

wish to establish a seminary of learning upon, a large

scale, with the title of THE UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA.

Such an idea, so presented to our view, cannot fail to

excite a lively interest in every .reflecting and patriotic

mind. How far the institution shall prove a blessing to

society, must greatly depend on the wisdem of those

who have the charge of settling its cardinal principle*,

and enacting the rules by which it is to be conducted.

The subject isa very extensive and awfully solemn one.

While I entertain no doubt that it does and will em

ploy the best heads of which we can boast, I shall use

my right as a citizen to express my opinion upon one

solitary point; I mean the religious aspect of the

university.

I lay it down as a truth of the first importance, a

truth which no length of time can render obsolete, that

the fear of God is the foundation of all human dignity

and welfare. The whole history of mankind illus

trates this position. In proportion as the fear of God

prevails, individuals and social bodies are virtuous,

free, and happy : in-proportion as it is despised and

discarded, men are fitted by their vices to become

slaves, and actually sink into degradation and ruin.

It is insinuated, and even asserted not unfrequently in

our day, that knowledge alone, or what may be called

the diffusion of intellectual light, wili be sufficient for

the preservation of our national liberties and prosperi

ty. In my judgment, no assertion can be more false,

no doctrine more deleterious in its tendency. Try this

pretended maxim by the recent instance of the French

revolution. Never had any people cultivated litera

ture, the sciences, and the arts, more successfully thaa

the French ; nor could any country vie with theirs ?t

the model of taste and fashion tp the civilized_ world.

But what was their condition In regard to religion and
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morals? They had exchanged the corrupt dogmas and

childish ceremonials handed down to them by their

fathers, not forthe heavenly lamp of divine revelation,

but for the folly and licentiousness of infidcl'ty . The

book which God has giycn us they trampled under

their feet, as a fable; and dismissed his fear from their

hearts, as a contemptible and antiquated superstition.

Their own proud reason, teeming with the reveries

of a visionary philosophy, they made their idol ; anil

to no other divinity in the universe would they conde

scend to pay 'their homage. Thus prepared for their

civil emancipation, they resolved and proclaimed it;

and speedily swept away their old monarchy and ail its

appendages with the besom of destruction. France

became a republic. By their example and their ener

gies, her millions of sages were to spread the bless

ings of truth, liberty, and happiness, to the remotest

limits of the earth. But how has the mighty explo

sion terminated ? After being convinced, wrthin a few

years, by their own enormous crimes arid miseries,

that they were incapable of governing themselves ; af

ter abandoning, of their own accord, their boasted. re-

iJl'ibUcanism, and'flying'from mutual violence to crou ch

at the feet of a ruthless and arbitrary despot ; after d is-

gracing themselves forever as the deceivers, plunder

ers, and butchers of every nation within their reach;

themselves sustaining, all the while, an infinitude of

sufferings, and the loss of oceans of blood; (he French

people are at this moment reduced, by foreign power,

under their ancient line of kings, little more free, and

not at all more happy, than they were thirty years ago.

The history stands recorded in terrific lustre, and is

as full of instruction as of horror. The sum of tire les

sons, wjiich it inculcates, and which it behooves us

tieeply to feel and acknowledge, is that liberty cannot

exist without morals, and that the only firm"basis pf

woralily is religious principle.

If these things are so; if man is very much the

, creature of education ; and if, moreover, after this
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fleeting life, we are all to pass into a state of endless

joy or sorrow, according to the deeds which we have

done here ; the inference is irresi.stible, that every

system of instruction, whether large or small, should

recognise religion as its first concern. The more ex

tended the influence of any seminary may be in the

formation of character, and in giving the lone to pub

lic sentiment and manners, so much the more necex-

sary is it that in such seminary religion be received

and honoured. In applying these maxims to the uni

versity of Virginia, 1 trust my readers will not un

derstand me to mean by religion the little peculiarities

of sects and parties ; but the grand doctrines and pre-

cepls of our common Christianity, in opposition to

infidelity and atheism. Under these impressions, I

think the following rules should be adopted as sacred

and unalterable.

Every professor, or other teacher, in the universi

ty, from the highiut to the lowest, should be requir-

td, before his entrpace into office, solemnly to avow

his belief in the existence of one all-perfect God, th«

Creator and moral Gevernor of the world ; in the di

vine authority of the scriptures of ,the Old and New

Testaments, as a revelation from God, the infallible

standard of faith and of practice ; in the trinity of per

sons in the Godhead, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit;

in the universal proneuess of our fallen nature to trans

gression rather than ti righteousness ; in our restora

tion to the favour of God only through the merits and

atoning sacrifice of his Son, our Lord Jesus Christ ;

in the work of the Spirit of God upon our hearts, by

which we are turned from sin to holiness ; and in the

judgment to come, when the whole human race shal}

stand before the tribunal of God, awaiting from his

hands the retribution of everlasting life or everlasting

punishment, according as they have obeyed or diso

beyed his known commandments.

Every professor, or other teacher, should be sub

jected to dismission from office on proof of his having

R 2
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written or spoken any thing in opposition to the above

confession, or to any part of it. And the same penal

ty should be annexed to his being found guilty of any

immoral conduct, and especially to his persisting in

such immorality.

It should be made the duty of some professor, say

the professor of moral science, to deliver, within the

.course of every session, a series of lectures on the evi

dences of religion, natural and revealed ; and these

lectures all the students should be bound to attend.

Such discourses, without being numerous or tedious,

might be exceedingly useful in fortifying the minds

Of the young against the assaults of infidelity.

Solemnprayer to Almighty God should be perform

ed every morning.and evening by the professors in the

hall,of .the university, accompanied with the reading

of a portion of the scriptures. And every student

.hould be required to attend these exercises.

The students should be obligedJfi resort to the pub

lic worship ofGod, if practicable, pfrery sabbath, with

a decent and respectful .behaviour; and to abstain,

throughout this most important day, from worldly

studies, and all other pursuits which tend to violate

its sacred character.

Every student should be bound to have in his pos

session a copy of the holy scriptures, ready at all

times to be exhibited on demand.

The students should be made liable to expulsion for

malignant or contemptuous language, uttered either

by writing or speech, against God,' his word, his sa

craments, or any of the essential doctrines of religion.

And in the laws established for regulating the moral

deportment of students, profane swearing, cursing,

and every other mode of taking the name of God in

vain, should beinarked as crimes of a high grade, and

punished accordingly.

These rules are proposed as an outline of the reli

gious system which I wish to see introduced. I feel

J&P anxiety about the particular forms of expresses
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which have dropped from my pen ; but I should pain

fully dread the consequences of any departure from

the substance. The adoption or rejection of] such a

system in the contemplated university will, in a very

great measure, decide the question, whether Virginia

chooses to occupy the standing of a Christian commu

nity or not. Full well am I aware how strongly the

current of a godless philosophy bears against the sen

timents which I have advanced. Infidels, and the

poor dupes of infidel vanities, will sneeringly fling

this humble paper aside, if it happen to meet their

eyes. They will repeat their traditionary cant about

bigotry and fanaticism ; and ask, what religion has ta

do with liberal education, just as they ask what it has

to do with civil government. We know what it is

that the champions of scepticism and irreligion are

aiming to accomplish. They labour covertly to ex

clude the fear of God first from one department of hu

man Ike, and then from another, until they get it ba

nished, if po86ible,.frem the world altogether. They

displace the bible from our rudimental schools. They

discountenance piety and discipline in our public semi

naries. They frown upon religion in our legislative as-

semblv. Take it as they may, I will declare that I

gloiy in the sneers of such men, as I glory in the gos

pel which I love ; that blessed gospal without whose

gracious influence this earth would be a land of idle

dreams and shadows, or rather a desert overwhelmed

with wickedness, misery, and despair.

Some of my friends and neighbours exhort me to

rejoice in the prospect of this splendid university. I

wish and intend to cherish the best hopes respecting it

that I can ; and when I shall see the rules which I

have suggested, or something equal to them in amount,

realized, then, and not till then, will I rejoice and

be glad with all my heart. For the God oftruth has

pronounced that " he will honour those who honour

him ; and that they who despise him shall be lightly

esteemed,"
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No. 54. JUKE 6, 1816.

The Drunken Husband.

IT was about the middle station in society that was

occupied by the respectable parents of Ellen .East-

brouk. With a lovely fane, and a fine person, EUen

possessed a sprightly intellect, tolerably well cultivat

ed, and one of the most friendly tempers in the wide

world. Her voice was music ; her manners were

easy and graceful ; and her ever ready and benevolent

srnile fascinated all beholders.

My readers will find no difficulty in believing that

such a girl would early have admirers among the youth

who had opportunities of becoming acquainted with

"her. Indeed she had not quite completed her eigh

teenth year, when she found herselfsurrounded with

at least half a dozen of young men, more or less wor

thy, who were suing for her heart and hand. It is

very remarkable, and deserving of Riuc.k praise^ that

ali this homage did not corrupt tho simplicity of her

mind. Courted and flattered as sne was every day,

she remained the same artless, modest, unassuming

maiden as before.

With the rest of her lovers came Frederic Fielding.

He was a gentleman about five years older than Ellen.

His brilliant talents had been polished by liberal stu

dies ; and he was just commencing the practice of the

law. I will not dwell upon his personal accomplish

ments. Suffice it to say that as his fortune and pros

pects recommended him to the parents, so his appear

ance and manners were abundantly suited to attract

the eye and seize the fancy of the daughter. And now

Ellen committed her firs: great fault ; she suffered her

affections to become fixed upon Frederic too rapidly,

w:thout a due investigation of the whole of his cha

racter. A wise and faithful friend of hers, perceiving

how things were going on, warned her once and again

of the danger which lay in her path ; assuring her,

from indubitable authority, that her favoured swain
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already much too fond of the bottle ; that he bad

several times been seen intoxicated ; and that he wrs

.ilso an eager votary of the gaming table. Here poor

Ellen fell into two errors mere. Instead of candidly

weighing the proofs, she laboured hard, and ofcourse

not without a degree of Micccss, to persuacu herself

lhat these stories concerning her lover were either

mistakes or slanders ; and she was displeased, avow

edly displeased, with her friend for making the com

munication. By the bv, to tell a friend needful but

disngrecable truth is o::c of the ir.ost self.denying and

noble instances of attachment, lint when Ei!cn could

net set her feelings entirely ater.se by resisting evi

dence, her next resource,—such power hcs love to

blind and to deceive,—was the indulgence of a hope

that her tenderness, 'her dutiful conduct, and her en

treaties, would. soon reclaim Frederic from the irre

gularities into which he might have fallen. Under a

denomination so palliative did she disguise to herself

vices the most degrading and (he most perilous. Cas

ed in sueh feeble armour, she disregarded even the car~

nest cautions of her father and mother, which they

gave her as soon as the facts came to their knowledge.

Nothing would do for her but she must be married to

her dear Frederic ; and accordingly married they were,

amidst the sad apprehensions ofmany who felt an in

terest in her welfare.

For some weeks, perhaps I may safely say months,

all proceeded delightfully. The enamoured Frederic

had no relish fcr any pleasure out of the company of

his blooming and chprmirsi bride ; and this bride

thought herself transported into an elysium where no

chilling blasts were ever to blow. But how precari

ous are the calculations and enjoyments of man ! El

len had almost as many varieties of attraction as one

fine woman could have, and was devoted to her hus

band with as much love as her precious little heart

could hold. Yet to him the novelty of the scene be

gan to wear off ; and as that novelty departed, the de
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lirtum of Ifis passion began to subside. Affection, ten

der and lasting; affection, ought to have succeeded 5

and would, had it not been for those futal habits ofvice

which he had contracted. His professional business

Isd him to public places. His former companions

eame about him, and his former temptations recurred.

Fora while he restrained his bad inclinations in some

measure, on account of l)is wife ; and especially he

look care to conceal his shameful practices from her.

But his desires gained strength by his yielding to

them, and concealment became impossible. He fre

quently returned home from court in a state far from

sober. His wife's tears, and sometimes a few words

of meek, soft expostulation which she whispered to

him in his- cooler moments, roused his conscience, and

pierced him to the very quick. At such moments he

acknowledged his offences to her, begged her forgive

ness, which was always readily and endearingly grant

ed, and formed excellent resolutions for the future.

But habit and temptation prevailed overall, fallen's

mildest supplications, even her looks of distress, and

the pearly drop that trickled, in spite of her wishes,

from her fading eye, he at length began to consider as

reproaches which it befitted him, as a man of spirit,

to resent. His behaviour to her assumed the style of

peevishness, and not rarely that of cruelty. In the

main, he shunned her society, and plunged continu

ally deeper into sin and folly.

But I will not attempt to trace any farther the par

ticular steps of so dreadful a progress to ruin. In the

course of seven years, this pair had four interesting

children. Frederic had now brought his family to

poverty, and-constant fear of the sheriff; partly by

gaming ; for his debts of honour were to he paid, and

that in the first place too, so long as he had the means ;

and partly by the loss of his employment as a lawyer ;

for no client would commit his cause to the manage-

mentof a drunkard, nor suffer his money to be col

lected by an inveterate gamester. He had become a
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confirmed Sot. His understanding was much impair

ed ; though, one might, at intervals, observe a flash of

its original brightness. His affection for the partner

of his bosom, his once beloved Ellen, appeared to be

utterly extinguished ; and his rosy-cheeked, promis

ing little ones seemed to excite in his depraved breast

no emotions of fatherly regard. He loved nothing but

the inebriating poison which was destroying him, bath

soul and body. Stay ; there wasonc other thing, a

being in female shape, for whom he had a low and

most criminal fondness. How shall I. describe her(?

A homely, insolent yellow slave ; whom he basely

made the object of his preference, almost under the

very sight of his injured wife. That hapless wife, she

who used to be life beauteous, cheerful, joy-inspiring

Ellen, to what was she now reduced ? Though still

in the prime of her days, she was worn down, ema

ciated, by trouble and sorrow, to the semblance of a

skeleton. In looking at her sallow cheeks, and her

languid, sunken eyes, one could not help inquiring,

in m :i vicholy silence, whither all that sparkling love

liness i.«:'. fled which had been so loudly celebrated.

Her children, however, were dear to her heart ; and

she !otk the utmost pains to bring them up in the

ways of piety and virtue. In discharging, to the best

other ability, the duties of a Christian mother, she

found some relief from the woes of her condition.

Yet there wt*re hours when the remembrance of hap

py scenes long past, and never to return, would fill

her soul with anguish ', and cause her to shed bitter

tears over her own deplorable lot, and the fall of her

wretched husband.

Nearly a twelvemonth before the last date of which

I have been writing, it had pleased the God of mercy

to bestow upon this daughter of affliction an experi

mental knowledge of his salvation. From an early

stage of the work of grace, her reliance upon God

through Jesus Christ was strong and abiding. And

that reliance did cot fail to afford her its consolatory
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balm. She has often told a friend that she had biddetr

adieu to almost every earthly joy and hope ; that re*

Hgion was all her support under her heavy trials ; and

that she expected no resting place ou this side'of hea

ven.

During a number of years I have seldom had any

intelligence respecting this family. I can only learn

that these years have rolled on without producing any

change for the better in its situation...

And now, young ladies, the fairest ornaments' of

my native land, my story contains an important les

son for you. But I will not affront you, on the score

of your good sonse, .by telling you what this lesson

is : you will discern. it, and I trust you will.apply it

to practice with unwavering decision,, if the. occasion

shall arise. May Heaven guide you to. true felicity

iil the paths of wisdom and discretion.

N'o. 55. JULT 11, 1816..

Profaneness Inconsistent vrith Politeness.

THE practice of common cursing and swearing has

often Jieen proved to bafull of impiety. It is an in

sult to the majesty ofthe great God, the consequences

of which will one day make the guilty tremble.

This practice has also been represented as striking

at the vital interests of society, by diminishing the

obstacles in the way to perjury. Is this mere specu

lation ? I think not. Why do we use oaths at induc

tions into office ? Why do we impose them upon wit-

liesses and jurymen in the administration of justioe ?

Is it not to bind men to their duty by the solemnity

of an appeal to God, the Searcher and the Judge of

all hearts? And has not the<;rime we are considering

a sure tendency to render the heart less sensible to

the force of such an appeal ?

These things, howey&y are not precisely in my

ZT
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road at present. I request the reader's attention to ano

ther view of this same hateful practice. It is contrary

- to politeness, directly and strongly contrary to the prin

ciples and manners ofa gentleman. The charge may, to

some, appear strange and unwarrantable ; but I under- -

take to support it as a truth not to be invalidated.

Define politeness as you will, it must "include the "

standing rule, never to give unnecessary offence to any

individual of one's company. Now A company is rar.e-

ly made up without including some to whom profane

language is offensive. It is always possible, and ade«

licate mind will always remember it to-be supposable,

that there may be such persons within the circle, until

the reverse has been ascertained.- To the pious man, ;

whose heart glows with love and veneration toward his

God, it is inexpressibly shocking to hear the sacred

name of his Creator and his Father sported with as an

idle expletive of discourse, and his curses invoked ei

ther in the heat of passion or the wantonness of levity.

Such conduct as this must give pain, exquisite pain, to

every human being who retainsany share of reverence

for the Sovereign of heaven and earth. Should the

swearer assert that all this is sheer fanaticism, which

he is not bound to respect in his manner of speaking; I

would answer, he may as well pretend that his having

the honour and glory of being an atheist entitles him

to spit in the face of every man who believes there is a

God. He may show that he is totally indifferent to

our feelings, or that he even finds gratification in har

rowing them up with violence. From cither of these

sources, he may think it no small amusement, provided

his courage is sufficient, to wound us severely , by spit

ting in our faces, or by profaning the name of oar

God. But in the mean time, what becomes of his

character as a gentleman ?

I hare said that it is the principle of a gentleman to

avoid giving unnecessary offence. Are cursing and

swearingin conversation necessary things? WH;it good

end do they promote? Will profane language increase

the wealth of him who uses it? Will it prsacrrc hi*

S,
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1 body from the assaults of disease? Will it supply the.

deficiencies of his understanding or his knowledge ? Is

it needful to confirm the word of a man of veracity ; or

will it make us believe the declarations of one whose

veracity is doubtful? It is wasting time to multiply

questions upon this point. I have known many profane

swearers, but never heard the utility of their practice

seriously maintained. It has been my misfortune to

•witness much ef thisglaring abuse of the gift of speech,

in its horrible variety of forms; .but I never found an

instance in which it subserved any desirable purpose

whatever. It inflicts torture upon every sober ear,

and that without the least extenuating circumstance;

of necessity or advantage.

These culprits sometimes endeavour, with an air of

condescension, to excuse themselves by saying that

they spoke without thought. I reply, a man of refin

ed sensibilities does think. He thinks habitually, and

carefully too, that he may avoid hurting the feelings of

others. In regard to sense, he who says that he spoke

without thought confesses that he spoke as a fool ; and

in regard to politeness, he who pleads that he did not

consider what he was saying acknowledges, by the

very plea, that lie was then acting a part perfectly

a,t war with, that of.a gentleman..

But suppose it to be a fact ascertained that none of

the company will be offended by profane language;

how can it violate the rule of politeness in this situa

tion ? Well, the argument which I have in hand does

:Dot apply here; let the swearer take this for a case in

his favour, and. make the most of ii. He is not just

now inflicting pain upon his companions.; for in the.

pandemonium where they are collected, all are as im

piously callous to this kind of pain as himself. He is

only provoking, with a high hand, the vengeance of

God Almighty, and strengthening in himselfand his

comrades a habit calculated to outrage the feelings of''

serious people at some future hour.

I think my proposition is demonstrated. How can

this simple reasoning be refuted ?. I challenge any one.
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to the attempt. Let me imagine, then, (and it is a thing

which has been frequently and calamitously realized

in my experience,) that on taking my seat, as a stran

ger, in the stage coach, or at a public dining table, my

ears are immediately and almost incessantly assailed

with heaven-daring oaths and curses ; what idea shall

I reasonably entertain of the man who makes these

atrocious and butcherly attacks upon my peace ? He

may "wear a superfine coat, and hav§ his pockets filled

with money. He may possess all the personal graces

which nature and art can bestow. He may be a man

of learning aad of wit. He may stand high in office,

and in the applauses which a vain world lavishes upon

its idols. But I am authorized, I am compelled to

pronounce him grossly deficient in the attributes and

•behaviour of a gentleman.

No. 56. JULY 18, 1816.'

Conclusion ofthe Work.

WITH this number, I have resolved to discontinue

Tny labours. I would rather think them indefinitely

suspended than closed forever ; but the latter, in all

likelihood, will prove to be the fact. Those who have

taken a friendly interest in the work have a right to

be informed why it is now brought to a conclusion.

The reason is not that subjects are wanting on which .

to speculate, nor that I lack either time or inclination

to go forward ; but simply that I have not received

the aid which I always knew to be necessary, and

which, for several years, I still fondly expected.

These papers were begun with a design oflarge ex

tent ; a design calculated,- in the event ofa good exe

cution, to be useful to the public in no trifling degree.

But I had not the presumption to engage in such a task

relying upon myself alone. I was conscious ofmy own

inability to make the Mountaineer such a thing as I

wished itto be, and I supplicated repeatedly for assis

tance. I had in my mind's eye about half a score of
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; -literary friends, for whose talents I felt the highest es-

ttem, and whom I hoped to allure into a zealous coope

ration with me in the honourable effort to advance th«

• moral and intellectual improvement of our fellow citi

zens. J3ut this hope was a castle in th&air; and indeed

it was not the first, ; by sonie hundreds, of the frail

structures so denominated which I have built in tuy

time. I found, myself disappointed. The persons al-

•- luiled to probably either thought my plan ofdoing good

too insignificant, or were too much occupied otherwise

to command leisure for complying.-with my request.

Let me not be understood to speak slightingly of

the helpwhich has been afforded me. Of the lovers of

virtue and good manners, some have furnished com

munications very acceptable to me, and, as 1 believe,

to my readers alsp. Others have sent me what might

be called materials for writing, of-which I have made

free use, according to the best of my-skill and judg

ment. To all my correspondents I here tender my

thanks for their kindness. Though they are, with a

few exceptions, personally unknown to me, the,coinci

dence of,ourid(jasand,purposes binds us to each other

•with mi attachment which, I trust, we shall not soon

give up to oblivion.

I have no fear that I shall be censured by Ihe wise

and candid, when I freely avow that in the prosecuti

on of my scheme. I have enjoyed more than a diminu

tive share ofpleasure. I have carried with me, at eve

ry step, the inward testimony of my sincere good will

toward those whom I was addressing ; and the cheer

ing anticipation that my exertions for their welfare

would not be altogether fruitless. However I may

have been overlooked by the many, I have occasion

ally been greeted wjth words of encouragement by

some of those whose approbation I was most solicitous

to obtain. I have delighted in that mental communi

on which I considered myself to be holding with such

, as would enter into my views, and would thank me

for the exhibition of sound principles, and theadmin-

^istration of salutary counsel. And this communion
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V

was certainly not the less delicious to me on account '

of the veil of secrecy with which it was shrouded. To

the young, whose habits were yet to he formed, and

whose hearts were most susceptible of risrht 'impres

sions, I have looked, with peculiar anxiety for their

success in all worthy pursuits, and peculiar confidence

'that I might be instrumental in its proirotion. Retir

ing fi.orn noiss and care and trouble, often have [seized

the pen with avidity, and said to myself, now let me

try to present to my dear youthful pupils something

•which may beat onco engaging and profitable.

In the review of what 1 have done, I see much to in

spire me with humility. .At the same time, I wish I

could look back upon every, project and action of my

life" with «•? much satisfaction as I possess in having

written and published these essays.

I have no title to make a parade with my adieus, nor

am I inclined to do so. I do not think that those who

will be much concerned at taking leave of the Moun

taineer are very numerous. Yet I find it painful to

utter the last valediction. We are secialbeings ; and

a ajreat portion of the charm of life arises from the in

terchange ofsentiment and affection. Experience con-

vinces us that unless our company is quite insipid, or

rather positively disagreeable, we cannot pass the mo-

men t of final separation without some melancholy emo

tions. But all earthly connexions are to be dissolved ;

and we must submit as well as we can to the law of ne

cessity. Let us remember that we are evermore has

tening onward from this region of vicissitude to the

bar of the Almighty. Let us make his word our guide.

through the perilous wilderness in which we are tra

veling; and estimate every thing as vanity and delusi

on in comparison with his favour. Fervently praying

that you, my benevolent friends, may be as happy in,

this world as such an imperfect state admits, and that

you may at last partake ofthat consummate and eternal

happiness which God has promised to his children, I

commend you to his blessing, and bid you farewell.

FINK.
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The Path to Glory.

HAPPY the youth whose heav'n-born choice

Turns him from sin's destructive way;

Who gives his ear to wisdom's voice,

And strives her precepts to obey.

Conscious of guilt, his only rest

Is found when Calv'ry meets his view::

He flies to his Redeemer's breast,

And vows to be his servant too.

By earnest prayer for light and grace,

He gains, each day, a fresh supply;

And thus, unwearied, runs the race

That leads him to the prize on high.

Protected by almighty pow'r

His steadfast soul no terror knows,

Though war awaits him, cv'ry hour,

With armies of surrounding foes.

In vain the world employs her wiles

To check his ceurse, with varied art :

Against her frowns, against her smiles,

Firm faith securely guards his heart.

In works of piety to God,

And love to man, he spends his years.;

And when he feels afflicti m's rod,

Sweet peace is mingled with his tears.

'-» •
His life with growing lustre shines

Till all the toils of life are past :

His breath then calmly he resigns.

Trusting his Saviour to the last.

Attendant angels, while they sing

His victory, their friend convey .

Up to the presence of their King,

The region of eternal day.
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